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Non. To THE READER

TI4s report has been produced in three separate and distinct

volumes. Volume I contains material related to the instit tiOnal

Managempt of student financial 'aid; Volume focuses on t e efffct of

the various aid programa on postsecondary students; the nal volume is a

Summiry which highlights the most significant aspects of t e study's

findings. In lieu cif a single abstract, the preface to ea h of the

sections of Volumes I and II provides an overview of the material

discussed therein - (Volume I contains five sections; Volume II contains

two sections). For a summary of the findings of both volumes, the reader

is, of.course, referred to thelummary volume w!lich 4as prepared for this

. purpose.'
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At 1
INTRODUCTION

=rots OF TiIS VOLUME
e

4

his repoirt is darided into two main sections. SectibnI provides -

%

,general supporting in5ormation;'Section II proVides the empirical reaUlts

of'this. study. Sectipn I begins by sketching the backgrOund-AtedLcontext

kof the subject of'student aid, including the history of its development,

a review of the extant _literature, and a discussiod*)of the role of' the
. A

ttudent in the financial aid delivery system. Sectioh II begins with a

macro-level view of the distribution of financial .aid funds and then

moves on to a discuqsion of two aspects of distributive equityvertical

mobility and the impact'of financial aid 'on the rates of pirticipation in

higher education. The final chapter focuses on the relationship between

equitable outcomes and institutional discretionary management practic s.

,st

STUDY BACKGROUND

'This study is the third and final phase of the U.S.. Ofiic of

Education's (USOE)1/ assessment of the impact of Federal financial aid

programs an postsecondary students, institutions, and state governments.

Formally titled "Study'of the Impact of Student Financial Aid Programs"

(SISFAP), the components completed prior to this study include:

11 In May 1980 the United States Office of Education (USOE) 'was
reconstituted as the Department of Education (ED). In order to avoid

confusiofi, . And to remain consistent with documents previously produced
under this dontract, all ippropriate passages in this report will refer
ta uspE.

.

1.1
6-,



the design of a research strategy to assess the impact of
financial aid (SISFAP I);

/-

the study of the impact of Federal and state financial aid
programa ahd policies on the choice process'of postsecondary
bound students (SISFAP II, StudyA);

the study of the way in which labor market cond tions (and
4perceptions thereof) interact with educational costs and.-
financial aid to influence access to Postsecondary education
(SISFAS II, Study B); .

: the examination of the impact of financigilaidion student
. %persistence in postsecondaiy education (SISFAP II StUdy C); and

-the relationship between Federal and state studen
(SISFA II, StUdy D).

This remaining component (SISFAP III) was intended t

effectiveness and efficiency of procedures.employed by

levernment and by participating'institutions of postse

to operate 474 manage the Campus Based and Basic Educ

Grant tt400) Assistance programs. The BEOG program,

$2.56 billion, is themainstay of U4. spudent'aid.

admiiiistered by the U.S. Office oi Education and,pr

postsecehdary student with an entitlement tofinani

can be used at any of thousands of approved pos;Ise
*

The'amount of the entitlement is based upon the s

derived from a uniformly applied formula), whilelac

calculated using th: cost of education at the schoo

chosen to attend. The Campus.Based prosgrams,

administered_locally by the staff of eligible imst

thi Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant ;OE

Student Loans (NDSL); and College WorkStudy (4WS),.

'd programs

aluate /the

tederal

on ary education

nal Opportunity

ently funded at

ii centrally,*

es 'the eligible

THE EMPETUS FOR THE STUDY

Evaluations of the Federal student aid pro

appropriations to the distribution'of funds, h

*in nature. While specific components of this

examined at several levels 'of sophistication a

prior to the SISFAP project, no unified, compr

erZ

r,

1 . 2

on

nt,''s need: (as

awerds are

the student has

other hand., are

tutions. They include

); National Direct

assistance which

ary ins4tutions.
/

k

from program

ve been mostly piecemeal

lex system have been

etail, theie ciali been,

herisive analysis of the



Federal government's involvement in the provision of funds 061- p

secondary students. The need for such all in-depth, broads*cope stu

hoiever, did not long go unnoticed. In 1974, the National Task-Forte o

StudentAid Problems (otherwise known as the Keppel Task Force) was

formed to exaline a complex system that had ,become "...increasingly...

troublesome to the general public....4/ Its charge was to examine the

delivery,system for student aid while ignoring the broader issues of:an

eppropriatle social policy for the financing of postsecondary education,-

While the Task FOrce addressed many of the issues included.,in this study,,

its recommendations were derived in a deli6erativé fashion from the

expertise of the various penel members. As stated in its Final Report,

its role'was to 'Iiintegrate and implegent the results of mady existing

efforts into_the broader form of a total delivery spite' and then to

achieve the support ind backing of ,the associations and individuals.who

can bring'them into being.'!4/ In a significant senseoithe problems

identified by the Task force and its recommendations formed the basis for.

tht formal evaluative effort reptiesented by the SISFAP

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 4

is
The Office of Education'e.interetit in examining thetd programs,nd

their procedures is threefold: to evaluate die equity'of the
.

.

distribution Of Federal financial assistance funds among students.with

similar charicteristicsi to identify the aid practices and procedures

that best meet the objecties pf the Federal programs; and to provide the

dal' needed to develop a behavioral model of the flow of U.S. student aid

dollars. Specifically, the study was designed to examine:
, ..

the relationships between program funding levels and piogram
-... A.objectives; ,.

th'Is factors influencing the decisions of institutions to
participate in,the programs;

the impact of application and aid distribution procedures on
_

.

both institutions and studentsr

,

3./Francis 'Keppel, Nationat-Task Force on Student Aid" Problems: Final
Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Education)). p. 1.

a/Ibid., p. 5.
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the factors abecting Mid ability of postsecondary institutions
to implementithe'piograms in accordance with the needs of'
students an the regulations and guidelines issued by USOE;

AI the factors affecting the participation of students in'these
. //programs, ncluding counseling, consumer information,

applicati processes, need determination, and aid pacicaging; '

. //
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IT 1.1: SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIOg
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EXHIBIT .1.f: FtIANCING POSTSECONDARY EDUCAlliON: WHERE DOES THE MONEY COME FROM?

I.

;Total

Source:

1:

1/
Includes:

.6

Tuition and Fees
From Students
$9.0 Billion

"*.

S.

It-State and Local
$14.9 Billion

f.

Federil .

47.2 Billioq
Excludes Student

Aid)

Ol aalf AM.

Other:
difts, Endowments,

Sales ic Services, etc.

$12.3 bil34.on

.a0

'DOTAL = $4364 Billion

Public = $29.3 Billion
Private $14.2 Billtima

Mitioaal Center for Education Statistics, Financial Stat ies of. Institutions
of Higher Education, 1976-77. Table 123.

4

Student Aid, IL6-iitutional Support, Program Funding and ReSearch, excluding
Social SecurityData from the Office of Management and Budget, Special
Analysis.:4197$.t
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TABL( 1.1: PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FEDERAL SUPPORT TO POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION 1965-1979

.Total Percent Change . Average Annual
1965-1979 - Percent Increaseir

Research Support 234

, Institutional Support ,

Aid to Students 3,8 a

9

9

30

4

Source:I OMB, 1971-1979, Special Analyses, Budget of the United States.

1/A compounded rate of increase, i.e. V2 = VI(1. 4- On.

approximately $2 billion to a staggering $13 billion--a totc increase of

e 550 percent, or an average annual increase of about 13 percent. Thg most

dramatic rise as shown below, ,has occurred in the area of direct student

aasistance.
#

In 1965, it is estimatga that the Federal.kovernment provided about

$200 million ih student assistance; however, by 1979 total.Federal *

outlays for students.(inclusive of all programs, e.g.,'Office of
-

Education,-Social.Security, Department pf Defense, etc.) approached $8

blllioh. Even more 6ng is the fact ihat, in 1'964, Federal assistance

helped meet abo4_yo Percent of total postsecondary student costa; by

1979, it is estimated"thar the Federal conttlaburiOn had.grown to about 15

speroent of the total.

approaching the status

education to AmeriCa's

Clearly, the Federal govermment is rapidly

of a major partner in 'the provision of higher

youth:

CURRENT TOPICS OF THE DEBATE ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCe

. The first years of the 1980s will be especially crucial in charting

the fature course of Federal involvement, the 91e of the institution,

and the perception of the student's place in .the\aid process. Therefore,

the deision to authorize a study of this magnitude, scope, and cost on

the topic of student financial aid was made with full awareness-that its



final product would, among other.things, provide a vartiable reEerence for

those engaged in considering the current isss of debate on:studpnt

, financial assistance. These are'briefly discussed below.

CongressionAl Reauthorization

The most active forqm for the airing of views on the rfolm of Federal

involvement in student aid is the current dracying of the Reauthorization

of the Higher Education Act of 1965 by Congress. At the time of this
t

writing,,the,House of Representatives has passed its own versyon of a

reauthorization bill while the,appropriate Senate'Coimitteei are .

preparing to begin a mark-up of 'ts owh reauthoriiation,propilsal.

The scope of the debate on re thorization has beensvirtually

limitless. In addition to determining the .levels at which the_Besic
. r.

Grant and Campus Basedsprograms are to be funded for the coming years,

Congress will be examining 'ther aspects of the finailcial aid plocess.

'Below, are some examples of'the issues which have been det before the

Senate and House as Ice-y consider iitle IV legislation:

refinement of the OC andsCampus Based oeed analysis formula%
(e.g., asset pr ction allowances, deCigition of independent
student status);

.4
financlal aid funding for less Olanhalf-time stUdents;

expansion of aid programs directed to assist graduate students;

restructuring of the fedeally sponsored student loan programa
(e.g.,-establishment of a national loan banic, consoliaation of
the NDSL and Guaraiteed Student Loan (GSL) programs);

'eliminatioW of the payment of subminimum wage to soue College
Work-Study recipients; and

revision of the formula by which USCE anipcates Campus Based
fundle to participating institutions.

StudentConsumer Issues

The studentl-institution relationship has acquirlernew significance in

the.Lcst decade del society attempts to/implement, through massive federal

funding programs, the American dream of open access and free choice in

postsecondary education for all citizens. sitich a context,

institutions of higher education, logically and ethically, should deal

1.8 ,0 o



**- in a fair and businesslike manner both with students who enroll and with

-those who seek information about the educational service offered.-/ti

The above isa rather concise codification of the isses which

fiirm the basis for the student-consumer movement in the area of
*

student financial aid. Al,though stu4ents,are the most commonly
, , . , .

.-

identified "consumers," of student financial aid, the term is a1s6

broad enough to include family members (e.g., parents4 spouse) whO
_ ,

*
are contributing to the support of postsecondarY students.

-

Student consumerism also coveri issues which are not necessarily
A

relevant to this distussion of financial aid, including employment

prospects of graduates, for example. Elaine-H. El-hKhawas, in an

rticle ahntitled "effective Response. to Codbumerism," ontlines the

sicareas of student-consumer concern which can-be appliekto

er of aspects of postsecondary education. These are:

11, protection from abuse, fraud, or misrepresentation;

2) - better understanding of available Cmtions and institutions;

,3Y commitment to develop standards oft"fa/practice" procedural

aspect's of the itudent-institutionaf r tionship; and

4) "sssurancis about adequate program quality."5/

MS. El-Khawas views, the rise of student consumerism as a very positive

step towards an overall improVement of postsecondary education. She
a

points out that in order to respond to the needs of consumers, an

effective tripartite relationship will have to be establishecl, with

government, institutions, and students working in a cooperative manner.

All parties, Ms. El-Khawas contends, must be prepared to reevaluate their

4present posfrons and practices:

In its call for increased responsiveness to the needs of
students in the procedural aspects of theit r,elationships with
postsecondary institutions, consumerism represents a general

YJoan Stark, ed., The ManY Faces of Student Consumerism (Lexington,
Mass.: Lexington Books, 1977), p. 11.

2/Elaine H. El-Khawas, '!Effective Responses tp Consumerism," in Stark,
ibid., p. 125.-

1.9
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challenge to i-eview,existing practices and,,as necessary, to develop new
6

procedures to meet changing student needs..-

The de'velopment of the Consum4 Information Requirements represents the

initial Federal response to this -or- ganized call for greater consumer

awareness. In the years to come, those-advocating student-consumer

concerns hope to expand,the consumer guidelines to cover a broad range of
me

student financial aid practices, including the awarding of &bat .'

determining need, and assigning College Work-Study jobs..

Uniformity of Practice'
r

rsir

The initiation of a system 'of Campus Based student aid programs wai =

prompted by a'belief among members of Congress and USOE that there are a

variety of local'factors which could, andchould, influence-the awarding

of student financial assistance funds. However, oe Has only to'examine

the complexities involved in administering the Basic Grant Program to get
. .

a feel for the impossibility of centrally administering,the awarding of
.

' upwards of $S billion in student aid funds.
e . .

By building in so much discretion on th4 institutional level, USOE
'

has created a system which contains same degree of uncertainty. In

response to the existingsstructure of these programs, institutions Will

necessarily develop prac ices which Are unique to their.own.cificum-

istances. The concern of SOE is no so)much the uniqueness of the

practices, but rather that the outcomes they produce (the awarding.of aid

to students) will not be consistent with the broader pr6gtam goals; 'From
,

the Federal viewpoint, schools must use their,Campus Based aid allotments

to increase the potential for access and retention among students with

the greatest relative need. At dais moment, USOE is consldering whether

its traditional reliance on the provision of guidance to financial'aid

offiCeS on proper practices is enough to ensure the achievement of these

desired outcomes. The alternative is to promulgate regulations creating

a more uniform model of practice for all facets of the aid awarding

6/- El-Khawasi ibid., p. 124.

1.10
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process (see Volume I, Section 3, for greater detail), thus leaving the ,

campubes with an.administrative rather than a policy-oriented role in the,

aid.delivery system. Many of the subaequent chapters-lin this report pill

address the existence of ,yariant practices =tong institutions. Whether
/

the existence of such variance is a healthy sign that the aOtem is

respnnsive to local.consideratiogs or symptomatic of a.violation of the

programs' legislative intent is.the fulcrum of ourrtit debate on this

matter.,

Prevention of Institutional Fraud

As a cprollary.-to the above discussion, consider that USOE must

lertake an ongoing effori to ensuie that the funds which it allocated

are expended'in accordance with the law. ,By opting for a more

decentralized method of aiding students, USOE 11414'; in fact, increased the

potential for the abuse of public moldes. In a recent effort to impose,

external controls on the uses which schools make of Federal aid funds,

USOE has developed a sophisticated set,of application and reporting 8

requirementd'which provide it with descriptions of who received Federat

student aid and in what amounts. Additionally, "program review audits,"

which are conducted at the institution by USOE-personnel, are designed to

provide the Federal government with more dftailed records of die specific

practices of selected aid offices. ilt.of these methods of tracking

institutional compliance-are considered in detail'in Volume

Chapter 11, of this report. Suffice it to say at this point that USOE,

must attempt to walk a very narrow line in this matter between properly

pr teeting public monies and$11;ot burdening institutions with an

nordinate amount of paperwork.

)- RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Due to the complex nature and large scop pf,this reseaTch project,

it was divided into three stagea. Stage I included,the description and

evaluation of those operational and managerial Procedures which could be

analyzed using existing data sources or interviews with USOE staff, and

the development of a ditailed research design for a national survey of

_
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postsecondary institutions and students. In Stage I;, this design was

implemented using.a nationally representative sample of 172 post;econdary

institutions .41nd over 20,000 randamly selected students: Stage III of

the project, which was.separately funded and recently completed', was to

assess the impact of"the Middle Income_§tudent Assistance Act (MISAA) on

the distribution of student financial aid. The 'assessment was based on'a

quasi-experimentil research cesn, carried out'through a.. longitudinal

follow-up of the same schools ted during the Stage II survey.t

detsiledaiscuSsi of the research design can be found

elsewhere,-7,
/

theesampling stra egy for this study can be ea ily

summarized. 'First, a listing f shools, eligible to parti ipate.in

Other the Basic Crant or any f,the Campus Based'programs, as compiled

us'ing aviilable USOE data files
a

or grouped, into onefof 32 sepa ate categories defined by the following

variables;

'Next, the institutions were stratified,

control: yublic, privite, and proprietarY;

level: Universiey/4-year, and 2-year or less;

participation (for Proprietary s'ehools onlY): BEOC only, and
Campus Based schools;

type of Program (for proprietary shools only): cosMetology,
business, trade/technical, and other;

seate effort ija financial aid; defined in terms of the numbAr 'of
tteed-baSed-Programs offered: five or more programs, two to four
programs, and one or fewer progrhms;

. selectivity, defined in terms of the school's average SAT/AdT f

score for all entering freshmen: schools with averages above
the median, and those below; and ,

size: 1,000 students or less, and over 1,000 students.

The nonprofit (public and.private) 4-year schools were. then ordered

within each group on the basis, of their average ttion and fees sp as to

ensure adequate representation of this important variable. Finally, two

types of schools were deleted from this population listing prior to the

7/
- Applied Management Sciences, Technical Report No. it Ssmple Design,
,studdnt Survey Yield and Bias, November 1579.
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selectionof the sample: those.wtiich were hospital-based 058 schools4

and those which had been included in a study being conducted by DHEW's

Bureau of Student Financial Assistance (about 110 schools). The former

were excluded since they were atypical of the universe of schools in !,

terms of their structure and the types of aid offered, and were not of

particular policy interest. The lattee were dropped to 'avoid the

potential for overburdening certain respondents.
.

Once these sirata heal-been formed, the sample of 150 institutiOns
4

originally desired was alpeated'to each group in prhoortion to the

number in the population falling in each stratum, except that the initial
4

division between. profit4sking and nonprofit schools was adjusted in the

directiaa of tte nonprofit institutions. This was necessary because

although the profit-makiiig sthools adcount for about 40 percent of the

schools, they acCount pfor only a small proportion of the students. At

this point,. the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requested that the

sample of 4-y"ear public tastitutions be increased by ,25 schobls, These

extra schools Neve akso alloCated proportionally to each of the public

institution strata, thereby increasing the total sample to 175

postsecondary institutions. The actual selection of the.sample of

schools to parficipate in the survey was conducted randomly within each

of the 32 groups, using the sampling proportion described above.

Within each of the selected schools, a random sampla of students was

selected by the individual local site Coordinators using detailed

proge4uNes develbped by Applied Management Sciences.- Basically, the

schools were requested to: 1) compute a sampling ratio by dividing the

total enrollment'by the required-sample size; 2) obtain a listing of all

mndergraduate students registered itt least half time (i.e., eligible for

Federal student aid); 3) stratify them by class level if at least a

2-year School; pnd 4) use the sampling ratio'to systematically select a

random sample of students. In most cases, these procedures required only

minimal adjustments to fit individual situations. A smart number of

t

./
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sdhools (approximately eight institutions) were unable to stratify their

students by class prior to.selection. This was due mainly to the

combination-of a lack of data processing capability and an enrollment

oize too /Arge to be handled manually. In these cases, the selection was

made by the schools randomly without prior stratification.
Pr%

The practice work of responding to the objectives-of this project
A

can ittt summarized as including:

the review of literature and of expert views on issues of aid
administilttion;

.

the codification and analysis of basic data on the past
operations-of the Federal programsparticularly the
authorization and utilization of Federal funds;

a computer-based simulation anilysis of the Basic Grant program;

the detailed, on-site investigation of fin4cialaidpractices
in each of the 172 colleges ahd othe? postsecondary schOols;
th'is work,, carried out in egsly. 1979, included--

obtaining extensive statistical and other data on'local aid
offices, their work, and their problems;

interviews ioithre nutber of campus ,officials directly

concerned wittlistudent aid, including school presidents.and
deans, business officers, and extended talks with aid
personnel;

surveys of random sample of all undergraduate sthdents
enrolled at each school in the study, to obtain matched
data on aid recipients and nonrecipients; and

extracts from the school records of the sampled
undergraduate aid recipients, to obtain detailed da a on
individual needs, counseling, and aid awards;

a less detailed mailed survey of an additIgnal 1,100 Chools, to
obtain key data for more complex and precise analyses of
institutional administrative procedures.

Collection of data and preparation for analysis are still underway for

the last component listed above (the mailed institutional survey), and

will he treated in a separate report to be prepared by the summer of

1980. The Stage III assessment of MISAA impact has been partially

completed, and the results were reported to USOE during early April 1480.

^4,
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This project has taken place as previously noted, during a major

Congressional debate over future policies and funding for these

programs. .Part of the function of this study,-then, haa, also been to

serve as a source of information"for those deliberating about issues

concerning student aid. Thi data generated for this project have a

longer-range value as well. Student financial aid is am emergent

profession-, the ewcomer among adminiitrative roles in higher educition.

The scope of acti 'ties, the professional practices, and other major

elements of the field are not well codified. State, regional, and
.

.

national associations 6r-financial aid officers, and others interested in

this aspect of postsecondary education are beginning to deal with this

need to develop the profession. qcattered articles and menographs

reflect a general suspicion that Oactices are widely variable, thatqwme

aid operations are inadequately supported, and that, in.general, students

do not get similar treatment when they approich. different institutions.

This project providew the first unified data base for the examination of

these and related issues. It makes available a coordinated set of

information on schools, aid offices, and students. It is the first

aemt ,to assess, on a national scale, the performance of this critical

part of the higher education system.

wis
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PREFACE

SECTION I

BACKGROUND

This part Of the report,contains primarily background iformation,

dealing with: Ow history of Federal assistance tvostsecondary

students; a review.of the extant literature on tc7ics related to the

issues addressed in this volume; and a description of the student's role

in the financial aid delivery system. To the extent that these -items

have a bearing on the results presented in Section 11, they have been

pro144ed As an aid to the reader. For those not wishing to spend time on

such a discussion,.we suggest proceeding directly to Section II.

-00
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BACKGROUND

'The' real dilemma of American higher education ip tblit we want so
mlnyato go to college but must charge them so much to do so. 'The
history of the development and change in student financial aid in
institutions of American higher education is th history of 300 years
of struggling with this problem.

Rexford G. Moon, Jr.I

TOTRODUCTION

In the five years since this wits'writt little has changed.

Congress, facing the difficult tisk-of reai1thorizing the Higher Education

Act, is being bombarded with proposals on ways to modify the manner in

which students are now being supportidcentralize the distribution of

Campus Based aid; change the treatment of independeqt students; create

separate student and parent educational toan programs; distribute aid on

the basis of incoite tax returns--and the fist goes on. The struggle, it

appears, has not yet been,won.

While same of the propositions now before Congresa are directed-

toward relatively sipple procedural,changes, others challenge the broad

goals of Federal postsecondary education ,policythe provision of equal

opportunity. The decisions to be made are complex, and their impaCts are

both large and pervasive. At stake ire over $5 billion in pukic monies

per year and the futures of many postsecondary students and. institutions.
."

1/Rexford G. Moon, Jr., "History of Institutional Financial Aid'in the
United States," Persyectives on Financial Aid (New York, N.Y.: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1975), p. 1.

r-
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A BRIEF. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The Origins of Federal Snuort: .An Emp asis on Institutional Support
t

Support and control oi higher education

of this nation, been established as the pr

from the earliest days

responsibility oi the

states. 'This basic asstipption of the sepaaii4 of authority has, unpil

recent timest-defined the Federal.rolé as being inly that of

snpplementing the efforts of the states. Ai, the Constitutional

Conyention of 1787, several.prOposals were tivanc d to empower the

Federal gOverdneet to establish institutions bf h gher education; all,

e however, 'were rejected.2/
',10P I

This commitmentrto the separation of autho ity, however, should not
,

belie,the ldagestablished American tradition o respect for education.

"Given the damigint American.ethostof 'democrat% capitalism' and 'rugged

individualism," higher education has had a value insofar as it has helped

-each Horatio Alger get ahead in the economic and ocial system."

America has not had a class society in the Europel: sense, end deeply.
I

rooted in the operating norms of the national policy, is the belief that
, t

upward mobility can be achieved through hard work ahd advanced

education. The attainment of universal higher e4ucition as a utilitarian
.

.

goal, however, has develOped over a long period co t.

Its roots cam be traced to the middle of the th century and the

presidency of Andrew JOhnson. Embracing libertari s Jefferionian

philosophy, "Americans under Johnsonianism chose t put their house in

order...
-4/ aa:Part of the period of postCivil War recenstruction.

The most notable step was the creation of a "Depar nt of Education" on
_

March 2, 1867, ending a long debate over the need to establish a place

2/George N. Rainsford Cbn ress and Hi her Education n the Nineteeth
Century (Knoxville, Tennessee: , niverslty o 1ennesse ress, ...

1975), p. 17.

3/L.E. Gladieux, and Thomas R. Wolanin, Congress and the Colleged
(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Bookst.1975), p. 4.

YFrederick Rudolph, The Amlirican College and University (New York,
.N.Y.: Vintg Booksy1.1965), p. 203.
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Ifor education in,the Nation's Capito1.21 Despite the symbolic

inportance of.recognition to education, it was the original Morrill Land

Grant Act of 1862 (and the subsequent Morrill Act of 1890), however, that

provided what would eventually become-the ultimate bases for mass

participation i higher education by legitimizing the role.of the Federal

government to ensure educational opportunity .to classes of citizens

previously excluded 'from such benefits.

The original 1862 Morrill legislation granted each state 30,000 acres

of land for each Senator andaepresentative it had in Congress. The land

was-to be use#/to establish one or more instituitions Cif higher education
\.

for the purposes of teaching subjects releted to agrlculture and the

r

mechanical arts (see 12 Stat. 503, July 2, 1862). While of great

anabolic importance, it was the second Morrill Act of 1890'that began the

actual flow of tederal dollars for the direct support of institutions of

higher education. Under this later Act, Congress established an annual,

graduated program of financial assistance. La both cases, however, t.he'

. focus of Federal support wes the institution and not the iiidividual

0 student. The .latter would not arise until the mid-20th century:.

The Beginnings of Federal Assistance to Student: The yrly Focus on

.Self-Help

Direct Federal payments to students, unlike Federal grants to

institutions-ofhigher education, are of rather recent origin in the

United States (see Exhibit 2.1). The first private endowment gift.in

# American higher education was given to Harvard Colleie in the 17th

century for the establishment of scholarships and, until very recently,

most Federal student aid was similarly restricted to institutional

funds. In fact, support other than "college money" played little role in

this nation's student aid resources until the early part of the 20th

century. Faced with the devastating effects of Worfd War I and economic

2/Richard Lykes Higher Education and the U.S. Office of Educations
(1867 - 1953) (Washington, D.C.: 1975), U.S. Office of Education,

p. 3.
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EXHIBIT 2.1: SIGNIFICANT DATES El DERAL SUPPORT CIF HIGHER EDUCATION

I. The Era of Ivtitutional Support

1785 Northwest Ordinance

1787 , Contract with.the Ohio Company reserving two townships
of land for the support of a university

1802 Establishment of U.S. Military Academy at West Point
1845 Ektablishment of U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis
1862 Passage of the Morrill Act
1867 Creation of the first Department of Education
1874 ,Award of nautical training grants-first evidence of

the principle ot Federal "matching grants"
1879 First Federal grants to Howard University
1887 Hatch Act establishing a system of agricultural

exReriment stations
1890 Passage of the Second Morrill Act
1914 Passage of the Smith-Lever Act for agriculture and

home economics extension
1919 First 'Surplus Prdperty Disposal made to educaiional

institutions
1920 First establishment of ROTC:units on cpllege campuses

II. The Early Programs of.Direct Student "Self-Help" Support

1935 , Creation of the National Youth Administration
1937' - Public Health Service Fellowships inaugurated

rII. Cohtinued Student Support- The Advent of Nonreturnable
Support,

1944 Passage of the Servicgman's Readjustment Act
1946 Establishment of the "Fulbright Program"
1952 , First National Science Foundation Fellowship awarded
1958 Passage of the National Defehse Education Act
1961 Passage of Fulbright-Hayes Act

-

IV. the Current Programl - The Goal O'f Educational 02portunity

1964 The Ecbnomic Opportunity Act
1965 The Higher Education Act
1972 The Education Amendments of 1972
1976 The Educition Amendments of 1976
1978 The Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA)
1979 Creation of the Educhtion Department'
1980 Reauthorization of Higher Education Act

2.4 3
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depression, direct student support grew out of a commitment to mitigate

the impact of these events on America's youth. 4

The advent of the Depression in the 1930s, with a quarter of the

labor force out of work, found.vast numbers of students leaving schools

and colleges because their.parents could no longer support them. As a

means of stemming eiais tide of die unemployed, t6 Federal Emergency.

Relief Administration began a program very much like Eoday,'S College

Work-Study program, to provide part-time jobs on campus to assist thesi

young people to continue-their education. BegAp in 1933, this etergency

effort continued until 1943, under the direction of frthe National Youth

Administration. Overall, it has been estimated that over 600,000

students participated in the program Vetween 1935 and 1943.

All nonprofit institutions were eligible to participate, and each

institution was given a student employment /Note based on a percentage of

regular enrollment. Payments were made,directly to students but

institutions were responsible for providing jobs and for selecting

eligible participants on the basis orfinancial need. This emphasi's on

need as an eligibility criterian,'while admittedly a response to a

broader social problem" established the lorededent for the student

.assistance programs that were to come-a quarter of a ceiltury later.

The second program of direct Federal payments to students, the

student war loans, started during World War II,4and was designed to

. encourage students pursuing degrees in medicine, science, or engineering

to complete their education before going to work. Between 1943 and.1944,

approximately $3 million was loaned to about 11,000 students. While

modest in nature, this program continued the early emphasis on self-help

support but shifted the focus from current earnings (jobs) to future

earnings (loans).

The next step in the histoty of Federal support Was the Serviceman's

Readjustment Act of 1944 commonly known as the "G.I. Bill of Rights."

Building on the precedent established it the Morrill Act, the G.I. Bill

authorized the most extensive program of aid to students by providing

educational benefits for tens of thousands of veterans. The G.I. Bill

17-
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r
included tuition and _living allowances paid by the Veterans Administra-

.

don, and as Kaufmaa suggests:

dir
This legislation was based uNin the assumption that educational

opportunity was the right of the gizizen and that this country had
.need for a highly educated_population. Another assumption was that
education would lead to behaviors thtt could only increase the

4., wellbeing of the individual an the general,growth and development of,
the nation.6P

,The impetus for this program was.a concern about what the nation

should do to assist the returning veterans to reentOr the.postwar

economy. Having interrupted or delayed their edudation, the veterahs

were seen as being entitled to some form of compensation. The G.I. Bill

not oaly provided such campensation but aiso reduced the negative

economic impact of a sudden addition I millions of workers to an already

stressed labor market.

The G.I. Biil of Rights is notable for two reasons: it tepresents

the first truly large-sc le Federal commitment to the direct'support of

postsecondary students and it.was the fyst'program to provide such .

support in the form of nonreturnakle aid. The emphasis of the G.I. Bill,

however, was not aa financial need but raIer on aiding those who.had

evned the right to receive pdblic support. The objective of ensuring

broad educational opportunity had not yet reached ehe level ofsFederal

policy.

The National Defense Education Act

By the late 1950s, Federal commitments to higher education were still

mmdest. In addition to the GI Bill, the most extensive programa 'were in

the area of research support under the newly established National Science

Foundatian. However, the launching of the first man-made satellite by

the Soviet Union in 1956, ushered in the era of increasing Federal

involvement in higher education. The policy of state primacy was, at

least for the moment, put aside in the race to compete with the Soviet

Union. "Since Sputnik was a produt of Soviet scientific manpower and

research, the United States would meet the challenge by doing better in
-

N

6/Martin L. Kaufman, "Federal Aid to Education: 1867-1971" Journal of
Education 1972 (154:3), p. 29.
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these areas.Z/' The hope of imvoved scientific education led in 1958

to the passage of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) which made

available low-interest, long-term loans to needy students whose academip

'abilities ana Choice of,curriculum qualified them for such assistance.

While the Act did not include the provision of nonreturnable aid (this

was a point of deep controversy during the legislative debates), its

passage was a landmark ia4pederal higher educatOn policy. Although it

was initially proposed as a temporary meaaure, i't has become, as the

National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) irogram, a'permanent part of what is

today a far broader effort to assist students.

Tfie'lligher Educ'astion Acts of 1965'and 1972: The Commitment to
Educational Ovortunity

As the NDEA grew out of the need to counter a perceived threat to

national security, the programs of the 19608 also evolved fram feelings

of national need. Unlike the earlier case, however, the need here was
4

clearly ineernal. Following the landslide victory of Lyndon Johnson in'

1964, the Administration launched the "Great Society's War on Poverty'

with the passage of both the Economic Opportunity AcIt and the Civil

Rights Act. The former supplied.job opportunities to low-income' students

through the Coliege Work-Study Proiram. Thetfo.11owing year., 1965, was

dominated by historic legislation: Medicare; the Votihg Rights Act; the

Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA); and, in the wake of ESEA, the Higher

Education Aat Df 1965 (HEA-65).

Although the importance of HEA-65 was initially obscured by the

education community's focus on ESEA, its passage clearly established a

new social commitment to the advancement of equali educational opportunity

through increased support for higher education. The "...benefits of'

postsecondary education..." are to be made available to all "...qualified

7/Glaiieux.and Wolanin (1976), p. 9.



students who, for theflack of financial means, would be unable to obtain

such benefits without..."14 the availability of external assistance..

As an outgrowth of the war on poverty and discrimination, public

attention was finally focused, the financial obstaclesoto higher

education, and public monies were targexed to people who required help

overcoming this barrier.

The nation's commitment to equaljpportunity was not an invention of

the ferment of the 1960s, but was, r ther, the natural result of a

philosophical perspective that has "tun through years of American higher

education. The landgrant college.movement, the GI Bill, and the postwar

enrollment boom all worked to achieve greater access to the benefits 61.)

continued education. "But in the 1960s, the concept and the ideal of

equal educational opportunity took on new dimensions, a new urgency, and

a central place in public policymaking for higher education. At the

opening of the 19700 it was perceived as a' major part of the nation's

unfinished business."1/

What is most striking about the Higher Education Act is its

establishment of a "moral imperative" to correct earlier wrongs. The

climate af the time was dominated by a new ccInsciduaness=.the nation

became committed to resolving many 9f its longstanding social ills,

particularly the breaking of the "poverty cycle." Such introspection

affected every Sector of the society, including the higher education

community. Campuses everlwhere were forced to examine their records',f6r,

failures to extend the educational opportunities to ethnic minorities and

the ecOnomically disadvantaged.

fq

The result was a significant departure fram the traditional'

determinants of access tb scholastic benefits. No longer was eligibility

to be based solely on merit. With. the exception of a vague pramlision

that "evidence of academic or creative promise" be demonstrated,

LYHigher Education Act of 1965, Fart At Subpart 2, Section 411AW-.

2./Gladieux and Wolanin, p. 15.
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eligibilit; was to be based, above all, on ecoaqic need. Whereas
!4t

education had previously been called upon to mattit aational needs for

trained manpower and to expand research, it was,n06 eing asked tt, be the

."great equalizer" of America's citizens.

While quantitative evidence has not been strong in the.ability-Ti7 t
OfiCiti011 to ameliorate the effects of poverty, Jencks'has indicated that:

...educational attainment ia by far the most powerful measurable
deterninant of occupational status.... *ale we should be wary of
assuming that access,to higher education has4.1 decisive causal effect

, on a man's chances of upward or downward mobility, It seems fairly
likely that it does have some effect.10/

Similarly, Schultz.contends that the provision of expanded,educational

opportunities has "...been a major factor during recent decades in

changing the distribution of personar.income."11/ James Coleman,

examining the broad issues of educatipnal'opportunity, has pdinted out

that the responsibility for such opportunity has evolved in this country

from the passive role of providing free public education resources to be

used by the family to an active responsibility for creating equality of

educational ac114.evemente-12/- Jencks, in a related context analyzing .the

effects of higher education on social mobility, concludes that:

(*e'
4 There are, aff;er all, only two ways to make men eqwal: we can reduce

the privilege of the elite or we can increase the privilege of the
. nonelite.... The only practical way'to move towat4s equality, then,

is to help those at the lower levels of society..12V A__--------

12/Christopher Jencks, "Social Stratification and Higher Education,"
Harvard Educational Review, 1968, Vol. 78, pp. 227-316.

/Theodore W. Schultz, "'Resources for Higher Education: An Economist's,
View," Jgurnal'of-Political Economy, May/Juhe 1969'1 Vol. 76, p. 3.

12/James Coleman, "The Concept of Equality of Educational Opportunity,"
Harvard Educational Review, 19680 Vol. 38, pp. 7-22.

12/Jencks, ibid., p. 316.

_
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Clearly, this has been the intent of the Federal student assistance

programs which have evolved since the passage of the Higher Education Act

of I965 (HEA-65).

This landmark law (HEA-65) included,five major components:

the establishment of the.first program of Federal scholarsbips
far college undergraduates, the "Educational Opportunity Grants"
program, which provided grants to students ."Of exceptional
financial need;"

the transfer of the recently created College Work-Study (CWS)
program to the U.S. Cliffice of Education (USOE) where the
government provided 80 percent of the cost of part-time jobs for
students (preference was given to students fram low-incase,
families);

renewal qf the National Defense Stdent Loan Program;14/

the establishment of the GuaranteefIStudent Loan (GSL) program
,to increase the availability of prlvate capital for student
loans (for the'students whose',famili s had adjusted incomes of
less than $15,000, an interest subsidy as also provided while
the student Vaa, in school); and

categorical funding for buildings Aqui equipment such as
assistance for college libraries and aid to developing
institutions.

S.

The first three programs were "need based" as distinguished fram

veterans' benefits, or from institutional scholarships given for talent

or academic achievement alone. The GSL program was included in order to

provide support primarily to middle-income families and as a means to

diffuse the graving support for the use of income tax credits to aid

postsecondgry students. The GSL component also eitablished the first

consumer protection legislation fat-Federal support ta higher education

which was ta be later formalized in the Education Amendments of 1976.

With the exception of GSL, the student aid programa established under

HEA-65 used a "Campui-Based" administrative structure. College and

university administrators were given broad authority to ascertain which

16/In 1972 the Educational Opportunity Grants program was modified and
., renamed the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants program

(SEOG). National Defense Student ',bans were renamed National Direct
Studegt Loans (NDSL),.
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students needed aid and to decide haw much Federal aid each student

should receive. While this approach relieved USOE of most.of the

staffim.A24 management burdens involved in carrying out the new

commitment to equal opportunity in higher education, it soon gave rise to

serious problems. As Gladieux and Wolanin write:

The conviction grew among\ the HEW planners thai he delivery system
for federal student aid was haphazard and incoiie The system
seemed,to fail...to provide students with adeqttfIedge of the
amount of aid they coul&count on; too many contingencxes were
involved. Above all, 'the system seemed to violate an important
principle: that students with the same financial 'need should be
treated equally.12/

Also during this period, many ilstitutions saw costs rising faster

than eheir revenues, leading to what Cheit'referred to as a "new

it depression in higher education. 11-161 The drive for equality of

opportunity placed new burdens upon higher education institutions to

adapt themselves to a flew and'diffitent group of students. 'Compounding

the problem were the growing financial crises facing miny colleges,

campus unrest, and a new wave of student consumerism. If any single word

can sum up the period of the early 1960s to the early\1970s j.t would be

" refo rm "

In need of ,increased revenues, institutions turned to the Federal

govermnent for ways to ease the burden. While a large part of the

academic community, and many in Congress, favored keeping tuitions low

12/Lawrence E. Gladieux, and Thomas R. Wolanin, Congress and thp
Colleges (Lexington, Massaphusetts: Lexington Books, 1976), p. 62.

/16 Earl Cheit, The New Depression'in Higher Education '(New Ysr, N.Y.:
Mcgraw Hill, ;970,-

so
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and persuading the Federar government to give institutions More money, a

different approach prevailed.1.21 Reports of the Carnegie Commission

and the Committee for EconomiC Development recommended that tuitions at

public institptions be gradually raised, provided adequate aid for low-

and middle-income students was made available.. In principle, th,is would

capture'some of the tmition subsidies received by high-income students

and redistribute those funds .to support low-i come students, and to

increase institutions' revenues. After mu debate, Congress passed the

Educagion Amendments of 1972 (EA-72) which resulted in direct student aid

rather than'increased institiitional assistance, By so doing, the Federal

government abandoned its previoueemphasis on"categonical" programs and

ssought to advancerthe concipt of equal,educational opportunity. The

Federal goiermment became a separate actor in the delivery of

'postsecondary education and established, at least for the t eing,

direct financial aid to students as the primary method of support t

higher education.

The debate over Federal student.aid policy during'the passage of

EA-72 was, and continues to be, centered on,proposals for direct aid to

students (and/or their families) and aid to institutions.- The

differences are significant since they touch upon serious issues of

Federalismhow the burden of paying for higher education should be

shared and how control should be distributed.

On the sidq of 'Nfho pays," the concern has been related to the

ffects of what is often called "the cost spiral." It has been contended

hat by making the student the.dominant beneficiary of aid, the Federal

olrernment would be creating an upward pressure au college tuitions that

would require continually increasinramounts of Federal aid to help

students cope with the inflationary spiral. On the other hand, direct

aid to institutions often cited as the way to relieve the pressure of

incrasin& costs; would.have the Federal gov,ernment, in effect,

underwriting the nation's higher education institutions.

11/Howard R. Bowen, Financing_Hieer Education: The Current State of
the Npate, American Assocxation of Colleges, 1974.
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The selected strategies also substantially affect the extant power

relationships. If more funds are channeled to students, their choices

and preferences would influence educational decision-making.

Alternatively, a strategy of ciirect institutional support would put the

college administration in the proverbial "driver's seat." Greater

support for state programs would similarly shift the control to the state

legislatures. Related to theeargument of control are the issues of

diversity and quality in higher education. An argument for 'direct
/-

stedent aid has the greater likelihood of making institutions more

'responsive to market presstrei. Supporters of institutional support

counter that the only way to insure diversity and quality is to guarantee

' the survival of the greatest number of institutions (public as well as

private).

While renewing the other Campus Based programi, EA-72 founded the

State Student Incentive Grant program (SSIG) to expand the role of states

in providing educational opportunity, and also created /*new program of

Basic Educational Opportuaity Grants (BEOG). The BEM program differs

fram the Campus Based programs of student aid in" that USOE, with

'Congressional approval, determines the cri,teria and calculations to be

used in assessing applicanis' ability to,pay for education. A single
A

formula is applied uniformly throughout the nation and, unlike Campus
4

Based aid, BEOGs are "portable." Once a student has established his/her

'eligibility for a BEOG, he/she can claim the grant for use at any

eligible.postsecondary institution in the country. In so'doing, however,

the Federal government created a dual system of student aid

administrationone for BEOG and a second for the Cimpus Based programs.

The result of these actions s been the creation'of a system that is

"..:frustrating, unreasonable, intimidating and mysterious. Many public

officials and administrators perceive it as unjustifiably complex,

inconsistent, inequitable. These conditions persist in spite of the

efforts of elecied officials administrators in government and education,



1and student groups. 11.8_/
Since 19,72*, both

officials have made frequent attempts to

complexity, and inconsistency in student

government and inatitutional

redwe thia,donfusion,-

aid.\1 Most notably, in 1974 the4

National Task Force on Student Aid Problems (the "Keppel Task Force")

Aade an effort to deal with tfie apparent Variation in governmental and

inititutional practices. Francis Keppel chaired the group of) represents.

tives from the College Entrance Examination Board, American College

Testing Program, private foundations, edugatiOnal institutions, state

student aid programs, and USCE. Participants limited their attention to

mattera of administration and coordination and did not attempt to deal

with problems of social policy and prokram design. They sogght to

identify steps that could be taken voluntarily by individuals and ,

organizations directly involved, rather than by the imposition of Federal

control. The fipal report of the Keppel Task Force included recammenda
.

tions regarding standardization of need analysis, application forms,

timing and cOordination of decisions, packaging, personnel and training,

And student4eppeals procedures.--
19/

In spite of these'recurrent efforts to simplify and systematize

student aid, the diversity in practices itill,exists. As concluded by

Appiied Management$Sciences in our Site Visit Report:

The schools fire not always likely to fit a predetermined model of a

'wellrun financial aid operation, either in the level of effort and
resources they commit to this function or in the basic knowledge they

may have of principles of financial aid operations.... We can report

major variations from school to school in size, salary levels, and
degrees of experience o.f financial aid personnel; in the level of
sophistication of aid packaging philosophies; in the rigOr and
objectivity of needs analydis systems. The ringe'of variation in
level of practice would appear to be astonishingly large. Some

. institutions have highly refined, rationalized, explicit,

11/Harlan Cooper, Diversity in College and
Federal Student Financial Aid, Doctoral
University, 1979, p. 13.

UniversiET Adminia(ration'of
Dissertation, Stanford

Student Aid Prob14. Final
of ,ducation), 1975.

'1211Ftreil=s4m111;t::ttiznIfTa!Zo(7;c41::
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well-supported systems for distributing aid to stude s efficiently.

snd fairly.' Others appear to have no organized s em ofy
distribution whatever. 20/

- fr

If a single,word could be used to categorize.our preliminary findingst'it

would 1:4 diversity. Preconceived assumptions of a systematic pattern of
,

aid distribution do not appear to match reality, at least on the basis of

our early analysis of the aata. This Ls not to say that aivtrsity is,
. 6

in and of itself, a necessarily negative finding. On the contrary, one,

would expect differences to exist among schools, particularly sitT, the

Campus Based programs were designed to best meet'the heeds of individwal

aid'applicants.towever, the differences observed fram one edhool to the

next were not canfined to matt rs of professional approach (such as

:

0
expected to vary (and in fact.they did). What was not expected was the

packaging philosophies Ear ass 1,. ling. aid for particular kinds at

students) or,of discretiOnary practice (such as the choice to e asiZe

or de-emphasize various Campus Based programs). Such factors were

extent of theee variations; the equally striking variance rn the aid

,officers' budgetary and admini4strative suliort, working'conditiens, and

kinds of student aid resources that were available; and, most . r
..

. _--
importantly, the absence, in some cases, of.-any syst lc proceduree-f-di

---,

dealing with all these matters. f /
.

-------- ----
. , 4 --- r2 a

The Xeder;\aid programs and. their institutiongl idministrative

structure are vulnerable'to critiCs who seek to replace: a perceived .

situation of unbridled discretion!, with increased government regglatiom;

Institutional administration foegovernment addinistration; BEOG for

Campus Batied programa; or direct government transfers for income tax .

.

0 expenditulase7 Each new proposarfor change has .seemingly attempted to
. ,

move toward increased centralization in terms of both policy-setting and

program administration. In fact, adoption of a tax cre-dit approach, like
0 I

2./Applied Management Sciences, Inc., Study of Program Manasement,
Procedures in,the.Campus-Based and Birsic Grant Progrmns: Site Visit

Report, June 1979.
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that recently considered by the Congress, would have shifted the

administration of _student aid from USOE andlaostsecondary institutions to

the Internal Revenue Service.

The Post-I972 Period

In the period since the passage of the Education Amendments of 1972,

the financial aid community has wor*ed towards the refinement of the

existing system. The Campus Based and &laic Grant programa were

reaffirmed by the Congress through the passage of the Education

Amendments of 1976. Rather than electing to restructure the aid

programa, Congress bolstered them with the addifion of new funding. AA %.

part of this legislationv the maximum mop award war raised from $1400 to

$1600. Additionally, theemendments included the Student Consumer

Information Requirements. These requirements recognized the rights of

students to have ac9ess to detailed; accurate information on all

Federally sponsored student aid programs; expanding on a theme first

included in the GSL,Qprovisions of the Edudation Amendments of 1972.211
. .

.StudakTensumer Information Requirements are detailed in-Volume

Chapter 11, of this report.
0

The continued commitment of the Federal government to expand the

existing ai:d programs is flirt!) videnced by the passage of the,Middle

Income Studeut Assistance AdT MISAA) in 1978. At the behest of

President Carter, the Congress allocated significantly more funds to each

of the Federal aid programa and made changes in need analysis formulas in

order to extend eligibility for student aid to personnel from middle

class circumstances. MISAA also raised the maximum BEOG award to $1800
0

and lifted_all'income criteria from the regulation governing Guaranteed

Student Loans
22/. A

21-The Student Consumer Information Requirement also mandated that
institution provide enrollees and prospective 'studehts with a wide
range of information on educatian and career-related topics.

22/A thorough discussion of MISAA and its effect on students is
contained in "The Study of the *act of the Middle Income Stndent
Assistance Act" which was conducted by Applied Management Sciences as

a follow-up to this study.
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The latest legislative step was the creation a -the Departmgnt of

Education'in 1979. Although it may not.directly 'Affect the current state

of student aid, the Department (ED, as it will be known), acheduled to

open its doors in May of 1980, shifts,the location of postseco7dary

programs within the Exg,C4utive Branch. The Secretary of Education and the

Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education will have major roles in

shaping the future of student financial assistance.

POLICY GOALS

The passage of the 1972 Education Act, as discussed above, createcra

basic charter for Federal'higher education policy; one that has had

enduring significance over the ensuing eight years. As Gladieux and

Wolanin point out, "...the policy .themes wete largely unarticulated

during passage of the law and are only implicit in it. Others were

voiced again and again but only in catc1i'phrases..1.
1,23/

They identify

eight Aistincti, albeit interrelated, themes: equal opportuqpity; student

sovereignty; tile division of Federal/state roles; Federal/state

partnership; broadening the educational mainstream; refora and

innovation; information and accountability; and continuity. Some of

these aims are complementary while others are clearly at odds. They

reflect the very nature of higher education 1A4islation, i.e., a

collection of values and objectives that do not reflect a coordinated or

coherent philosophy.

Equal Opportunity

Above all, the goal of equal opportunity dominates both the law and

. the legislatilie history. The principsal objective is the removal-of

financial barriers which might otherwise deter an individual fram the

pursuit of educrtion or training beyond high school. As Fife points out,.

this goal has three objectives:

to provide students access to a postsecondary education;

to allow students reason'able choice, i.e., freedom to select the'

particular source of this education; and

23/Gladiuex and Wolanin, pp. 223-224.
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to permit retenelon or persistence, i.e., to enable the student
to pursue this education to its tonclusion.24/

These are!ill distributive issues in that they deal with the ways in

which the benefits of student aid are meted out to individuals.

For an individual ton'achieve equal educational opportunity, there

nwat first be available the access (defined as the student's

participation in some form of postsecondary education)-fo an institution

of higher education. As stated by the Carnegie Commission:

We favor, on the other hand, universal access for those who want to
enter institutions of higher education, are able to make reasonable
progress after enrollment, and can,benefie from attendanceal/

Furthermore, the role of student financial -aid programa should be to&

eliminate the financial barriers that prevent the attainment of Ws
26/universal access.-- As commonly interpreted,, this means that all

students should have an "equal chance" to advance their education,

regardless of their individual intelligence or motivation.

Student access to pokstsecondary education is influenced by Federal

policies in several ways. Policies that either increase a student's

anticipated.future income stream (e.g. affirmative action hnpact or
. -

employment opportunities for members af minority groups) or decrease the

costs associated with college attendance (e.g., grants-in-a/4f_

fellowships) favorably affect the expected rate of return. Federal BEOG#

a/Jonathan D. Fife, Applyin$ the Goals of Student Financial Aid
(Washington, D.C.: American Association for Righer Education,
1915),.p. I.

11/Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Quality and Eciality:
Revised Recommendations. New Levels of Federal Responsibility for -

Higher Education (New York, N.Y.: McGraw Hill Company, 1970).

.WThe National Commisston on FinancinePostsecondary Education,
Financins Postsecondity Education in the United States
(Waehington, D.C., 1973), p. 53.
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-SEOG, and thd State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) programs are one

strategy for encouraging further education for those with limited

resources.

The grant programa, of which BEOG is by far the largest, attempt to

meet this objective by equalizing the financial barriers faced by

potential students'across family wealth levels., Toward this end,

expected family contributions from assets and inpome are calculated, a

levet of student self-help is assuied, and grants are given tp ofYipt

differencei in family aid to the student among participants. ,Thus, Basic

Grants may'be seen as an attempt to equalize total nonreturnable aid

(including erected parental contribution) that students receive at

similarly priced institutions. The remaining prici (cost of education

minus nonreturnable aid) that students face for their postsecondary

education is assumed to be made up by students' loan and wink.
em

A second way in which Federal progfams may encourage_increased
;

postsecondary participation,is to neutralize imperfections'in cgp al 'and

employment markets hy making "self-help" a readily available,option,for

the student. The CSL and NDSL programs are designed to provide a more

adequate capital marke't for students who otherwise would be unduly -

penalized. Work-study progrys, by providing educatidhally related

on-campus employment, are alSo an important part of this strategy.

Third, insofar as go/no-go decisions are based oil student

perceptions, improved informationp.advisement, and counseling contribute

to brtter informed judgments. Talent Search and Upward Bound programs
. -

Are examples of this Federal strategy. Other programs that assist in

recruitment, provide career and occupational counseling, or provide

suppo tive services,(remediation, veterans' counselors), add to.the

inforlaation flow or help to instill confidence in students to advance

their education. Thus, there are a variety of ways in which Federal

programs impinge on the access decision and help to reduce barriers to

further education.

Vt.
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The second component, choice, is dependent upon the issuls of access,

i.e., before a student can choose a particular school or educational

program, he/she must have access to alternatives. tis Pesqu6ire has noted:

Equal opportunity really is a two-faceted concept. That is to say,
first, we should speak of access to aa equity in postsecondary
education in terms of rates and patterns of enrollment. Secondly, we
should speak of access to and equity in types or levels of ".
institutions. There are two dimensidite*vis-a-vis equality of
educational opportunity in higher education - choice as well as
access.27/

Implicit in the goal'of choice is the belief that a student's motivation'

in selecting a particular institution should be based primarily on

nonfinancial considerations. In addition, as Fife states:

Promotion of chofce also recognizes that by allowing frer movement
between institutions of various costs, greater-competition will be
encouraged. It is hypothesized that by increasing the dynamics of
the market-place, institutions will be forced to become more
sensitive Co the student's educational needsl Students, on the other
hand, should be expected to select institutions that will provide
them with the most education for their money. This will stimulate
the less efficient institutions to reexamine their organization and
strive to become more efficient to compete with other
institutions.28/

The resulting diversity and competition among institutions can be thought

of, then, as a secondary goal of student aid.

_ College choice-:-that is, broadening the feasible set of optima from

which a student selects an institutidn to attend--ii also affected by

Federal programs. Grant-in-aid programs; such as BEOG, which base

assistance levels'on the cost Of college attended, help to raise the

perceived rate of return for high tuition options. If students are to be

enable4oto select an institution that best fits their educational needs,

then reducing differences in cost,that are unrelated to educational

32/R.E. Pesqueire, "Equal Opportunity in Higher EduCaiion: Choice as
Well as Access," College Board Review, No. 97 (Fall 1975), p. 33.

12/Fife, ibid., p. 33.
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program or quality provides a greater measurs-of equality of opportunity

to the student with United means. Improved information and differential

assistance levels (based on tuition charges) are strategies that broaden

the range of choice for potential students among public and independent

ihstitutions, and between community college vocational programs and

proprietary schools.

The final area, persistence, is related to the student's ability to

complete his/her educational objectives. Strategies affecting

perslstence are analogous to access strategies; completion of a course of

study can be considered tci be a continuous series of go/no-go decisions

based on reevaluations of added costs and benefits../In today's world,

where dropping-out or stoppilnoutare more cbmmo$4/the concept of

persistence must be extended over th4-ped of adult life. Late

entrance, or reentrance, is becoming'more common, and Federal programs

are significant insofar as they may penalize, or be especially aesigned

to assist, the older out-of-phase student.

The rates of return to investment in higher education are not linear

with respect.to the number of years completed. In fact, as Olson, White,

and,Shefrin point out, "college should be taken as a package or not at

all due to the large, positive effect of the fourth year of college (a
%possible 'shiepskin effect IJ. 29/ Yet, as is known, the dropout rates

for college students are extremely high. Using National Longitudinal

Study data assource, of those in the high school class of 1972 who

entered community colleges in the fall of 1972, only 63 percent continued

in 1973.' Similarly, for those who attended a 4-year college in 1972,

only 68 percent continued ifi 1974.

A major assumption underlying student aid programa is that many needy

students require financial assistance in order to remain in school.

29/

4

Lawrence Olson, Halbert White, and H.M. Shefrin, "Optimal Investment_
in Schopling When Incomes Are Risky, Journal of olitical economy,

Volume 87, No. 3, 1979.
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This hypothesis is supported by the recent findings of Maxwell who

concludes that, controlling for parental income, type of institution

attended, race ahd educational cost, "...aid always increases

persistence...aid is particularly effective for low income students who

pay low or high tuition....""/

Therefore, the third goal that hoist be met for the achievement of

equal educational opportunity is that of ratention. As long as they are

qualified-and motivated, students should be afforded the opportunity to

pursue thelr education to its completion. While this may seem obvious,

it has been often overlooked. Most student aid programs have sought to

maximize the breadth of the distribution of aid funds and have oot

provided sufficient emphasis on continuing support for ongoing
31/students,

Student Sovereila y

As a corollary tb the goal of elial opportunity, the law adhered to

the concept of student sovereignty in the market for postsecondary

education, i.e., the choices of students', and not institutions, are given

first priority in Federal support to higher education. While arguments

were advanced for institutional supportia a means of ensuring the

survival of private schools io particular, the legislation has clearly

articulated a desire to place the power of choice in the hands of needy

students. The integrity-of the nation's institutions, while an important

goal, was seen to be secondary to respohsiveness to student needs.

The Provision of Pederal-State Roles

The 1972 Education Act clearly reaffirmed the long-standing boundary

between state and Federal authority. Proposals to underwrite,the entire

higher education system were rejected in favoT. of filling specific gaps

22/James Maxwell, "Effect of Financial Aid on Persistence in College;"
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educatipn
Research Association, 1980, p. 10.

21/National Task Force, 1975, ibid.
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in the existing patterns of diatribiltion. To-the extent that equality of

opportunity was not being afforded to certain types of itgdents, the

Federal role would be to address such inequities. The states would

retain primarY responsibility for the yrovision of educational servicei.

Federal-State Partnership

While on the one hand articulating support for state ptimacy, the

1972 Education Act also iought to Ancourage forma of Federal-state

partnership. Specifically, it created the State Student Incentive Grante

Program (SSIG) which established a Fediral-state matching arrangement MD)

in.crease funding of state-administere4 scholarships for heady stUdents,

ihe intent being to enlist the aid of the statee in ,the 'drive to aqiiave

the goal Of equal educational-opportunity'.

Broadenins the Educational Mainstream

The Act gave recognition to nontraditional students and institu-

tions.. While more remains to be done in this are*, the extention of

support 'to vocational programa and to-students who attend lies thanfull

time resulted in the Federal adoption of a broader view of postsecondary

education agd one that was,far more realistic considering thiLtrend

tawards lifetiia learning and the groQing emphasis on occupational
training.

-Reform and Innovation
\\,

-

In ad4ition to broadening the realm of higher education, the 1972 Act

also'established mechanisms which, albeit indirectly, would work .to

encourage dhange in the educational establishment. As Gladieux and

Wolanin suggest, the intent was that "...students, 'voting with their

de feet,' will carry Federal funds into the,schools they decide to attend.

Moreover,,the adoption of the concept of postsecondary education gave

federal recognition to a broader range of options--a bigger marketplace--

within whidh student choices couta be exercised, thus, helping to assure

that the basic dynamic,,of the market competition, would woik more

effectivelf."--32/

13/Gladieux and Wolanin, p. 227.
Jo
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3
LITERATURE REVIEW

r

THE CURRENT STUDY IN RELATION TO PRIOR RESEARdH: THE DvELPENT OF A
RESEARCH MODEL

The Weaknesses of Prior Research

This section deals with a review of priOr studies of the financial

aid system in order to place our current research effort ln proper

perspective. The f9cus here is primarily on those studies which have

emphasized student outcomest the,liteiature on institutionil practices

can be found in Volume I. We begin here by suggesting the general

weaknesses.of prior studies and the`Ways in which the current effort is

intended to overcome ind to compensate for tftese weaknesses. This

starting point is of considerable importance rindi knowledge in any

substantive area ought io be cum4latiimpand prioi researa should have a0
0

major impact on the substance and method of later researdh.

The philosophy and.history which behind financial aid (as

described in previous dhapters) have always had a Major impact on the

resul;ing reiearch. Largely funded by Federal,or state governme ts, or i

postsecondary institutions themselves, such research ihmsypical

described the general goals of financial aid, chosen one or two o these

goals as a central focus, and triéd to aidess whether or not the

) financial aid system,achieved these goals. While the list of studies an

questions that have.been addreesed in this manner is long. It wotad

. include at least the following considerations:

3.1
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,Who wants aid (at a macro Level of demand)?

Kohn, et al. (1972),11 Campbell and Siegel (1967), Hight
(1970), Hoenack (1967), Hbenak, et al. (1973), Radner and Miller
(1970)1975), Corrfzini, et al. .(19727, Spies (1973), Jackson and
Weathersby (1975),' Carrol, et al. (1977), Barnes, et al. (1972,
1975),'Feldman and Hoenack (1969).

in what form do students want it?

Brugel, et al. (1977) ,' Leslie (1976), Tambough (1972).

.

Who receives financlal aid?

ACE Policy Briggs (Aug. 1974), Penn and Vegil (1976), Stewart°
(1975), Branson (1970), Schlekat (1968)., Nelson (1974, 1976),
Wagner and Tabler (1972), Lee, et al,('1975), Atelsek and Gamberg
(1977).,

Who fails to repay the returnable portion and why?

Walton (1968),' Stover (1971), Bergen, Ber"gien and Miller (1972),
Stephens (1977), Stockhkm "and Hesseldenz (1979)---

0
Haw does aid affect access?. ,

Sewell and Shah (1968), Cohig and Nam (1974), Tillery and
Kildegaard (1973), Berdie and Hood (1966), Folger, Astin and
Boyer (1970), Fife and Leslie (1970, Fenske and Boyd (1171),
Fields and LeMay (1973)1 Penn and Vegil (1976), Peng, et al.
(1972), Fenske, Boyd and Maxey (1979), Crawford- (1966)7-Tignt
(1977).

.

H&J does aid-affect academic achievement and persistence?

Baber and Caple (1970), Wenc (1977), Fields and LeMay (1973),
Bergen, Upham and Bergen (1970), Parker end Clark (1956), Holmes
(1964), Astin (1975)

Haw does aid affect choice?'

Fife (1975a, 1975b), TillerSr, et al. (1966), Knoell (1970),
Tuckman and Ford (1972), Fife and'Leslie (1976), Fenske, Boyd

'and Maxey (1979), Astin (1979) AID

# .

1./A11 references cair ?t be found in the bibliography,provided at the end .

of thi$ chapterr'
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What will happen if the structuk of aid is changed?.

Froomkin (1978), Corwin and Knepper (1971), Carroll et al.

(1977), Barnes, et al. (1972, 1975), McNulty (1973), Kirkwood
and Mundell (197.-5-7, Leslie (Oct. 1976), Congressional Budget
Office (1977, 1978), Rice (1977), Carlson (1975).

Though the list is impressive, there are at least four areas in which

the research conducted to date has been inadequate.

1) From a substantive point of view, not enough thinking has gomet

into an examination of the goals of financial aid. Here the issue is not

the setting of the doa1s, because the philosophical and moral questions

df what/goals the figancial aid system should try to accomplish are

beyond the scope of empirical.research; rather, the issue is one of how

to measure whether or not the goals have been achieved once they have

been set. Furthermore, once the level of goal achievement has been

determined, we should endeavor to measure the efficiency or inefficiency-

with which it was accomplished. The studies listed above under the

headings of access, persistence, and choice have generally shown that ,

financial aid is successful in meeting,its objectives. Yet, the measures

,of success utilized by these studies are very. rudimentary. The): hAve

Hale sensitivity to different levels of success'and'there is little

analysia of the efficiency of the financial aid aystem,(i.e., the

delivery of financial aid at the lowest administrative cost). To date,

J
what has been lacking is an analysis of the overall delivery system, its

quan ifiable objectives, and alternative-means available for reaching its

objectives.
,

2) A -second,weakness of prior research, similar to the first, is
,

that it has failed to explore the offshoots, spinoffs, and(unintended

consequences of financial aid. When one takes the stated-goals of a
4,

program as' the starting point and focuses solely on those goals, one may

fail to see a host of effects which the program has that are tangentially,
,

related to the basic purpose. For some piograms, these unintended and

tangentiai outcomes can come to represent a very important part of the

program,' often of equal consequence with the intended outcomes.

Financial aid would seem to fit this case.
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The intent of Federal aid is torachieve greater access to

postsecondary education, to increase the real choices open to students,
0

to reduce attrition, to create greater diversity in higher edudation, to

improve,grades, etc. All of this is supposed to occur solely on the

basis of the behaviors and dhoices of the student. The postsecondary

institution is to be completely passive in the entife process, applying"

only objective formulae-to decide how the.aid will be distributed.

However, considering the suma of money at stake, the pressures of the

current educational marketplace, and the potent tool which financial aid

places'in the hands.of the institutions, they may find it difficult to

remain passive. The institutions have a great deal of discretion in

administering aid. In a number of areas such as recruiting,

dissemination of information, and counseling, it seems that same

institutions pursue the goals of the institution even though they differ

from the,goals of the aid program. Prior research has taken such a

narrow view of financial aidi.e., has focused so much on the

specifically stated goals of the prpgram--that it has failed to cone to

grips with these aspects of 'the real world of financial aid.

3) The third weakness of prior research is one of methodological

approach. AA shown below in Eihibit 3.1, prior studies have largely been

of two types. The most numerous microanalytic studies have been

conducted with quantitative methe.4!..zsieg individual students as the unit

of analysis (cell 1 in Exhibit 3.1). These studies iivolve a sample of

students (representative-of an institution, a group of institutions, or a

state) whose deciiions to attend postsecondary education are analyzed.

The data are either direct questions about choiCe (subjective) or

implicit indicators of choice (objective). The ose of these studies

is usually to discover how important'financial ai.d was in affecting the

choices that were made. The second most numerous set of studies are ,

,qualitative studies of institutions (cell 4 in 'Exhibit 3.1). Here the

data base is often anecdotal or experiential and the object is to

describe how the financial aid system works. The other types of

approaches that would be possible within this typology, thkit is,

6
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qualitative studies of individuals (cell 0 and quantitative studies of

institutions (cell 4), have been largely neglected in the existing

literature. Although we have found a few of each type, neither of these

combinations has been pursued as a serious research strategy, and this

constitutes a major weakness in existing knowledge about financial aid.

Over the course of this reselreh'project, our experience has convinced us

that without having each approach to financial aid fully developed, we

run the risk of having a distorted view of the system. In other words,

each approach is specially suited to explicate some aspect of the overall

system and, therefore, each methodology should be developed so that we

have a balanced view of the systeh. -

EXHIBIT 3.1: TYPES OF STUDIES OF'FINANCIAL AID.

Methodological Approach

Unit of Quantitative
Analysis

Cell 1
Person Human Capital
Level Psychological

Institution

Level

(The Current
Study)

qualitative

Cell 2
Case Studies of

Students

(The Current

Study)

Cell 4

Case Studies of
Financial Aid
Offices

4) These considerations abdut methodology lead directly to the

fourth weakness of prior research. Since quantitative and comparative

institutional studies have been so few and far beNftn, very little

information and knowledge about institutional practices have been

generated and no clear picture of institutional practices has been

drawn. Furthermore, and as a direct consequence of this, no i.argescale

effort,has been made to examine the impact of institutional practices on

the outcomes of the financial aid system. For example, while numerous
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studies have shown that the amount of financial aid is an important

factor in determining access, few studies have asked whether,

instituttonal packaging procedures, or dissemination of information, or

any of the other management aspects of the financial aid system at the

institution level have agy impact either on the amount of aid offered or

,on access to education: Moreover,,it should be noted-that in order to

address such issues, one must combine both institution-level and

individual-level data. That is, the outcomes of the financial aid system

are awards and choices at the individual level. They are the dependent

variables to be explained. One needs a representative sample of students

in.order to measure these outcomes and, in order to measure'institutional

characterisiics as variables affecting the outcome, one also needs a

,representaive sample of institutions tied directly to the representative

sample of students.

The General Approach of this Study: A Comparison to Prior Research

The current study tries to replicate the positive aspects of prior

research, but its primary concern is to address each.of these

aforementioned weaknesses. Throughout subsequent chapters the specific

methodological responses to these problems will be outlined. There are

twosgeneral points in" ,the, approach of this study which are basic to-all.

(t) At the most fundamental level, the data generated by this study

are adequate to address two concepts of equity. The first concept of

equity deals with the role of financial aid in the structure of higher

education. 131e.,jUstification.for financial aid, cited in numerous ,

commission reports, legislative debatest-and in the law itself, is to

create greater access to higher education, more freedom of choice in

higher education, and a better rate of completion of higher education.

Financial ai0 is supposed to do this bSr removing the financial barriers

that block access, reduce choice, ahd create attrition rates.

The'current study addresses one aspect of this type of equity with a

ty'pe of data that has not been available before. That is, the issue of

educational choice has been examined here by analyzing the differences

3.6
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dependeniq status, any ronaining differences between these two groups can

reasonably be attributed to financial aid. While prior studies have

address'd this,point by comparing aid Tecipients to some hypothesized

norm (usually a norn of all students in the staFe), the significant

advance ihat this study represents/is in havinga far more credible

0

kit

and sintilaritiei between aid recipients and nonrecipients at the same

schools. Aster controlling for relevant factors such as income and

norm. Following the compOlson procedure outlined above, nonrecipienta,

t from the same schools are a better basis on which to infer differences in

behavior that result from the award of financial aid. Thus, the first

aspect of equity wbich this studraddresses, educatIctoll choice, may be

called "vertical or welfare equity," i.e., the goat is to enable

individuals with different characteristics (especially different levels

oT economic resources) to receive differential treatment in order to have

their chances to enter, choose, and complete higher edu,ion equalized

by financial aid.

The second aspect of equity which this study addresses involves the

operation of the financial aid system itself. Specifically,, how dos it

decide who gets aid and how is aid distributed to the intended

recipients? What factors determine who gets what type of aid and how

much? To address these questions,ye make comparisons between aid

recipients and nonrecipients who are matched on certain'key

characteristics (especially family.wealth and income) to,see if similar

students receive sinilaritreatment in similar circumstances. We

characterize this type qf equity as the equity of aid distribution. It

may be considered "hOrizontal or administrative equity." It reflects the

goal that we expect individuals with similar characteristics (especially

income and dependency sta'tus) at similarly priced institutions to be

treated in similar ways. The cOnceptualization and measurement of

horizontal equity in the financial aid system is an original area of

investigation opened by this project,
4r

It is important to grasp these two concepts of equity clearly.

. Vertical equity suggests that differential treatment should balance out



diffefences among individuals. To put it another way, differential

treatment is justified if it seeks to overcome original differences.

Horizontal equity suggests that similar individuals should be treated in
,

similar fashion. While there is a sharp contrast between the two

concepts of equity, they are not contradictory. It.is entirely possible

to have vertical equity between categories of individuals while having

horizontal equity within categories:

oa

Category 1
Horizontal Equity implies all

individuals in Category I
are treated similarly

Vertical Equity implies that
individuals in-Category I are
1 treated differently than
individuals in Calsorr2

Category 2

Horizontal Equity implies all

individuals in Category 2 are
treated simiarly'

Of course, as suggested above, the decision about which type of equity

for which a system should strive is a moral and philosophical question

that lies beyond the scope of research. Our job here is rather to

examine what the system actually produces (not what it should produce)

and why. To the extent possible, we have ,tried to avoid prescriptions

leaving such decisions to the policymakers.

(2) In addition to having better measures of the traditional equity

concepts of choice and distribution, this study utilizes a wide range of

specific measures for each concept. In addition to measures of the

%At

amount and type of aid, we have examined various mixe of aid and the

different packages received by different types of stud ts. Furthermoret;
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in order to explain"these differential outcomes, we have included a range

of institutional level data not available heretofore. In fact, this

study embodies the first nationwide, quantitative institution-level seudy

(thus, it is the first nationwide study to fall into'eell 3 in Exhibit

3.1), aild it is the first nationwide study to combine person-level and

institutio;-level data (cells 1 and 3). In addition, a prior report (the

Site Visit Report) embodies aspects of cells and 4 of Exhibit 3.1.

Individual Level Studies: Toward a Comprehensive Model of
Financial Aid

The studies which have been previously classified as falling into the

general.appcoach which tests a financial aid goal (or key element

underlying that goal) have also generally fallen into cell 1 of our

typology. That is, when we ask the questions, "Who wants aid?", "In what

form?" . . . etc., we do so with the.individual in mind. Furthermore, it

has become traditional to divide this group of studies between those that

stress economic factors and those that stress noneconomic factors. The'

former usually involve,considerations of costs, ability-to pay, and

expected returns, whi/e the latter usually involve social psychological

variables such as the attitudes of the student and significant others,

the student's en'vir mit, and his or her academic abilities.

For earlier studies at least, one does tend to find a specialization

in whieh the research, focused on one or the other set of factors.

However, recently this specialization has begun to break down and the

distinction is probably no longer very useful. Most of the studies we

would consider noneconomic in thrust still include some key economic

variables--income, socioeconomic status, or educational cost. On the

other hand, those studies which we would consider economic in thrust have

incorporated noneconomic factors such as student ability or prior

academic experlence. A distinction between studies based on objective

versus subjective data would probably be more use-ful, though even here

the lines have begun.to blur. In fact, the present research effort

combines all of these typei of data.
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This project sought an approach which synthesized prior studies,

rather than divided thed. It has been our belief that the field of

PJ research in financial aid, and higher education in general, has been

moving tawar4 such a synthesis. Thus', the goal of thiesection is to

describe a comprehensive model of financial aid which seems to exist, at,

least implicitly, in prior reseirdh. Such a model allows us ta

understand the broad consequences of financial aid and, more importantly,

to understand its precise role,in higher education in general. Financial

aid is osikz.one of many,factors affecting individual participation in, or

the aggregate demand fo igher education. To put this in a common

frame of reference f evaluation research, programs ought to be assessed

in terms of what the are specifically legislated realistically can

be expected to do. Th importance of this frame of reference can be

appreciated with respect to Exhibit 3.29 in which we identify three

EXHIBIi 3.2: AN OVERVIEW OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPENSITY TO
PARTICIPATi IN HIGHER,EDUCATION

I

Psychotogical--.....--.......----__ . E ted
Factor. --211Additional

Family and

Economic
Factors

Quality(

Niativation to
Attend

Opportunity
Costs

-Propensity Access
to - to

Expected Participate Edutation
Returns
to Education

of
Institutiona Pocket
Factors

Financial
Aid

Cost
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sets of factOri, in addition to financial aid, which determine propensity

to pgrticipate in postsecondary education. It is by altering these

propensities at the'individual level that access to education, which is

the most fundamental goat of financial aid, is'affected. Financial aid

operates-primarily on anly one'40if the factors affecting propensity to

participate--the cost of education (by lowering the effective price of

education). There is a great deal, however,_that it does not affect

directly, including the returns to education and other motivations (e.g.,

preferences and tastes). We need to understand the relationship of

financial aid to these other factors and we ought to evaluate its impact

independent of their effects.

Economic Factors

The role of economic factors in research on financial aid has been

greatly affected by a series of early studies into the determinants of

the demand for higher education. Employing the "human capital" approach,

this series of studies sought to ascertain the price responsiveness of

fikncialsaid to the demand for higher education. The purchase of an

additional increment of education was viewed as a basically-economic act,

in which the cost of that increment was weighed by the student against,

the benefits it would yield. As Campbell apd Siegel (1967:482) put it:

The investm-bnt approach to the theory of educational demand asserts
that an individual will purchase a college education if the present
value of the expected stream of benefits resulting from education
excieds the cost of the education.

The relevance of this approach to the study of financial aid was

compelling from two points of view. Pram an aggregate point of view, it

is important for policymakers to have some idea of the nature of demand

for education, since the demand for education is an important determinant

of the demand for financial aid. Thus, it becomes an important

determinant of the total required program aPpropriations. From at

individual point of yiew, it is important to know how _responsive

indiyiduals are to changes in the costs of education. If financial aid

is to achieve it'a goal of increasing access to education, it would have



to be of the type and amount that would influenee choice. As Jackson and

Weathersby (1975:624) argue:,

With limited public resources, public policymakers are understandably
concerned about the relative effectiveness of different financing
strategies 116 influence individuals' decisions whether and which
institutions to attend. To estimate the relative effectiveness of
different financing,strategies public policymakers need to know how
individuals respond to the various financing instruments that are
available.

Defining a precise economic model of the demfnd for higher education

has, however, proved to be a rather complex task. If. was not clear

exactly what parameter was beihg sought. Some, such as Campbell and

Siegel (1967)? Galper and Dunn (1969), Miller (1971); Hoenack (1967),

Hoenack, et al. (1973), Hight (1970), Corrazzini (1972), and Spies

(1973), sought a parameter which was essentially an elasticity--the price

elasticity or price.responsiveness Others, such\ as Radner and Milley

(1970, 1975), Miller (1971), Kohn, et al. (1972), Barnes et al. (1974

1975), and Carroll? et aL (1977), used more of al optlon space approach

in which the price respqnsiveness was not fixed but fmight Vary with the

other options available even if their rej.ative cost is constant" (Jackson

and Weathersby (1975:636).

The differences in the literature, however, go beyond the question of

how\to,estimate parameters; the choice of appropriate variables and their

measurement have also'not been agreed upon. .0nly two of the studies

cited above, the two earliest (Campbell and Siegel, 1967; Hoeneck, 1967),

included only economic factors (cost and household income). Subsequent

studies began to incorporate other factors--school.type and student's

ability, in particular. It should be noted, though,'that the;e studies

do agree on the direction of the effects. By and large, these studie4

suggest that cost id a significant variable with a negative effect oh

demand for education. The magnitude of the effect seems to fall in the

range of -.5 to -1.5 percentage point change in enrollment per $100 cost

increase (assuming an income of $120000 per year and a college cost of

$2,000 per year (..rAckson and Weathersby, 1975:643-647). Furthermore, the

magriitude of the price responsiveness increases as income decreases.
\
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That is, lower income individuals are more affected by price changes.

These are the expected relationships and they fit with the logic of using

need-based financial aid to improve access, choice, and retention.

The set of economic factors embodied in these studies falls far short

of adequate to test the complex theoretical argument underlying them.. A

simplified rendition of that argument is presented in Exhibit 1.3. The

basic logic is that returns to education will be dependent, to i

considerablemextent, on expected additional income, which in turn is

'determined, to a considerable degree, by the market for graduates. That

market, in turn, is a function of the state of the economy and the

population. Within the context of studies of financial aid, no reat

effort has been made to look at the expected income aspect, and only two

studkes made even an attempt at estimating opportunity costs (by

iricluding variables for the wage rate and rate of unemployment in the

high school student's district). The studies within the human capital

approach which provide a more adequate examination of the theory have not

directly addressed the issue of financial aid and do not seem to have

entered into the debate over financial aid. Thus, though the primary

focus in these studies on out-of-pocket costs renders them quite relevant

from the point of vio4 of financial aid, it also limits their explanatory

power with respect to the broader issues of the:human capital approach.

EXHItIT 3.3: ANtECONOMIC MODEI, OF PROPENSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN 13IGHER
EDVCAT ION

Fmailial
and
Psychological
Factors

,

Coomusd

'State for Expected
the 5conomy Graduates Additional

Income

Supply
Graduates 4

Opportunity
Costs

Psopulation

fze of
-

,

Quality Out of Pockc
Cost of

Level of Education Education
Education

Expecttid Propens i ty

Returns-------÷ to
to . Participate
Education '
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Nevertheless, from the point of view of the present study, these
4

economic studies establish a very important point. Cost is an impvtant

factor La determining individual participation in higher education, and

final(Icial aid would seem to be a logical approach to changing

participation. Moreover, the theoretical model helps to locate and to

define the scope of questions addressed in the current stuk. To put

this matter most directly, we will not deal with the conditions in the

market whiCh affect either expected additional income ?r oppor unity

costs. Since the study is a crosssectional approach in erviewtng

a sampl of students at one point in time), there is no temporal

variation in market conditions. Of course, we recognize that ind vidual

students may face different marketsconditions at a point in time (t e.,

there is crosssectional variations), and that their expected additi nal

income and/or opport'unity costs.,may vary. However, these individual

differences should be accounted for by the inclusion of the famillial,

psychological, and institutional factors included in the:model.

Individual variation in expected return, etc.,-should be accounted for by

these ,individual characteristics. In shori, market condition effects Int

expected returns to ducation are not a variable in our study As with

previous studies concept of expected returns to education drops out
;of our discussio ltogether. We fall back to the familial and

psychological factors (including income), thescost factor, and other

institutional factors as oureexplanatory variables.

Familial and Ps3chol6lical Factors

The familial and psychological factors that affect decisions abou

participation in higher education have long been a topic of study in most

of the sociolokical literature. With the exception of family income, an

important economic factd, the elements in the familial and psycholoiical

reaLm deal with the preferences, predispositions, and attitudes of the

individual. For the economists, these go under the heading of

preferences and tastes but, regardless of the label, a series of stUdies

has shown that they are important factors influencing career choices.

'The underlying model is presented in Exhibit 3.4: The basic rdea, here,

is that patterns of sociiiization, especially role models and the

-3.14
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expectations of significaa others (parents and peers in particular)

establish predispositions toward coritinued education. In the broader

ociological literature, these predispositions ate an importiit aspect of

;
°deals of 'social. m;bility and socioeconomic life cycle (Blau and Duncan,

%

1967). In these models, a number of personal variables contribute to

mobility and career choice, with educational choices playing a crucial
-

role. The importance of socialization, peers, and parental expectations

has geen well documented fer all students (erclpifand Huff, 1974; Picou

and Carter, 1976), ind for specific subsets of students (Elder., 1970;

Edwards, 1976; Gorson, Haller, and Sewell, 1972; Gordon-1.1972; Allen,

1978). However, there are coneiderable, differences in the way these
4t.

factors operate within different groups (Picou, 1973; A4xander and

Eckland, 1975' Porter, 1974; Portes and Wilson, 1976; Kerchoff and

'Campbell, 1970) and generalization must be uaed with considerable caution.

I.

EXHIBIT 3:4: A' MODEL OF FAMLIAL AND PSYCH&OGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING
MOTIVATION TO ATTEND HIGHER:EDUCATION .r

Home
Environment

Parents
Demographics

Student's
AbUity

Parental
Perception
of Education

Financial
Strength

4

Peer

Student 's

Academic
.Experience

06.

Student
Demographics

Family

for Motivation
to Attend

ation
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Other demographic and background characteristics, such as age, sex,

and student ability have also proven to be important determinants of the

propensity to participate in higher education (Birdie and Hood, 1966;

Folger, Astin and Boyer, 1970; Cohig and Nam 1974; Wilson, 1979; Crain

and,Aahard, 1978). In addition, the family's socioeconomic status,

measured in a number of different ways, has consistently)proven 'to be an

important factor (Sewell and Shah, 1968; Cohig and Nam, 1974; Tillery and

Kildegaard 1973; Folger, Astin and Boyer 1970).

4411

While these are fundamental areas of agreement, an analysis of the

details of fatilial and psychological factors isApt least as divided and

chaotic as that of economicifactors. Not only are there differenCes

among studies in the variables that are included, but the

operationalization of common'variables differs among them as well.

Exhibit 3.5 contains a list of the variables'and some of the different

wayi that they have been measured. The starred items are variables which ,2-
have been included in the current study.

4' A

As with the economdc factors, prior research helps to define the

nature of. the current research effort. We have not entered into the
,N

otri realm of.attitudes and preferences, as such, and we have not obtained any

measures of family background. We have measured the objective factors

which are generally considered to be the causes and/or coniequences of

those attitudes and references. As with economic fastoirs, we would have

liked to have had a comprehensive coverage of all variables, but since

this was slat possible (due to the constraints imposed by the Federal

xesearch clearance process), we believe that the chosen variables capture

the bulk Ythp variation releN;ant for a study of ficancial aid. If a

comparison between the starred items in Exhibit 323 and the model in

Exhibit 3.4.is mode, it will be seen that we have captured, in

&msiderable detail, two of the main lines of influence on motivation to

alktend ily financial strength and student demographics) and we have

picked two aspects of the third line (student's ability and academic

experience.)

3.16
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EXHIBIT 3.5: TYPICAL FAMILIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES USED IN

PRIOR RESEARCH STUDIES

Student Demographics

Seaa/

Race:V
Marital status!"

Student MAtivation

Motivation
Knowledge
Educational Plans
Familiarity with aid!'

Parental Demographics

Father's
Father's
Mother's
Mother's

education
occupation
education
occupation

Houiehold Financial Strength

Social Economic.15tatus Scale

(Duncan)

Student Academic Experience

College
Major.1'

Enrollment status-
Completion41

Work/his tory!!
High school

Type
Curriculum

Student Ability

High School MIA!"
SAT/ACT SCORESII
Rank in High School!"
College GPAl"

Family Support

.Income

Parents' income!'
Parents' income and assets!"
Student's incamel'
Student's income and assets!'

Debts

Number in college!'
Number at hamel/
Number siblings married

Peer Group.

Support (No. in college)11

EncouKagement
Perception of education
Attitude toward sacrificing for

college education
Home environment
Parents at home

Indicates the variable has been included it1 this study..
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Institutional Factors

Within the context of the economic and familial/psychological

studies, a third set of factors quickly arises. This set of factors

would not form the basis for an independent model, but it is,

nonetheless, a distinct set amd one that is of considerable importance.

These are institutional factors affecting the propensity to participate

and they have entered consistenti3-r intO all of.the studies mentioned

above.

By hnd large, there are three general concerni in the realm of

institutional factors. The first and most obvious way in which

V institutions exhibit variation that might affect the propensity to

participate in higher education is ih their costs. There are vast

differences in educational cost and these differences affect the eapected

returns to education (see the discussion of economic factors). A second

important way in which institutions vary is in their academic quality.

The ways in which academic quality are conceptualized in the literature

. t

and behave in actual analyses, suggest that quality affects the expected

retu education by affecting the expected additional income (Kohn,

al., 1974,24'4er and Miller. , 1970, 1975; Spies, 1973; Carrot et01. OM!

1977; Barnes, et al., 1972, 1975). The third way in which institutional

variation affects propensity to participate is in terms of the quality of

life (Kohn, et al., 1972; Fife,. 1975a, 1976b; Carrol et'al., 1977). If

seene that the potential pleasurable aspects of a college education enter

into the consideration of which institution to attend. We might

categorize this as an aspect of 'Preferences and tastes and include it

with the psychological factors, but itscan equally be interpreted as

operating through the economic .factors. It can be argued that the

pleasurable aspect of higher education, compared, to the alternative of

working, alters the opportunity costs in kavor, of pursuing an education.

The enjoyment to be forsaken by not attending college makes the

alternative considerably less attractive.

These are the three basic.areas in which variation among institutions

seems to affect the propensity to participate. A fourth factor however,

also comes into play. The location of the institution is'often measured

3.18
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for one of two reasons (Kohn, et al: 1972; Corrazzini, et al: 1972;

Astin, 1979). First, the location of the institution is a major

determiriant of cost, both tuition costs (in-state, oot-of=state), and

other expenSes (commutin and/or living away from home). : However, the

total impact of location seems to go-well beyond out-of-pocket cost.

There would seem to be an independent effect associated with having ,

institutions of higher education available and close to home (Knoell,

1970; Tuckerman, and Ford; 1972; Tinto, 1973). Here the argument could

follow the lines of the above discussion of quality of life at the

institution. Location close to an institution lowers the costs of
.

receiving education. To put it in other words, if-one has to travel a.

great diatance for an education, it becomes a morecostly alternative.

As with any statement of general propensities, for any specific

individual the arguments may not be relevant or correct but, in the

aggregate, they do seem to hold. The research results to date suggest

these relationships. Indeed, the research results suggest one final note

of con

?P

iderable importance. In order forsthe institutionaL factors to

actua ly play a part in determining the propensity.to participate, it

Would seem that students would have to be aware of the difference among
----------,

institutions. In this regard the evidence is quite mixed (Bower and

Pugh, 1975; Boyd and Fenske,.1975; Fife, 1975b), but there does seem to

be enough awareness on the part Of the students so that the connection

between institutional differences and altered behaviors appears-in the.

literature.

Having established the conceptual justifications for the i.nclusion of

institutional factors, we turn to the operationalization of those factors

4and, once again, we find that diversity rather than agreetent reigns

-supreme (see,Exhibit 3.6). One of the most obviouS points of difference

id on how to categorize the types of institutions. Schemes may vary from

the most rudimentary--public/private--to the most complexsuch as the

one presented in Exhibit 3.6. In all of these schemes there is an

implfCit evaluative statement being made which is roughly as follows:

Four-year institutions are somehow ;lore desirable than 2-year
institutions, whith-are more desirable than noncollegiate
institutions, and within'each of these categories privates are

somehow more desirable than publics.
s7-4
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EXHIBIT 3.6: TYPICAL INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES USED IN PRIOR RESEARCH
STUDIES

Type of Institution

Coat

Private University
Private Upper 4-year
Private Lower 4-year
Private 2-year

Public University
Public Upper 4-year
Public Lower,4-year.
Public 2-year

Noncollegiate
4

Tuition
Room and Board
Other,Expenses

Acadmnic Quality

Average Student SAT
Expenditures/Student
Breadth of Offering
Number of Schools in its Category
Research Reputation
Intellectual Environment
General 'Reputation
Selectivity
Preitige

quality of Life

Coeducation

Dormitory Space
Friendly Environment
Political Life
Religious Emphasis
Size

'Tot,

Location

Distance from Home
In-State/Out-State
Wage Rate in Area
Unemployment Rate in Area
Proprietary



There is probably a basic empirical reality underlying this-

evaluative assumption. This can be appreciated with respect to both the

cost of education.and a academic quality. On averaget both cost and

quality follow the general lines of the evaluative assumption. That is,

4-year privates tend to be both,more costly and of higher quality, at

least measured ia terms of.the quality variables used in pribr studies

(as in txhibit 3.6). Quality and cost telid to decline as we move thrugh

public et-year, then 2-year schools, etc. While this generalization

captures an empirical reality, it is.important to recognize that it also

embodies a good deal of evaluativiludgment and that it is a

generalization which overlooks many individual cases that do not follow

the rule.

We have now completed the Model of institutional factors-which,is

pAivalent in the literature. This model is summarized in Exhibit 3.7.

In this sfi34y, we have included at least one measure of each of the

factors Whi;e'we have examined cost at great itngth.

EXHIBIT 3.7: A MODEL'OF INSTITUTIONAL FACTO*S AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO
STUDENT BEHAVIOR

rype of
Institution

-r--

ev.

Academic
Quality

Quality o
Life

Location of
the Institution

Expected Additonnl-
Income

Opportunity
Cost

Out-of-Pocket
Cost of
Education
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Financial Aid
-

a

The spee 'c characterics of the financial aid delivery system

itself whichtve entered into the analysis of participation in higher

education have been very restricted, even when the financial aid system'.

itself haa begt the'primary subject of the work. At best, the amount of

aid and the percent of expenditure it covers have not been eatered into
,

any one study. Taken together, the available studies cover five

Characteristics of the aid system, as can be seen from Exhibit 3.6. One

aspect worthy'of consideration in these studies e,4 the way the outcomes

are conceptualized.

Generally, there have been one of two approaches taken. In the

,subjective approach, students are asked what they would have done if they

had not received aid. A reasonably large percentageyf respondents have

typically said that 4ther they would not have gone to postsecondary

school, or they would have gone to a different school. This has been\

taken as an indicatioLthat financial aid has had an imPact on both

access and choice. When the choice question is foyoved up by asking

where the student would go in the absence of aid, the responses tend te

affir the implicit evaluative judgment embodied in the categorization of

schools 'The typS.cal results are depicted in Exhibit 3.8: about 7.5

percent ( 7 + 5.33 + l.1.6) of the students said they would change in a

EXHIBIT 3. : PERCENTAGE OF GRANT RECIPIENTS WHO SAID THEY WOULD CHANGE
SCHOOLS IF THEY HAD N2T RECEIVED AID ,

-

..,. Private

_.0003.33.35

Public 4-YeIrAliegw-

1.16

;*dn...°.Private 2-Yea rAP.

Public 2-Year

Source: Fenske, et al., 1979, p. 133.
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"downward" direction; another 1.4 percent (0.12 4- 1.27) said they would

change within categories; only .35 percent said they would change in an

It upward" direction.

The second approach to measurtng outcomes is to take some objective

criteria and infer a difference.'which is attributable to tge aid system.

1Thus, after controlling for income, one can compare the percentage of

recipients who attend college (or a particular type of college) with the

percentage of nonrecipients who do so. If more recipients attend

-.college, the inference is made that aid accounts for the difference. In

fact, the comparisons have often been less precise than that, resting on

a comparisofi betneen a sample tif recipients and some hypothesized norm.

Despite erv exPloratory nature of these studieN4it should be noted

thatthey have consistently produced results wiaich are in the expected

direcpion. The amount and availability of aid have been positively

correlitted with access, choice, retention, etc. Furthermore, the studies

do suggest a.basic underlying model of behavior. If we can interpret the

specific variables,to..stand for general aspects of the aid systemp.we

woulti argue, then, that at least five characteristics of aid are of

iMlivortance in affecting the propensity to participate in higher

education. These five Characteristics are: the amount,-tWe type, the

terms, the stability of aid, and the d ssemination of information about

aid. In the research literature, the stability of aid (i.e., certainty

of its continuation over time) and the dissemination of information seem

to be more directly related to expected returns precisely" to knowledge

of expected returnsthan to anything elg/. The argument is simply that

4, without good information about alternatives and a set of expectations

about aid in the future, one cannot calculate the cost of education and,

hence, one cannot make a rational choice about whether or not the

expected returns justify pa'r.4cipating in higher education. In.

Exhibit.3.9, this model is outlined. The rote of program manageme

characteristics is left unspecified since the quantitative studies

-reviewed up to this point have not begun to address this area. The next

section will define the current study's approactl_to management

characteristics.
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EXHIBIT 3.9: FINANCIAL AID FACTORS IN PROPENSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

Disaeminat on of
Information

Stability of Aid z
Program Amount of Aid
Management ao- Type of Aid
Profiles Terms of Aid

Expected
Rettins to
Educaiion

Out-of-Pocket
Costs of
Education

Before we move on to that level,' however, let us summarize the

quantitative studies which have been reviewed. If we put, all the

separate models together, we would arrive at a very complex.model indeed

(see Exhibit 3.10). 'Such a model is probably beyond proper specification

under.the best 4 circumstances. Considering the nature cV the data that

'have been gathered for the purposes of thia...a.edif;, though, and the

choices that have been made about the variables to be included, we have

here a much silimplified model to be used in this analysis (see

Exhibit 3.11). Despite the siloWications, this model is adequate to

the task in terms of including major vaz.iables, and it is a 400d deal

more ampreherisive than any model which has been included in any prior

singl study.Z.

is

S
4

IlIn forming the model far this study we have included the concept ,

of ability to pay as a derivative of family financial strength and
educational cost.
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EXHIBIT 3.10: A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF THE PROPENSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN U,IGHER

EDUCATION

Familial & Psychological

Hama
Environment

Parental

Parental Perception

Demographies of Education

404Economic

.\ State of
the EconSupply

of Grads

S tudent

Ability

?Itudent, ,

Academic "4"1 Family,
Experience Support

for

Education

Student
Demographics

Financial Strength

Demand
for Grads

Pdoulation
level
.ucationPt

Institutional_

Financial Aid_

Expected
Additional
Lncome

Opportunity
Costs

Motivation
to Attend
Higher
Education

Expected
Returns
to

Education

Program Aanagement

:;laracteristics

Academic
Quality.

Type of
Institution

Quality of
Life,

Location of
Institution

Dissemination of
Information

Out-of-Pocket
Costs of
ErhIcation

mount of Aid
Type of Aid
\Terns of Aid

PropensM Access
to to
Participate EdUcation

Education
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EXHIBIT 3.11: THE WORKING MODEL TO TEST THE IMPACT OF,AID ON EQUITY OF EDUCAT-

4)
TONAL CHOICE

7-

StOdent

Student
Academic
Experience

Student
Demographics

Family Financial
Strength

Quality of
, Life .

Educational
Choice

Ability to
Pay

Quality of
Education,

Location
Type of
Institution

Out-of-Pocket
Costs of
Educattm

!_1nort of AidStability...+44yp
of Aidof Aid

Terms of Aid

DisseminatiOn of
Program Inforrjaion

'Management
Maracteristics



Moreover, this model serves not only for the study,of equity of

educational choice, but also for the study of equity of aid distribution

as well. As depicted in Exhibit 3.129 the familial, economic, and

institutional variables become the classificatiop variables for

determining similarity of circumstances. The type, amount, and terms of

aid become the outcome measure which, under conditions of full

horizontal equity, should be equal for students in similar

circumstances. Other program characteristics, especially management

practices, become,the iariables which should explain any deviations from

equity. It is these characteristics which policy would change in order,

to achieve horizontal equity. Thus, the comprehensive model forma a-

basis not only for an evaluation of the equity of, educational choice, it

is indispensable to the study of the equity of aid distribution.

Menaement Practices

Institutions are the line administrators of Federal prograis. They
-

have responsibility for basic decisions about how students will be

treated and communicated with, and about what t es of students will get

e
different kinds of aid. In "packaging," for .p1e, an institution may

establish a polip7 df giving grants to all elie.ble students and adding

loans to the grants for the most needy. Another institution may operate

under the exact opposite policy, giving loans to all. eligible students (a

selfhelp floor) and adding grants in cases of greatest need. These, and

many other approaches were found during the course of our current student

aid study. stitutions also make distributional judgmentiabout
,

-

individual ca es. Same students have unusual.circumstances which not

clearly fall, u der existing policies, and student aid directors must also

decide'how to hen e ambiguous situations.

Institutions perform three major kinds of tasks under the Federal

programs:

(1) Program participation--they aecide whether to particip§ae;

participants forecast the aggregate aid needed by their
students, maL application to USOE, and receive and disburse

funds.
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EXHIBIT 3.12: THE WORKING MODEL TO TEST EQUITY OF AII DIS-

TRIBUTION

Dissemination
Variables

FamAy
Financial.
Strength

Institutiona
Varialoles

Outcome
Variables

Causal Program
Variables Management

Characteristics

Student
character is t ics

Outcome
Measures

...Amount of Aid

_Type of MU
Terms of Aid`
Stability of Aid

Dissemination of
Information
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(2) Need motel sisthey obtain applications frau students, determine

which app Cants are eligible for aid, calculate how much aid

ealsolicant needs, and make individual adjustments for
unu needs.

(3) Fackagingthey decide what amount of aid Applicants will
receive from each source of aid available, including grants,

jobs, and loans, and coordinate this Federal aid with state,

and, institutional aid.

In addition, institutions perform many other kinds of tasks, such as

disseminating information about financial aid, helping to arrange jobs

and loans, maintaining records of student eligibility and fund .

disbursements,,callecting loan payments, and producing program

reporis3/e

One of 'the early findings of thA study, however, was that

institutional practices are best characterized by diversity. This is not

necessarily a negative finding but, as Cooper noted in his study of

financial aid in California:

Federal student aid administration cannot be--and should not
41estrict1y uniform. A diversity of practices is essential because
general public purposes and specific program purposes are
multifaceted, and the conditipns of,implementation vary among
students and institutions.: The difference between desirable

diversity and undesirable fragmentation in administration is that

desirable practices%areaffective, fairly predictable, and

equitable. Desirable diyersitl. among policy deoisigns exhibits

purpose: it is not random or haphazard. Undesirable, fragmented

practices are inconsistent, not readily justified3by reference to

standards or a rationale, and difficult or impossible to evaluate

21William D. Van Dusen and John J. Okliearne, A Des* for a Model
College Financial Aid Office (New ,York, N.Y.: College Entrance

Examination Board, 1973): ,

A/Harlan Cooper,'Diversity in Colleice and University Administration of
Federal Student Financial Aid, Doctoral Dissertation, Stanford

University, March 1979, p. 17.
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This Taggests Apo prime objectives with regard to institutionalP

141. practices--effectiveness and justice. The first would, ideally,'require

that the system for implementing Federal policy be free of impediments.

,That is, once a policy was selected, the institutional practice would be

such t i.t could be carried out uniformly, and in an unambiguous

manner addition, any effective admidistrative process would have to

be just; i.e., all decisions must be predictable and the reasons for them
. .

understoode-
5/

The second facet is that persons in like circumstances
6/

should'be treated the same, , i.e.p.there should be'equality of

outcomes. DistributiVe justice, then, requires that if people are to be

treated differently, the variationc,must be related to the purpose of the

distribution (e.g., need) and not to same tther irrelevant condition

4 ,

'(e.g., race).

Evidence of the effect of institutional policies, scant as it is,

seems to indicate that these conditions are not being met We have

already mentiont& Applied Manag%ment Sciences' early findings regarding

diversity-in practices which were also supported by Co per's results for

leCalifornia.- Howevervothers have provided indicatio that point toward

the same conclusions. Ric? and Gladieux, in a report for the College

Entrance Examination Board,-
7/

noted that of the estimated-1,141

accredited 2year colleges, 23 percent were not isotthe SEOG program, and

40 percent div;t mit seek NDSL monies. Consequently, many students

eligible for aid by law were unable to dbtain benefits. Their

5/--Henry J. Friendly, Theigederal Adminiitrativ? Agencies: The Need for
. Better Definitiowof Standards (Cambridie, MasaachuSetts: Harvard

University Press, 1962).

6/
EmmettR S. Redford, Democracy in the Administrative State (Newyork,

-N.Y.: 'Oxford University Press, f969). .

.
2/LOUls Riceand Larry Gladieux. Title ry of the Higher Eduxation Act:
yi Technical Analysis (Washington, D.C.: College Entrance Examination
'Board, 1974). ',

,
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A

institutions simply did not dffer all the programs. Van Dusen and

Cavanaugh8/- made a study of institutional adjustments to 'College

Scholarship Service's (CSS) need analysis. They _found a range of 12.1

-percent to 87.5 percent of the active cases changed among nine University

of California and California State University and College campuses. The

average rate was 56.8 percent. Finally, a 1977 report by Smith and

-21Hendersom-9/ 1 4nuLcates that most first-time student ita 'recipients

across the country get only one form of aid rather than a package.

'While such differences in student expectations exist among

institutions due to diersity in management; Feder:al policies which

address thtse operating systems are few. Although the number of Federal

regulations have increased in recent years; the effect on changing

.nhtitutional behaviors has been minimgl. They continue to exercise

Aiscrition in critical areas of policy ldading to significant inequities

in the'distribution and impact of Federal funds.
,

The number,of examples of institutional discretion and Federal policy

are numerous--consumer information, nee ds analysis, packaging,

.counseling, etc. For the *purposes of discussion, let us look at the

packaging of aid-:-the process of combi ing various aourcds of assistance

todimeet thd.student's need -(where need is defined as the difference

between educational.costs and available family resources). On thia

topic, Federal regulations remain almost totally silent. Aid directors,

are prohibited only froft using Federal funds to exceed any student's

need. (20 USC 10188f: 45 CFR 176.14(b).) How4Ver, the paciaging process

is complicated by condLtions-attached to aid under different Programs.

Foi example, BEOG grants (under 1978-79 regulations) are limited to

8/- William D. Van Dusen and William J. Cavanaugh, "Gbin' Through
Changes: A Study of Institutional Adjustments to Central Need

Analysis.' Journal of Student Financial Aid (February 1977): 25-33,

9/- Pat Siith and Cathy Henderson, Federal Student Aid: Who Receivcs It 4
1ft

and How Is It Facka ed? (Washington, D.C.: American Council on

Education 1977 ).
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one-half cost or $1,600, whichever is less. SEOGs are limited to

one-half the total amount of aid in each package. Federal CWS,funds

require a 20 percent match from the nstitution or employer. -Once their

need is met, students' CWS earnings may not cause their total'aid to

exceeh their need by more than $200. .Students must quit CWS jobs rather

than continue working and earning too much.

Purthermoi.e, students-may have financial aid from other sources like

state aid, and this in turn may add to packagipg complexity. The sate

may deterMine a.need figure different from Federal need figures, and yet

both state and Federal goizernments expect aid going to students to be

coordinated.

Suggestions about the program characteristics and management

practices that affect the operation of the financial aid system can be

.gathered from two sources. These two sources fall, respectively, in

cells 3 and cell 4 of the typology previously presented in Exhibit 3.1.

The firat is a series of studies into management practices (National Tisk

Force, 1975; Lee et.al 1975; Cooper, 1979): The great drawback of these

studies iv that they have been carried out without any effort to measure
._program outcomes. Thus, the program characteristics and management

practices which have been inspected are important only with respect to

some preconceived notion of how the program should work (rather than vith

revpect to a measure of haw it actually does work). The second source is

a group of Atudies which can, at best, be described as.utestimonials."

These arg statements, occasionally.gathered ig a systematic faslion, by

financial aid officers and students'about the way the system actually

works (CSS Student Advisory Committee, 19760;.Facker, 1980; flenn and
"14

Vejil, 1976; MarVti 1976; Von Klein et al., 1976; Wilcox, 1973-1974;

Jones, 1974; Scott, 1978; Johns and Warren, 1977; Clark et al. 1977;

Clark, 1977; Stewart, 1975; takoa, 1972; Ryan, 1966-67; CiE13, 1976;

Burnett, 1975; Nelson, et al. 78; Southern Association ofstudent

Financial Aid Administrators, 977). These are impressionistic accwints
,

which tend to reflect the concerns of
4
a particular audience and provide

little or no empirical evidence. They provide scantirlues 40,to how

3.32
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typical any of the behaviors described really are. As such, they are not

particularly helpful ift generating counsel frit the overall managedent of

federal aid2 which must necessarily stress common practices and

outcbmes. The-methodological and substantive contribution of the current

,study 'is to link systematic data about pragram characteristice to

systematic data about actual outcomat, to produce a more accurate picture

of the actual, behaviors of the system as a whole.

Regardless of the shortcomings of these two, groups of studies, they

are a rich source of hypotheses about what affects the performance and

equity of the 'financial/aid system. Since ,these are the opinions of both
6414,

the consumers'wend those who make the system go, these data are quite

relevant. In fact', Vince this is a study of the equity and effidiency of

the system, and since the measurement of equity is a ltudent-level

variable, it might be best to start With the student point of view. The

issues about which students camplain suggest a,lack of equity and/or

inefficiency in the system ,ans1 fall into.seven categories: information,

rms, counseling, financial aid office structure and procedures,. aid

pa kaging, need inalysis, and ihdependent status determination (CSS

Sttient Advisory Comluittee, 1976, Packer, 1980). Within these areas one

can identify about 40.specific issues (see Exhibit 13.3). Inter.estingly,
\

'the financial, aid officers seem to agree on many of these points: the

characteristics of the financial aid system about Which the students

complain are 41so the charaoteristics that cause .the financial aid

- officers a good deal of concern. The aid'officers have some concerns

, which do not enter o the consideration of the students but, by and

large; there has een a lively, though indirect, dialogue on mast of the

issues.

This agreement on the points tOat need to be addressed would seem to

be partly-a result of the National Task Force Report (the Keppel

Commissitql which seems to have,focused everyone's attention on specific .

areas, and partly a result of tunderlying justification for the

Federal student aid program its4f. In orde-r* for the system to achieve
I

its goals, or so ehe student argument goes, students must have good

.,\

(-
.
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information, proper counseling, forms which are not a barrier, access to
c'

aid officers, etc. From the perspective of the aid officer, in order for

the system to accomplish its goals, need analysis must be clarified, aid

packaging philosophies must be better articulated, staff levels, and

training must be upgraded,_etc. Unfortunately, most of the analytic

studies of management practices have not addressed these issues at all.

Insteadl they have looked at specifid'practices with a view toward

.estiating and evaluating errors and/or deviations with respect to

legislated policy and regulations (e.g., validation procedures, checks on

academic Agogress, budgeting decisj.ons. etc.). These errors and

deviations are presumed to represent departures from equity.--In

contrast, ft has been tile central task,of this study to create Measures

of equity and see how they correlate with actual specific program

characteristics and management ractices, regardless of whether or not

the program characteristics a d nagement practices are deviations from

the letter of the regulations.

CONCLUSION.

This brief review of the literature has served two purposes. We have

iddntified weaknesses in prior rese'arch, and we preseneed the general -

approach which was taken in the current research effort to overcome those

weaknessds. We have also identified a large number of variables that%

need to be included in any future udy which analyfs the impact of

program characteristics and manageme t practices on -he equity and

efficiency of the Campus Based and Basic Grant financial aid programs.

The specification of each of these variables and the evaluation of equity

and efficiency in the isioasystem will be discussed in Chapter 6 olithis

repoit.

*4 1
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FYRIBIT 3.13: THE INSTITUTION-LEVEL MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF THE FINANCLkL
AID SYSTEM ABOUT WHICH THE STUDENTS COM;PLAIN AND FINANCIAL
AID OFFICERS WORRY

I. InfOrmation

,A.

C.

D.

Range of programa available
Continuity of aid
Planning of aid
1. alternate amounts at types of institutions
Dissemination in general

II. Forms

A. Multiplicity
B. Difficulty

III. Counseling

A. Rights and responsibilities
B. Options
C. Loan counseling

, D. Lack of peer counseling
E. Money management

rv. Financial Aid. Offices

A.

B.

C.

D.
E.

*F.

Staffing
Training
Salaries
Record keeping
Packaging
1. Changing through college career
2. Enticements

a. Aeounts
b. Bait and switch

Administrative expenseal/

V. Aid Packages

A. Grants
r. Alternative amounts at different institutions

a

2. Real choices
B. Loans 4

1. Multiple -F

2. Grace period
3. Notiie of loan-burden change
4. Repa9ment schedule 4

9

C. Work
-1. On-campus search and preferene
2, Off-campus search by FAO
3. Careful job'description

4. Skill match

11.Starred
literatu.

/
tema were railed by oily Financial Aid Officers isl the

reviewtd.''
; 3.35
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EXHIBIT 3.13: THE INSTITUTION-LEVEL MANAGEMENT ASPECTS OF THE FINANCIAL
AID SYSTEM ABOUT WHICH THE STUDENTS COMPLAIN AND FINANCIAL
AID OFFICERS WORRY (Continued)

VI. Need A nalysis

A. Budgets
-)

1. Inflation

2. Reality basis /

3. Program differenkts
Presumed savingsB.

C. Automatic subtraction of work
D. Varying'real parental contribution

VII. Independency

A. Conditions
B. Documentation requirements

VIII. Date of Notification

#

4

*IX. Relationship Between the Finacial id Office and Other Univdrsity
Offices, Especially the Admissions 0 ficei/

*X. Computerization and dlizei/

1/Starred items were raised by only Financ al Aid Officers in fhe
literature reviewed.
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THE ROLE OF THE STUDENT IN THE FINANCIAL AID SYSTEM,

7

INTRODUCTION

The literature available on student financial aid is, by and large,

written from the perspective of .ther the institutional administrator or

the Federal bureaucracy. Surprisingly little has been done from the

student's point of view even though, as mentioned in Chapter ;1 the

legise intent has clearly been on the side of student sovereignty.

While this introductory discussion is not intended to fill thisigap, it

is hoped that it will provide the reader with.a better underspenAding of

the student's role in the financial aid process. For a discussion 9f the

institution's role, see Volume I, Chapters 3 and 4, of his report:

THE PARTIES INVOLVED
to.

'The delivery of financial aid is a rather complex process involving a

Aumber of interrelated parties. As described bj The National Association

of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASF the seven primary

parties are:
4,

le, The Student, and his/her family4 who initiate an application for
studencjad and are responsible for completing various forms to,
determine the student's pr,ram eligibility;

2. The Hi h School Guidance C unselor, who provides general
financial aid informatio and Oformation on how to apply for
admission and/or financ'al aid at various,institutions;

3. The' Centralized Need al sis Services, wiiich are responsible
for processing stud tmeed analysis,reports and diiaeminating

)

this information t institutions, state, and Federal agencies;

4..1
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The Federal Government, which is responsihle for legislation,
, appropriations, and overseeing the administration of the student.
aid programs, as well as operating tile Basic Educational

.

'Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program;

5. The State Agencies, which provide funds in the form of
work, and-loan programs to qualified students in their

6. The Commercial ndin Ir4stitutions, which provide guar
stu ant loans to eligible students; and

7. The Institutiona of Postseconaary Education, whi have the
primary responsibility for coordinating and a nistering all

.Title rv programm, as well as other Federal tate,
institutional., and priv i so rcea..1///

THE STEPS IN THE DELIVERY STEM

For the student, the process of obtainin financial''aid begins With

the acquisition of information both about 5hr availability of various

academic programm at postsecondary inst utions and his/her options with

graitt,7
sta.tef

teed

regard to financial assistance. Clea y the key to aneffective aid

deliveFy system is, therefore, the onveyence of accurate and timely

information to students in orderAo permit then to make an informed

decision about their future editional plans. As observed by tip Koppel

Task Force, "One of the greatest contributing factors t9 student

confusion about...student aid/1s the lack 66 good information...KV
.

sources of this informetion are quite varied and include family and

peers, state agencies, high school guidance pounselors, educational

institutions, private organizations, and various youth-serving agencies

etc.).

Next, the prospective student will contact one or more institutions

he/she plans to attend in order to obtain admission and/or financial aid

information. The student then completes the required application forma

and forwards them to the selected institution(s) for consideration. If

7(4,g., Comprehensive/Education and Training Act (CETA), Upward Bound,

1/
- National Association of.Student Financial Aid Administrators,

Fundamental Financial Aid: Self-Learninit Guide (WsshifIgt6n, D.C.:
Ja7(iary 1980), pp. IV-3, r1-4. .

2
ppel Task Force Final Report, p. 54.

,4t4.2
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state assistance is also desired, the student will likely be required to

submit a separate application to the appropriate state student assistance

agency. In those states which offer decentralized assistance programs,/

the application may be sent directly to the idatitution to which the
3/

student has applied.-

To be considered for Federal financial aid, the student can apply

through one oeboth of two possible routes.

1) Centralized need anajysia service: depepding upon the
institution's choice of need analysis system, the student and
his/her family will complete an' extensive application form
donsisting of all the information required to determine their
eligibility for one of the three Campus Based programs--
Supplemental Educational Opportunitiee Grant (SEOG), National
Direct StudeneLoan (NDSL), and College.Work-Study (CWS). In
addition, if the selected system is part of the recently created
Multiple Rata Entry System (NDES), the decessary data,elements
mill be forwarded, at the student's discretion, to the BEOG .

processor for consideratio for a Basic Grant award.' After
processing, the serv.ce ret s a copy of a need analysis report
to the.-instituti sign ted by the student. Any 4

inconsistencies in .the "d ta s %, ied in the application will be
+

noted and provid d to the inst tion for later follow-up.

'2) U.S. Office of Education's &Laic rant ap?lication,RroceSsor:
if the student chooses to apply fot.a Basix Grant, heishe may
either submit a separate BEOG application (similar to the need
analysis service form) or, if available, apply through the
above-mentioned.MDE system. The proassor will then prepare and
send to the student a Student Eligibility'Report (SER) which .

documents his/her eligibility for a Basic Grant. The student
must then bring the SER to the inktitutism he/she plans to
.,a_r.tend for.the calculation and disburseMent oF the actual award.

After the'student-has accepted'an offer of.admission to attend a

specific instituiion and is found to be eligible for a Basic Grant,

he/she presents the financial aid office with the SER. The financial aid

officer then comLines this information, along with the results of the

need analysis service and the state assistance agency's computations, to

develop an aid "package" to meet the atudent's need for financial
.

assistlence. According to NASFAA, thh- process entails the review of the
4

following items:

2. Several states (e.g., Fennsy irania) require only the submission of
one common form from which pktinentcdata'are abstracted.

//

/
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1. The student's academic statue, i.e., "Has the student been *

admitted to an eligible prograp?" If currently enrolled, "Is
the student maintaining satisfactory progress?" "Has the
student completed a bachelor's degree?"

2. The student's eligibility for specific aid programs, i.e., 'qs
the student s citizen or permanent resident?" "Is the student
enrolled at least half-time?" "Is ihe student in default oti a
loan made, insured, or guaranteed for attendance at that
institution?" "roes the Ettudent owe a refund on plants
previously received for attendance at that institution?" "Is
the student eligible for funds after taking into coniideration
the,statutory annual and aggregate limits of-program funds?"

3. The student's documented financial need. +he aid administrator
revicws leech of the need alialysis documents to verify the
accuracy of the data and to make any needed.adjustmants when .

' circumstances so warrant. As part of the verification, process,
many institutions require sone or all of their applicants to
submit copies of income tax retnrns or documentation of
nontaxable income sources. In additiOn to this voluntary data ,

veriiication, the Federal government has recently initiated
formel validation procethires which must be performed ,by. the
astitution for thilms. students who have been selected by the

government for its validetion. (These Hequirement. will be
discussed Later in this chapter.)

As part of determining the student's financial need, the
institution mutt determine the cost ,of education (budget), by

.

taking into consideration the required tuition and fees, books
and supplies (coats may vary due to academic program), room and
board, transportation cost and other reasonable.miticellantous
personal expenses.

4. The development of the stu ent aid package. After completing
the above procedures, the institution must determine the dollar
amounts which the student will receive from each of the programs
for which he/she is eligible. Normally, the final aid package
consists of a combination of grant, loan, and work dollars.

.

.5. Preparing an award letter. After all ofithe above steps are
completed, the institution prepares an.award letter which is
sent to the student. This letter notifiwa the student 'of the
terns and conditions of each of the aid programs, as well as.the
amount of aid he/she can expect to receive from each source. In
those cases where the student's financial need cannot be met
from available resources, the student is provided Oformation
which may suggest altetnative sources of funding.4/

A/NASFAA, Ibid., pp. IV-6, 1377-7.

t.
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Upon receiving the award letter the student will, if he/she has

'sought financial aid from more than one institution, compare the

available co-if-ions and select the choice which best meets his/herr-

individual need. rite offer of financial aid, while an integral part of

this decision proceis, is not the sole determinant of the final choice

for many students. Ii involves, a careful balancing of the asrailible

alternatiAs,:considering the various academic offerius and campus

attributes as well as the cost.

After the student has selected an institution', he/she is required to

sign and return the award letter to indicate its acceptance and to

complete and have notarized the Affidavit of Educational Purpose. If the

student's financial need is ebtally met by th'e a4A package, then there,is

generally nothing further to be done. What is frequently the case for

some students, however, ia that their needs will exceed the resources

.made available to them or they have 'to replace some or all of the

expected family contribdtion. These s*udents., therefore, must explore

additiolialsources of aid.

One such option is the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program

'available through commercial lenders or, if the school is-an *authorized

levier, through the school the student will attend. the lending

institution or state agency determines.the student's eligibility for the

loant.and submits the GSL kepplication to the Federal processing center

fof*endorsement. The Fedefal proce.ssing,center then returns the GSL

application to thie, lending institution or state agency, which in turn

prepares the promissory note and a check for the student.

Once the student has enrollediand.begun his/lier selected course of

study, majbr functions of the institution's financial aid office will be

of concern:

1) the disbursement process - involves the ways in which the
student actually.receives the monies he/she has been awarded.
While this varies by program and by institution, the basic
/operations are:

a) grant/sciolarship aid--paid either directly to the student
or credited.to his/her account;



-

b) loand7,etudent must sign a liromissory note and attend a
preploan counseling session before funds are disbursed as
above;

c) work did--student meets the requirements of the job to
which he/she is assigned and is paid dt least monthly
either by check or by a credit to his/her account.

counseling -.the student's need for information does not end
with enrollmenthis/her needs for aseistance continue
throughout hia/her educational career;

3) maintainins records - the school is required to maintain
accurate lAd up-to-date records on each aid recipient and to
ensure their canfidentialty;

4) geBilaing - in order to ensure that funds are beipg used
correctly, the institutions are required to monitor the
student's progress in school. Once a student has graduated or
withdrawn from school, any loans be/she may have acquired enter
into the collection phase;

5) collections following the student's departure from the school
at whicifa loan was made, it is his/her responsibility to see
that the loan is paid back. This requires staying in contact
with the institution as well as setting up an acceptable
repayment plan.

Lastly, much of this procees id aa ongoing affair throughout the

student's education asieach student must annually renew Ilisher

application for aid. Changes in the scope of aid programs'or ip the

student's circumstances may greatly alter the stbdent's eligibility

status during his/her postsecondary career.

or

1 0 5
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SECTION II

EMPIRICAL RESULTS.

PREFACE

Presented in this section of the report are the quantitative results

. of this research project. These data-focus upon four aspects of stpdent

outcomes: -the general patterns of the 4listribution of Federal seudent

financial aid dollars; an assesgment of the extent to which conditions of

distributive equity are met; the itipact of student financial aid on

participation in postsecondary-education; ahd lastly, the relatiopships

between itstitutional discretionary practices and equitable student

outcomes.

108.
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THE SCORE OF THE FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM§

INTRODUCTION

Before examining'the distributive
.
equity fssuei raised in the

_

preceding section, it is important'first-to gai-n a sense of tha extent.to

which the Federal student assistance programsAivelpervaded the higher

education sector. 'the-focus here, then, is upon identifying the-major
0,

flows of funds both to students and to institutions. I/

0 The stetting point of this examination must be the distribution of
..

4

aid as affected by the income level and dependency status of students.

Federal student aid programs are specifipaloly designed to assis't thd

economically disadvantaged members of4the student population.. -"There

should, therefore, be a positive correlation'between the economic

barriers faced 'by students and the levela of Federal support whiih they
,._

receive. On the'other hand, the relationship between financial aid and i.

\....4
other student characteristicsgendel', race, age, frocaleshould be

neutral.! That is, the system ought to be "blind" to noneconomic

differences among applicants for aid. By examining the distribution of

. aid along these dimensionsv_tiiione can potentiallyreveal:any inherent

biases within the financial aid system which may emerge As unintended

consecp4ences.

Th (f:ere _is an additional need to examine. he manner in whloh financial

aid dollars are distributed among institution A signifieant portion_of, ,

61e *assistance which itudents receive is tur ed over directly to tnsti-

tutfOns In the form of'tuition, fees, and room and board
..
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'charges. ,Thus, many institutiohs can, and do, derive a substa4ial

portion of their incomes fram student'aid sources. The data.which

details this distri*Ition may, in fact, reveal patterns ot

subsidies to AartiCular'types of institutions.

As a final methodological note, the data presented here are generally

referred to as "marginal distributions.'" While we realize that variables

such as race and income'are not independent, at this time we do not
. ,

attempt to examine such interactions. This is the subject of the

chapters which follow.

OVERALL ZROGRAM PARTICIPATION:- 197879

Patterns of Aid Distribution to Undergraduate Students
A

As Title 5.1 demonstrates, financial aid in 1978-79 (the year before

the implementation of the-Middle ncpme.Student.Aisistance Act) was

available to students.across a broad speCtrum.of.income levels but,' as

one would expect, it was found to be most heavily concentrated at, the-

lower end Of this' range. 'Of all undergraduate students, regardless of

income or of,the choice of institution, almost half (43%.) received some

form of aid-either fromTederal, state, or private.sources during the

1918-79 acadeMic year. This'involvement is, of course, related to the

student's ability to pay and institutional edit. Therefore; both the

generally higher-cost institutions (i.e., 4-Year private and proprietary)

and most economically'deprived students (i.e., incomes less than $12,000)

are the most likely to receive some form of assistance.

With regard to the student assistance programs funded by the U.S.
_

Office of,Education, Table 5.2 underscores the fact,that Federal funds

form:the fOundation of all student assistance. -Of all students.receiving

stime forM of financial assistanc4,e4 percent were awarded some form of
1/

.Federal aid.-- Again, the pattern of variation, vis-a-vis income and

educational costlpreviously noted, is found to hold for the Federal

progfams.

1/This is calculated from Tables 5.1 and 5.2, i.e., 43 percent received
same torm of financial aid and 84'percent of these (i.e., 36 pertent)
receiued Federal aid.

\
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'TABLE 5.1: FERCENTAGE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS RECEIVING AFt 'FicrkR OF
FINANCIAL AID.N.BY'DEPENDENCY STATUS, TOTAL FAMILY INCOME? AND. .1

LEVED'AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMICyEAR 1978-791/
P 4.

4.

".

.

-7.-7, .

ALL
SCHOOkS

.

Institutional Level anA Control

4-Year
Public

47.-Year

, Private
,

2-Year'

-..Public.
. .

2-Year
'Priltate

. Propi- .

etarY '
,

.

ALL sTutENTi 43 43 . 57 31 47 , 65
k 'All,

Dependents , / . . .

999 : 80.,. 84 90 65 74 94 -
4.

$6000-111,999 ,. - .174 73 76 . 77 758 71

$124000-$17,999 57 59 78 28 1 \s/.55 - ' 72 .

$18,000-$24;999 42 37 66 23. :. 43 -54

, 05,000-$29,999 33. 28 58 12 39 51
,

morio or _more 17 11 28 11 25- 0 19

*
Ilidepindents .e, ' 40 45 27 36, 51 67

lourcs-t- Studeni Survey.,

liTptal taxable and nontaxable income.

ATABLE 5 2:, PERCENTAGE*OF UNDERGRADtiATE'STUDENTS RECEIVING ANY FORM OFJU.S.
OFFICE OF EDUCATTION rtNDED.gINANCIAL AID, BY DEPENDgNCY STATUS,
.TOTAL FAMILY INCOME, AND LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION:
ACADEMIC.YEAR 197,11-79-"

4

Institutional Level dpd Controa
ALL%

SCHOOLS
. 41=Xear 4-Yelr 2-Year 2-Yea'r Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

. .

--........*

ALL STUDENTS 36, 36 45 26 37 63
Dependents

'--f-.)

$0-$5,999 76 81 85 60 70 92

$6,060-$11,999 67 65 70 70 55 66

$12,000-$17,999 ,47 49 69 -21 43 66

$18,000-$24,999 17 .21 47 10 .31 51

425,000429,999 21 18 40 3 16 , ' 44

$30,000 .or More -8 5 16 . 1*. 11 14 ,

Independents 37 42 47 28 43 66

--Source: Student Survey.
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1---- ItAan be seen,.in 'able 5.3 that the.Basic Grant, which is an' .
, \-,...,-,.

entitlemehOised:uiaon A rigid need,analysis formula; is clearly directed
. .

toward the needi/st studenti. In fact9 percent of all dependent

'Atudents with ineomes lets than $6:000 wereBEOG recilAents. For
,

. ' independent students', about'one-third participate ril the BEOG program.
i N e

.

'Itf terms of.variations across'type and con ieVol of nstitution attended
.

_

. (Table 5.4), a number of ihteresting relationships can be noted. First,
.0-

.

Air .,phe hi.ghesk participation (slightly over 51k) is Sound in the proptietary \.

Ile
4cfic, with.the i=emAining tra4tional institutions .e24kSbiting an' %

, 4p1rOximely equal rete--A bit 'abc;ve one-fourth. This is probably due_ . , N.

to .11e Ig.eatelependence and emphasis placed upon.this source of
,.._

1

financilgi aid in the proprietary settor. Second, where one. would expect.
..../' ,

to find a si*lat concentraiión of needy stddents,..-in the 21year public

s#tor, the lowest rate Qf participatio'h in BEOG is found instead. in

4 this cAse; the observed outcome is.probably due toi.an interaCtion.between

the low cost of these institutions, the.BEOG $200 minimum,'And ihe BEOG

half-cost li.mitation:

Turning to the SEOG program, it can be seen in Table 5.3 that the

higheit rates-of werticipation, as expected, are Lund Among lower-income

students. .The concentration is moat.diRge in 4-year private schgols and

proprietary schooldi presumably due to the high costs associated with

these institutions which Allows skhigher proportion of students to

qualify' undem the "exeeptibnal need" provision of the SEOG program.

The College Work-Study Program (CWS), on the other hand, does' not

have quite the impact oh)students at proprietary.schools due largely to

th'e restrictions against employFent in profit-making setting. Students

at 27year institutions, both private and public, receive CWS awardp in

the greatest.proportion, while students at 4-year institutions receive

CWg awards in a slightly low)er'praBortyi than the tiean.fbr all students.

The most widely avagAble form of financial assistance 'n 1978-79 was

the BEOG with 29 percent of att undergraduate studenis re eivinii this

form of Assistance. This is followed by state grants (15%), National

Direct Student Loans (12%), ollege Work-Study elm, and Supplemental

,)

*

`
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Educational Opportunity Grants (.9%). The way in which this participation

-varies by family ihcome levelaand type of_4stitution attended i; dis-

played in Tables 5..3 and 5.4.

TABLE 541 PERCENTIGE. OF,ALL POSTSECONDARY UilDERGRADUATE STUDENTS RECEIVING

PARTICULAR FORMS OF-FINANCIAL.ASSISTANCE, BY TOTAL FAMILY INCOKE.
AND*PENDENCY STATUS: ACADEMIC YEAk 1978-79

. .

ALL. ,

STUDENTS

0
Total.Family IncoMe and Dependency Status

740-"'

.115,999

. A

Dependents.
411

Independents
$,69000
$119999

$12,40, $18,0007
$-17.,999 $24199V

$25,000- $30,000-
$29,999 or More

. 4

'BEOG 29 79 62 33 10 5 1 32
SEOG0' 9 21 16 :11 4 2 0 10
NDSL / 12 19 22 21. 13 6 2 11
CAS 11 25 23 17' 10 3. 9
State 31 30 26 17 4' if 5 9

Source:

TABLE 5

StI41.4t, Survey;._

.4: 12ERCENTAGE OF ALL POSTSECONDARUNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
RECEIVING ?ARTICULAR FORMS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BY
AND CONTROL OF ANsTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1478-79 I'

LEVEL

ALL
SCHOOLS

Institupional L 1 and Control

4-Year 4-Year -iYear

Public- Privat Palic

BEOG 29 29 .27

SEOG 9. 9 13
NDSL 12 13 4.

CAS 11 10 8

State 15 '16 7

Source: Student Survey.

.#

5.5 1

26

. 5

23

.22 2

27 '

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

28 53

5 14

7 20

16 1
12s 10



Table 5.3 also allows clearly that the vast majorit l. of state

.financial assistance is directed at students with the greatest neea.

However, for some reason, independent students seem to'be excluded from

receiving State grants in many cases. A postible reason for this is the

use of various local definitions of "independent" status. This results

in same students, who are considered to be independent for Federal

purposes, having their state aid eligibility% judged on their parents'
2

income, as if they were dependentjA

Table 5..5 (A through E) illustrates the distribution of Federal

,student aid funds by incoMe level and dependency status. Before

examining theml.however, it should.be noted that the data in these tables

were obtained from student financial aid records. In atteppting to

collect this information, site visit personnel encounterea some student

aid files which were incomplete, disorganized, or some cdmbination of the

two. Therefore, those students whose family income level or dependency.

status could not be determined from their files are included under the

heading "unknown.",
4.)

Beginning with the BaSic Grant program, Table 5.5A shows. the results

of'an aid program which adheres toil strict method of determining student

eligibility, i.e., BEOG dollars are clearly tirgeted toward those in'the

three lowest income-categories. In fact,,i0 percent of,BEOG dollarst are

awarded to dependent students with family incomes below $12,000, 7.group

which comprises about l. percent of all undergraduate students../

Independent students, however, receive nearly onethird of the funds, but

this is less than their representation in the total population. With

regard to average BEOG awards, a Ciirious dip is shown for those dependent

students fram families earning between $18,000424,999. The $532 average

BEOG award far these students is at leikst $170 lower than the 4verage

award in any other.income category. This table also reveals that

although Basic Grants are awarded mostly tdstudents fram-lowerincome

liNew York State, for example, requires students to le 23 year's of age
before they can be cpsidered,to be independent.
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5.5: ESTIM4TED PERCENTAGE DISTRI4UTION OF RAI, STUDENT FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADUATE S DENTS BY FAMILY INCOME
AND DEPENDENCY STATUS: ACADEMIC YEAR 19 8-79

I.

ALL STUDENTS

Dependents

5 Total Recipients Total Awards iverale Award PERCENTAGE
(Pereentage) (Pereentage)'111Dollars) ALL STUDEN7

A. B IC EDUCiiIONAL PPORTUNITY %II PROGRAM

$0-$5,999
$6,000-511,999
$12,000-$17,999
08,000-$24,999
$25,000-$29,999
$30,000 or tote

Indepdndents

Unknown!!

ALL STUDENTS'

Dependents,

100.0

5 *
20.2.°
24.6

23.6
26.2

/1089:
996

..14.1 10.7 .702

3,7 2.1 532-

0.3 704
0.1 0.1 739

31.3 31.2 927

5 15 5.7

1
SUPPLEMEITAL EDUCATIONAt OPPORTUNITY 'PROM!!

-$017,999
$61, 0-$11:999
$12,000-$17i999
$18,000-$24,999
$25,000-$29,999"
$30,000 ot more

1d6.0 10041

16.9 215.9
20.5 19.1

17.6 47.5
9.6
1.9 1.9

0.6

S.

5.5
8.4
11.7
13.5

6 0
16.4

38.4

596 545
592 8.4

628 11.7

650 13.5

635 6.0

560 16.4

Independents 29.9 32.7 693 38.4

Unknowni/ 2.9 2.5

Source: Student financial aid records.

"Studentl'of unknown dependency status and/or income level.
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TABLE 5.5: ESTrED PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASS TANCE PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS BY FAMILY INCOME
'AND DEPENDENCY STATUS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (continued)

'

tir
To,kal Recipients Total 4wards Average Award PiRCENTAGE4OF

(Percentage) (Percentage) (Dollars) ALL STUDENTS

C, NATIONAL.DIkECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

ALL/STUDiNTS 100.0 100.0

Dtzendeilts

$0-$5,999 10.4 9.3 722 /5.5
$6,000-$11,999 .16.5 4 14.4 ! 704 8.4
$12,000-$17099 18.9 16.9 724 11.7
$18,000-$24,999 15.9 16.9 '834 . 13.5
$251000-$29,000 -3.9 4.1 820 6.0

-$30,000 or more 2.0 2.0 746 16.4
.

Independents 26.4
, .,30.2 951 38.4

Unknownif 6.0 ' ,. 6.7 :
t

D. COLL= WORK:StUDY PROoRAH

ALL STUDENTS' 100.0 '1'100:0

Dependents,

. . ) ..

$0-$5,999 16.3 16.3. atis 5.5
$6,000-$11,999 '. 18.0 17.5 822 8.4
02,000-$17,999 16.9 15.6 780 11.7

. $18,000-$4,999' . 13.2 12.3 791 13.51
$25,000-A29,999 348 2.9 .652 6.0 i
$0,000 or tote 1.9 1.6 . 696' - . 16.4

Independents 22.7 2743 1018 38.4/

Unknamkii. 7.2 1 6.5

11/

Source: Student financial aid records.

1/
- Students of unkpoim dependency status and/or income level.
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TABLE 5.5: ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE DiSDRIBUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT FiNANCIAL
ASSISTANCE *pROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS BY FAMILY INCOME
AND DEPENDENCY STATUS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (continued)

Total Recipients Total Awards Average Award PERCENTAGE OF
(Percentage) (Percentage) (Dollar) ALL STUDENTS

E. UNDUPLICATED OOT-FOUR FEDERAL PROGRAM :

ALL STUDENTS 100.0 106.0

Dependents

$0-15,999 16..8 18.4 1587 5.5
" 16,000-$11,994 20.6 21..4 1498 8.4
112,000-$17,999 14.7 13.8 1347 11.7.
$18,000-$24,999 9.1 7.,8 . 1244 13.5

.125,000-$29,999 .2.3. 7 1089 6.0
$30,000 or more 1.1 0.8 1005 16.4

Indeirendents 20.7 3O.3 15.26 38.4

Unknown!' 5.8

A

Zodree: S udent financial aid records.

liStudents lo unknown depegiency status and/or income level.

h\ajdeholds, the meed analysis formula is flexible enough to take into
.04_s

account itactors aside fram inCsome (e.g., family size and assets) in
4

fticulating the eligibility ot students fram certain upper-income,

,
hkseholds.

The way'in which SEDG funds are distributed (Table 5.53) indicates

that-ehe program has been able to each out-to students across a wider

spectrum of income levels,than the BEOG prOgram. While the'majority of

SEOG dollars are funneled to.studentee from families with incomes under

.'118,000, almost 10 perdent of SEOG funds are allotted to students from'

faai1ie whose incomes range between $18,000 and $24,949. Again, even.

though ind endent students claim approximately one-third of the avail-

casle funds they are still underrepresented. The average SEOG award

s 0
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is relat vely consistent except that the average for independent students

is sig ficantly higher. This may indicate that aid officers are using

their SEOG funds to assist those students with higher-than-average costs

of education (i.e., academic year budget). In general, institutions

%appear to be attempting to sp7ad their SEOG money, around to the widest

nUmber of students.

/. The self-help components Of the Campus Btsed aid programs, National

Direct Student Loans and the College Work-Study Program, show slightly

different distribution patterns from the SEOG and Basic Grant programs.

To begin with, the distribution of NDSL funds (Table 5.5C) exhibits a

pattern which most closely approximates the distribution of all

students. The majority of the funds are awarded to students from

families with iricomes belaw $24,999, with independent students again

receiving a disproportionate one-third share of the awards. Signiff-

canny', a smaller proportion of the neediest students ($0-$5,999 family

income) receixp NDSL l;oans than their counterparts,in the next three

highest income brackets. The average NDSL award for dependent students

ranges frail $704 to#18.1"4 with the higheliraverages being noted for

students from families with the highest incomes. This suggests that

financial aid officers might be awarding

their perception of students' ability to

" however, face the greatest NDSL burden,

NDSL funds idacyordance with

repay. Independent students,

averaging $951 per recipient.

distribution,of dollars in the C011ege Work-Study Program is

spread quite evenly among the lowest four income categories of dependent

student. As 'Table 5.5D indicates, almost two-thirds of CWS awards are

distributed to dependent students from families whose incomes are below

$24,999. The average awards fOr these students generally increase

inversely to the income jevel of the student's family. As with the NDSL

awards, eligible independvit students are, on dklerage, forced to bear

.more hours of employme hroughout the academic year than Aeir
4 "

'dependent counterpart

Finally, Table 5.5E provides the unduplicated distribution of Federal

-student assistance; i.e., the actual, number of Fe'deral aid recipients

5.10



regardfess of whether theveceived aid from one or mprq sources'. The

patterns which have been noted above are reemphasized here. In line with

the need-based_awarding of these flinds, the average total of Federal

assistance which students receive decreases inversely,to the level of

family income, with students from families with incmnes below $12,000

receiving the greatest proportion (42.3%) of Federal aid. Independent

students receive,a relatively hi erage student aid award; but as

previous data 4ave shown, a largeij portion of these awards are comprised

of self-help support.

Patterns of Aid Distribution to InstitutiOns

Although the Federal student aid programs,are designea primarily to

provide students with additional financial resources, Table 5.6

(A through E) indicates that these programs also indirectly provide funds\

to the instritutions these students attend.

In examining the first table (i.e., Table 5.6A), one can clearly see

that the distribution of BEOG -recipients is closely in tine with the

overall distribution of 'postsecondary students. 'What is interesting

'here, however; aie the differences between the distributions of BEOG

and BEOG dollars that is the resurt of both differences in

cost f attendance and the so-called half=cost limitation. For example,

the percentage of.awards funneled to the generally low-cost 2-year public,

schools is lower than the percentage of recipients (25.6% vs. 29.2%) at

these institutions; at the higher-cost private 4-year and proprietary

schools, the trend is reversed. (17.7% vs. 20.8%, and 8.8% vs. 10.1%).

The drop in available funds at 2-year public schools may also reflect the

number of part-time students who attend these schools and receive reduced
,n

BEOG awards due'to their less-than-full-time status.

Turning now to Table 5.6B, it is apparent that the nature of the 'HOG

pro am, and the regulations which'govern individual SEOG awards, do much

determine the distribution of SEOG funds. Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants are intehded for "students who can demonstrate

5.11
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TABLE 5.6: ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE'DISTRIBUTION Of FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADbATE'STUDENTS, BY LEVEL AND
CONWL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 197-79

Total Recipients Total Awards Avtrs.e Award PERCENTAGE OF
(Percentage) (Percenehge) (Dollars) LL STUDENTSP

A. BASIC EDUdATIONAL OPPORTUNITY' GRANT PROGRAM

WALL SCHOOLS 100.0 100.0
&..

PUBLIC:
4-Year 42.2 41.0 902
2-Year 29.2 25.6. 814

PRIVATE:

4 -Yeas. 17.7 20.8 1091
2-Year\ 1 2.1 - 2.5 1117

PROPRftTAAY 8.8. 10.4 1072
a

. SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT-PROGRAM

ALL SCHOOLS- mr 100.-0-10. ' 100.0

4
- WiLIC:

4-Year 411 38.4
,

38.2
2-Year - .17.4 16.2

PRIVATE:

4 -Yesir

2-Year

PROPRIETARY

100.00

38.9

30.7 .

18.1

1.1

11.0

631

5.90

38.9
30.7

A
29.1 . 30.4 1 665 18.1
2.3 1.6 432 1.1

12.8 13.6
..

674, 11.0

Source: Student financial aid records.

.../Data obtained from National Center for Education Statistics, Full1 ±

Enrollment in Higher Education, 1977.
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TABLE 5.6: i$TIMATED PERCENTAGE D.ISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT fINANCIAL 2
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS, BY LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (continued)

Total Recipients Total,Awards Average Award PERCENTAGE OF
(Percentage) (Percentage) (Dollars) ALL STUDENTS!!

)44

ALL sales

PUBLIC:

C. NATIONAL DIRECIA STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

100.06100.0 100.0

4-Year 43.3 39.6 744 38.9
27Year g.2 7.7 684 30.7

0
*

PRIVATE:
4-Year 36.1 39.0 ..,

18.1.
2-Year 1.5 1.5

.878

.678 1.1

PROPRIETARY 9,0 12.2 1008 11.0

D. COLLEGE WORK-STUDY 'PROGRAM

ALL smots 100.0 100.0 100.0

,..

PUBLIC:
4-Year r" 35.5 37.2 885 38.9
2-Year A 23.7 26.2 934. 30.7

PRIVATE: .

4-Year 16.4 32.8 761 18.1
2-Year 4.1 3.4

,
,

700 1.1

PROPRIETARY 0.3 0.4
4

1166 11.a.

_.

U\

Source: Student financial aid records.

-/Data obtained frog National Centertos.Education Statistics, Pull
1.

EnrolLment in Higher Education, 1977.
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TABL 5.6: ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS, BY LEVEL AND
CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: ACADMIC YEAR 1978-79 (continued)

Total Recipients Total Awards Average Award PERCENTAGE OF
tPercentage) (Percentage) (Dollars) ALL STUDENTS1/

,UNDUPLICATED'COUNT-FOUR FEDERAL PROGRAMS

AIL SCHOOLS 100.6

PUBLIC:
4=Year. 41.4
2-Year 25.4i 4 6

PRIVATE:

4-Year 23.4
2-Year 2.4

PROPRIETARY 7.8

100.0 100.00

,

''. 40.1 1409. 3849
20.9 1189 '30:7

.N

27.4 1694
2.3 1392 1.1

9.3 .1709 11.0

Source: Student financial aii records.

2/Data obtained fr15m National Center for Education Statistics, Full)'
Enrollment in Higher Education, 1977.'

exceptioil need" which, as defined in the regulations, is dependent

.upon the amount of other aid the student.is receiving, i.e., SEOG cahnot

exceed the total of all other financial apsistance. One would, there-

fore, expect the diatribution of SEOG recipients and awards to reflect

both the distribution of financially needy students (e.g., family wealth

an4/or educational cost) and the relative diffeiences in on institution's

ability to "match" SEOG awards. As shilL in the data, approximately

two-thirds of both the recipients and oe awards are concentrated in the

4-year institutians. Since 4-year schools are more likely to participate
.

in the Campus Based programs, and thus have the resources to meet this
0

matdhing requirement, this skewness is not surprising. In addition, the

high cost of attendiggi4-year private schools contributes to the

5.14
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relatively higki level of SEOG awards at these schools. As a final note,
i ,

the extraordinarily low aveiage of SEOG awards'at 2-year private schools

should be reviewed with 30102 skepticism. This is largTly a result ofthe
.

,
small number Of these cases from whi6h data were gathered.

.1-

A 0
The distribution of recipients of National Direct Student Loans is,

primarity a funceton of the administrative ability of institutions which

students attend. That is, due to the high work burden which the NDSL

program imposes on participating. institutions, not all schools canl.,or

wish to, devote the resources which must necessarily accompany their

participation. Accordingh, Table 5.6C.c1parly indicates that.the vast

majority Qi,NDSL dcillars and recipients are located at the 4-year

institutrons. Ineerestingly, those proprietary schools which distribute

NDSL loins do so'at A significantly higher amount than all other schbols
_

(4408 lier recipient). This is likely due to their high'cost and their

limited ability to..offer other kinds of student assistance. Four-year

private schools also aw#rd higher amounts of loans than other schools

-/ ($878) which, again, shows the inf/uence 'of high-cost schools.ón

students' loan burdens.

The other half of the self-help component of the Cangpus Based
b

programa, the College WOrk-Sfudy gpgram, is utxlized lay institutions in

varying degrees. Nearly .all (95.6%) of the total, pool of CWS recipients

are found in 4- and 2-year public schools and the 4-year private

schools. These schools have found it to their advantage to request as

much CWS fundim as they can from USOE since, for many institutions, CWS

workers provide a ready resource of subsidized labor which can be used to

support a wide variety of campus programs and activities. The limited

number of CWS eligible employment opportunities at proprietary
3schools/

results in a low rate of participation in the CWS program.

The average work-study award at publit schools appears to be higher than

those at private schools despite their generally lower cost of.

a

Students receiving CWS monies cannot be employed with.'profit-making
organizations.

5.15
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attendance. This may result in students at public scchools having a Much

greater proportion of their needs met'thiough work-study commitments than

from deferred 'earnings (i.e., loans).

Table 5.6E summarizes the unduplicated distribution of Basic Grant ,

and Ctmpus Based student aid by type4and level of institution. Although

the table presents no new information (when viewed in 'context wah

Table 5.6 (A through D)1, it does illustrate some of the basic results of

, the Federally financed student aid programs. The most evident result is

that privately controlled inUtitutidits (including-proprietary schools)

receive a Iligher proportion of the total of Federal-student aid dollars

than do publicly supPorted schooloe, when viewed in terms of thg overall

distribution of all Federal aid recipierits: At 4-year and 2-year public

institutions the percentage of total awards is less than the percentage

of total recipients, while at 4-year private and proprietary schools this

trend is reversed; 2-yeak private schools show virtually no difference

between the percentages. Examining the average awards per recipient

reveals that the Federal government is subsidizing students at

proprietary schools at a higher rate than at any other type of

institution.

PERCENTACIE OF FEDERAL AiD RECIPIENTS WHO RECEIVE OTHER FORMS OF AID

While the previotts section xamined the distribution of Federal aid

dollars end recipients, this di cussion focuses on the ways in which the

various Federal aid programa interact both with each other,and with other

forms of direct student support. AS auch, the percentage of Federal aid

41; reciptents who also received other forms of aid is examined according to

the following combinations: the percentage.of BEOG recipients who

received aid from other sources, and likewise, the percentage of SEOG,

NDSL, and CWS recipients who received aid fram other sources.

BEOG Recipients

From an examination of the aid diatribution across institutions in

Table 5.71-sevea1 consistent trends can be detected. These trends are

F summariied below according to grant, loan, and work outcomes.
'Ito".40

14?
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Grants

A. SEOG: Ihepercentage of BEOG recipients who were awarded
SEOG money is greater in private schools ._than in public
gthools. At both the 2-'-and 4-year levels, private schools
have a greater percentage of BEOG_students with SEOG awards,
thiL their public counterparts. Indeed, the highest
percentage (46) is for independent BEOG-students in
proprietary schools followed by the 4*-year pr.ivates. This
is due to the enerally higher cost of these schools as
compared to public inotittittions.

B. State grants: As with the SEOG, the percentage of BEOG
students xith state grants is higher in private schools,at'
both levels than in public sChools.. The pecentage is

.

TABLE 5.7: THE PERCENTAGE OF BEOG RECIPIENTS WHO RECEIVE OTHER,TYPES OF AID:
....:. ' ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 .

t
..4

4 /

Institutional Level and Cintrol

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

SEOG 22.0

NDSL .29.0
CWS 21.1

GSL 4.3

State Grants 32.9
Institutional Grants 16.0

Other Loans 0.8

A. Dependent Students

34.2

49.9
48.3
11.7

21.5
2.6

14.3
8.6
32.2

0.8
10.4.

0.6
0.5

BEOG Only 31.5 11.6 5.1.0

SEOG

NDSL
CWS
GSL ,

State Grants
Institutional Grants
Other Loans

20 .9

7.4
31.3

4.6
24.4
7.9

0.8

. Independent Students

35.4

39-.0

37.2

12.6
29.1

13.8

3.8

13.7

11.6

18 9
1.4
10.1

0.3
1.2

BEOG.Only 31.5 58.6 .

Source: Student financial aid records.
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2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

24.9
23.6
51.1

24.4
39.0'

17.9
3.0

28.1
32.7

. 1.8

18.2

1.3

3.8

8.1 34.6

16.0 .46.0

17.4 51.0

26,6 0.4

10.3 9.6
24.3 2.3

2.7 0.1

3.3 2.2

33.9 .25.8

4



relatively law, however, in both the propridi-ary and 2-year
public schools (less than 10%). This can be explained, in
part, by the existence of several state grant programs,
which provide financial incentives to students attending
private sdhools (e.g., Indiana's "Freedam of Choice"
Program and the Georgia Tuition Incentive'Grant).

C. Institutional grants: Consistent with the above findings,
the percentage of BEOG studints yith institutional awards
is greater in private schools than in public and propri- /
etary institutions. Instj.tutiOnal grants In 2-year public
and proprietary schools are practically nonexistent while
private institutions are able to draw 'upon theiroendowments
and higher tuitions as sources of institutional financial
aid dollars.

2. Loans

A. NDSL: The percentage of BEOG students who received NDSL is
greater in-priVate schools than in public sdhools. At both
the 2- and 4-year levels, private schools have a larger
percentage of NDSL recipients than tHeir public counter-
parts. Proprietary schools also have a very high
percent,ge of NDSL awards to students, exceeded only by
4-year Rivate institutions.

B. GSL: Practically speaking, the percentage of BEOG students
with GSL loans,is almost nonexistent among the public
schools. This may, however, be due to our inability to
collect accurate GSL data from studentsl.financial aia
records. From the available information, thought, it can be
seen that the percentage is far greater in private and in
proprietary schools. Institutions which do not,participate

. in the Campus Based programs (which include a large number
of proprietary schools) would tend to have larger numbers
of students seeking Ms as the only maims available to
meet educational costs. The high proportion of BEOG
recipients, who are also GSL recipients in private schools,
indicates that the available provams are unable to meet
the full cost of educition at these high-cost institutioni.

C. Other Loans: As with the above loan outcomes, the
percentage is greater in private and proprietary schools
than in public schools. Although the relative differences
are consistent with the above results, on an absolute
level, the percentage of students with other /vans is law.
For all institution types, the percentage is less than five

e percent.

y. Work

A. CWS: At both the 2- and 4-year levels, the higher-cost
private schools have a greater percentage of BEOG students
with CWS fobs than their public counterparts. Aid in terms

W6-
e, S.
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of CWS is, however, practically nonexistent for students in'
proprietary schools due to the restrictions on employing
CWS students at profit-making organizations.

SEOG Recipients 1

An examination of Table 5.8 reveals several consistent (Mends in the
is

distribution of aid to SEOG recipients. Tbese patterns are summarized_

below, again according to grants, loans, and work.

1. -Grants

A. BEOG: The'majority of students (ranging from 622to 892)
who were recipients of SEOG were also recipients of BEOG,
due likely to the SEOG matching requirement. Althougly
there are no major differences across institutions, there
is a tendency for the public schools to have a slightly

TABLE 5. : THE PERCENTAGE OF,SEOG RECIPfENTS WHO REFEIVE OTHER TYPES OF
FINANcIAL AID: AbADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Pub.lic

BEOG 77.2
NDSL 55.9
CWS 37.8
GSL . 3.4

State Grants 32.1
Institutional Grants 8.1
Other Loans 0.7

BEOG 78.2
NDSL 64.7
CWS 54.9
GSL 6.5
State Grants 28.6
Institutional Grants 12.1

Other Loans 2.2
t

A.

/

B.

4-Year 2-Year
Private ,P*ublic

2-Year
Private

Propri-
etary

Dependent Students

64.8 88.6 62.0 78.0
71.0 43.8 ' 33.0 72.3
63.6 36.2 63.9 . 5.9
12.8 0.0 37.1 7.9

34:5 11.1 39.8 6.6

27.8, 0.0 19.1 3.1

2.6 1.4 0.0 7.7

Independent Students
-

.81.4 67:5 69.2 85.9
56.9 53.5 38.8 78.4
60.5 35.2 45.4 0.7
20.1 0.2 7.0 . 6.0
20.8 16.8 17.1 3.3

14:0 1.0

6.6 0.0

, 7.3

0.0

-0.5
0.1

Source: Student financial aid records.
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'greater percentage of SEOG students with BEOG grants than
their private counterparts.

A'f 10
Again,- this may 4?e t result of tkp latter group's.,greater
access to other sources of aid.

e'

B. State grants: The percentage of SEOG students with state
grants is consistsetly lower in 2-year public an0
proprietary school's than in 4-year schools.or 2-year
private schools. In every institution type 'except 2-year
public schools, dependent students who are SEOG recipients

more likelx to receive a state grant than independent
SEOG studenfs.

C. Institutional grants: There is a great deal of variation
across institutions in the percentage of SEOC students with
institutional, grants.% As expected, private schools, at
both levels, tend to award a greater er of grants to
SEOG students than their Oublic counts arts. Again, this
is a result of theirincreased access to financial
resources. Within private schoolsvdependent SEOG
recipients are more likely to receive institutional grants
than independent*OG recipients. Finally, institutional
grants for SEOG recipients in the 2-yeag public and
proprietary schools are relatively uncommon (ranging from
0% to 8%).

2. Loans

A. NDSL: The Percentage of SEOG students with NDSLI is
relatively greater in the 4-year and proprietary schools
than in the 2-year schools. The majority of SEOG students
in proprietary.(72% to 78Z) and 4-year schools (56% to 712)
are recipients of NDSL, whereas it the 2-year ithools the
percentage of recipients varies from 33 to 54, indicating
that financial aid offices at the 4-year and ptoprietary
schnols may be attempting to strike a balance betwien the
awarding of grants an& self-:help.

B. GSL: Across institutions, there is a wide range in the
percentage of SEOG sindents with a GSL. Private schools at
bothPthe:2- and 4-year levels have a greater percentage of
SEOG students\with Mos than their public counterparts.
The percentage among public and proprietary schools is
relatively lov, ranging only,from 0 percent to 8 percent.

C. Other LOans: The percentage of SEOestudents with other
lotfts is basically low across all institutions (0% to 8%).
Oa a relative basis, however, 4-year private and
proprietary schools have a higher percentage of students
with other,loans than the other institutions.

3. Work

A. CWS: The rcentage of SEOG students engaged in CWS
programs is higher in private schools than in their public
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counterp4rts or in proprietary schools. Within proprietary
institutions there,are only a very small number of students
who workpd through CWS (leis than 6%) dA to the require-
ment that CWS funds be used in nonprofiejobs. The
percentages in private schools, range from 38 to 64, whereas
in public schools.the percentages range from 35 to 55.
This also illustrates a mixing between grants and self-help 411'

aid.

NDSL Retipients

The percentage of NDSL recipients who received other source§ of aid

is presented in Table 5.9. As with'the above two analyses, an exami-

nation of findings is presented by grants, pans, and work:

1. Grants

A. BEOG: The percentage of NDSL recipients who also receive
BEOG is consistently high across institution types. In
every institution type, the percentalie is over 50. The
highest is in the proprietary (79%) and public schools (67%
to 70%). 'At both the'2- and 4-year levels, public schools
tend to have a greater percentage of NDSL/BEOG recipients
than the private schools.

B. SEOG: The percenage of NDSL students with SEOG awards is
rather low (32% to 41%) in every institution except in
2-year public (60%) and proprietary schools (64)1,

C. State grants: Although the percentage across institutions
is rather low, there hre some distinctive differences. At
both the 2- and 44ear levels, NDSL students in private
schools are more likely to have state grants than NDSL
students in public schools. The percentage in private
schoois ranges from 21 to 39, whereas the range in public
schools is from 10 to 31. Proprietary school NDSL
recipients are the lowest (0% to 2%). It would seem,
therefore, that students who are assigned NDSLs as their
prime source of aid may be the "lease" needy students at a

given school and may not have.qualified for other
need'based aid such as state grants.

D. Institutional grants: The percentage of NDSL students with
institutional grants is consistent with the results on
state grants. In general, the percentage is rather low
across all institution types.

5.21
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TABLE 5.9: THE PERCENTAGE OF UNDERGRADUATE NDSL RECIPIENTS WHO RECEiVE
OTHEJt TYPES.OF FINANCIAL AID: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year
Public

4-Year
Private

2-Year
Public

2-Year
Private

Propri-
e ary

A. Dependent Studelits

BEOG 61.2 48.3 78.7 57.6 79.1
SEOG 33.6 36.2 64.7 '32.4 63.3
CWS. 26.2 522 ,

25.2. 44.6 2.4
GSL .!, 5.0 16.1 0.3 .7.9 347
State Grants - 30.9 38..7 9.5 29.0 2.0
Institutional.Grants

, 17.7 27.2 0.3 21.9 1./
Other Loans 0.2 . 1.4 0.0 3.5. 6;2

NDSL Only 11.7 . 8.6 3.9 12.9 4.3

Independent- $tudents

BEOG 73.7 65.1 60.9 62.6 79.5
SEOG 34.0 41.3 56.9 32.3 65.5
CWS 43.2 46.3 27.1 32.0 0.7
GSL 3.0 17.9 .0.8 0.0
State,Grants, 27.1 . 24.1 1.1 20.6 0.2
Institutional Grant! 12.2 24:8 0.0 20.4. 0.4
Other Loans 1.4 5.4 0.0 26.8 0.1

NDSL Only 7.9 2.0 6.4 0.0

Source: Student financial aid records.

a
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2 . Loans
k

A. GSL: The percentage of NDSL recipients who were also GSL
borrowers'is very low across institutions. The percentage
is less than 8 percent in every institution tylie except the
high-cost 4-year private schools (17%). This represents a
significant number of students who are assuming a dual loan
burden.

B. Other loans: Aa with the results on GSL, the percentage of
NDgL students with other ioans is very small in every
institution except for independent students in 2-year
private schools (.27%), possibly due to the unavailability
of other aid sources. The percentage in the remaining
schools is less than six percent.

3: Work

A. CWS: The percentage of NDSL students engaged in CWS
piograms range from 1 to 52 percent across institutions.
The lowest percentage occurs in proprietary schools (1% to
2%), whereas the remaining NDSL students vary from 25 to 52
percent. At both levels, private schools have a greater
percentage of students engaged in CWS than their public
couhterparts. This may reveal that a number of -

institutions are trying to split students' self-help
between.loans and work.

CWS Recipients

Table 5.10 displays the percentage of CFS recipients who received

other sources of aid. As in the gbove descriptions in this section, dhe

results are.summarized below:

1. GrOte .

A. BEOG: The majority'of CWS recipients are also recipients
of BEOG. The percentage across institutions ranges from 55
to 85: Public and proprietary schools tend to have a
larger percentage of CWS students with BEOG money than do
CWS recipients in private schoctls.

B. SEOG: The percentage pf CWS recipients who are also SEOG
recipients is rather consistent across institutions except
in the proprietary schools. This deviation among
proprietary students is, however, a result of the very
small number of such students in the sample.

C. State grants: Although the percentage of CWS students with
state grants is consistently low (0% to 33%), there are
distinct differences across the insti4utions. Four-year

E.23
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*TABLE / THE PERCENTAGE:OF UNDERGRADUATE CWS RECIPIENTS WHO RECEIVE
OTHER TYPES OF FINANCIAL AID: 'ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Institutional Level and Control

4-Year\ 4-Year 2-Year
Public Private Public

2-Year
Private

Proprie-
tary

Dependent Students
/

BEOG 69.9 54.5 85.2 55.0 73.3
SEOG 34.7 370 15.5 27.6 86.0
NDSL 39,9 60.8 7.3 19.6 40.1
GSL 6.4 17.4 0.5 45.5 -:,.?It 14.6
State Grants 31.4 33.2 9.8 . 32.4 8.8.
Institutional Grants 15.0 32.0. 0.0 25.0 5.7
Other Loans 0.5 '- 3.2 0.4 1.2 0.0

CWS Only 4.9 3.6 12.1 4.9 0.0

B. Independent Studenta

BEOG 76.1 73.9 76.9 83.2 83.0
-SEOG 35.7 . /52.2 29.1 32.9 68.6
NDSL 53.4 55.1 '. 21.1 27.8 78.5
GSL -5.5 21.5' 0.6 9.2 0.0
'State Grants 25.3 18.9 11.9 24.1 0.0
Instittitional Graati 11.6 20.8 0.6 11.5 0.0.
Other Loans 1.6 6.6 0.0 3.5 0.0

CW$ Only, 5.8 0.6 4.1 5.9 5.5

Source: Student fiaanciill aid records.

schools and 2-year private institutions have a relatively
higher percentage of CWS students with state grants, than
2-year public or proprietary schools.

D.. Institutional grants: CWS students in private schools at
both the 2- and 4-year levels are more likely to be
recipients of an institutional grant than CWS students in
public schools. The percentages in private schools range



2. Loans
z

from 12 to 32, whereas the range in pOlic schools is 0 to/
15. Institutional grants are also rare in proprietary
schools (0% to 6%). This finding is consistsnt Vith
previous results which seem to indicate that private
schools have greater financial resources; thus, they P
provide more institutional grants.

A. NDSI:: There is a great deal of variation across
institutions in the percentage of CWS students with a
NDSL. The percentages range from 7 to 79. At both the 2-
and 4-year levels, private schdols have a greater
percentage of students with a NDSL than their public

A

counterparts. Act4ss institutions, the highesr percentage
occurs in proprietary and 4-year schools, while the lowest
is in 2-year schools (7% to 28%)

B. GSL: °nil a mall percentage of CWS students obtain GSLs.
The percentages ranges from 0 percent to 45 percent. CWS
students in private and proprietary schools are more likely
to receive GSLs than corresponding students in public
schools due mainly to their higher educational costs.

C. Other Loans: The percentage of dtudents with other loans
is extremely low across institution types. Indeed, in
2-year public and proprietary sdhools there are no CWS
students With other loans. At both the 2- and 4-year
levels, the private school students tend to utilize other
loans more t,an public school students.

DISTRIBUTION or FEDERAL FINANCIAL-AID BY GENDER, ETHNICITY, AGE, ABILITY,
AND YEAR IN SCHOOL

Through the other sections of this chapter, we have attempted to .

describe the general patterns of Federal aid distribution using two of

the most commonly used variables--family income and institution type. In

this section, the distribution is further examined using factors such as

gender, race, and age. In accordance with the equal protection

provisions of United States law, these factors should not influence the

types or amounts of aid which students receive.

Table 5.11 (A through E) outlines the percentage distribution of

students receiving Basic Grant and/or Campus Based aid according to

gender, ethnicity,,age,,year in school, and region. Also included is an

"unduplicated count" of students receiving any of these four forms of

1
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TABLE 5.11: THE DISTRIBUTIr OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID FUNDS TO UNDERGRADUATE SrUDENTS BY ETHNICITY, ACE, YEAR
IN SCHOOL, me REGION:. ACADEMIC ,YEAR 1978-79

Seale Supplemental National
Direct polt=inillbry

.
Iduca nal,' ...114cational

..----

College

.ET

CHARAC1ERISTICS.1
N

A - GENDEN
.

Female

Hale

TOMO/

- ETHNICITY

American Indian
or

N.) Alaskan Native
c7,

1 3 2

Asien nr-

Pacific Islander

Bleck'
(Not Hispani

Hispanic

White

(Not Hispanic)
TOTAL*

,
Student Work Undtcs:Iu'Ictated StudentOppor itY Opportunity
LoanGrant Study Distribution

Percent

Average

_Award_

914

439

.-r

Pereent

Average
Award

39.6 42.7t
57.3

620

647_60.4

100.0 100.0.

2.8 1029 2.4 680

...

3.2 874 4.4 663

34.0 1006 34.7 )30

16.8 858 ; 10.7 667

43.3 / 902 47.9

it

655

100.0
4.

100.0

Sourcet U.S. Bureau of the Census.

11 Mot all percentage columns will total 1001 due to rounding.

Average Average Average

gercent Awiriv Percent Award Percent _Award Percent

47.0 837
790

762

851

776

756'

846
4

42.8 812
871

827

993

880

1000

839

42.5

_57.5

100.0

2.5

3.1

29.8

14.2

50.5

100.0

1447

1492,

1532

1600

1776

1215

1473

44.3
_55.7

100.0

2.7

2.9

A

26.6

12.5

553

100.0

1::

1.0

3.7

30.1

5.54r

59.7

ig.

2.3

2.3

35.3

6.6
____..../

5326

100.0 100.0
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TABLE 5.11: THE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID FUNDS TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS BY ETHNICITY, AGE, YEAR
LN SCHOOL, AND REGION: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978779 (Continued)

Basic Supplemental ' National 'ft.,* Overall
Educational Educational Direct C011ige Postsecondary
Opportunity Opportunity Student Work ' Unduplicated Student
Greet

. Grant Loan StudY count DistributiOn
STUDENT Average Average Average Average Average

CEARACTERIST/CS Percent Award Percent Award Percent Award Percent . Award Percent. Award '. Percent
....

.0 - AGE 4

Under 19 1.3 881 1.2 434 0.9 606 0.9 860 ''' 1.2 1272 1.1
19 - 20 36.2 927 43.7 613 41.2 748 44.0 766 38.0 1469 38.5
21 - 22 29.2 944 26.8 ' 597 29.3 831 31.6 859 29.5 1482 .10.5
23 - 24 10.4 929 10.3 726 11.8 864 9.5 928 10.9 1496 10.9
25 - 34 17.2 926 14.6 710 13.9 933 10.7 P1017 15.6 1513 14.6

.... . 35 - 44 4.0 915 2.6 631 2,2 773 2.5 1171 3.4. 1443 3.1
Over 44 1.7 887 0.8 639 0.7 810 0.8 1064 1.4 1237 1.3...di' TOWN 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

YEAR IN SCSOOL

,

Ln

freohman/let Yr.
Voc Tech 44.0 914 49.2 626 39.5

-1.....11

794 37.7 769 42.6 1431 42,1

144
Sophomore/2nd Yr.
Yoe Tech 28.4 920 24.7 625 24.7 767 30.2

*
880 27.8 1448 27.1

Junior 15.2 966 15.3 643 18.2 815 17.2 895 '15.8 1569 4115,3
Senior 11.5 960 9.6 66d 16.3 918 13.5 884 12.6 1591 . 13%3
Other 0.8 957 1.2 706 1.3 904 1.5 1192 1.2 1572 14

T0TALI/ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0

R RROION

West 26.7. 887 35.7 667 29.0 876 22.4 976 26.2 1573 26.4
Southeast 24.2 943 17.7 560 13.6 733 26.0 909 21.6 1478 19.1
Northeast2/ 28.6 949 26.6 652 27.4 882 29.1 762 30.3 1388 29.0
Central 20.5 941 20.0 622 29.9 719 22.6 750 21.9 1452 25.5
TOTAL1/ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 166.-6

Sources U.S. Bureau of the Cense'''.

4/ Not all percentage columns will totaI IGO% due to rounding.

.2/ Include. Puerto Rico.
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Federal assistance. Additionally, the estimated distribution of all

postsecondary students (recipients as well as nonrecipients) is provided

for purposes of comparison.

Gender

In accordance with the requirements of Title IX, financial aid cannot

be distributed on the basis of gender. Both males and females must be

guaranteed equal access to availlable financial aid monies. The data

provided in Table 5.11A, at first glance, would seem not to support such

perceptions. There is a significantly higher proportion of funds given to
,

wamen BEOG recipients-as compared both to their representation in the

tata/ population of postsecondary students and to the proportion of funds

given to men'recipients. Similarly, wamen were observed to account for a

%u

greater,proportion of the awa da under the three Campus Based programa as

well as when examined as an un p licated total of all Federal support.

Bgt herd, the relative distribution of,awards approxlmates more.closely

the overall gender distribution of all postsecondary students. finally,

with the exception of NDSL, the average aid awards to wamen were found to

be greater than those for men. Sharon H. Bob, an Education Policy Fella*,

in the U.S. Office of Education, however, summarizes the existing view of

the condition of women atudenta in a paper entitled, "Waien and Financing

Higher Education." She claims that women are not receiving their fair

share of financial aid dollars due mainly to institutional discriminatory

practicei

...evidence'that'disparities contiritie to exist in the choices
available to woMen in higher edUcaeion lead to the belief that .

awarding of finahcial aids may continue to be discriminatory by
virtue of overt or covert institutional practices and proceduresS

1.

1/Sharon R. Bob, "Women and Flnancing Higher Edu9dtion," Paper .

presented at the Research Conference on Educational Environment ard the
Undergraduate Waman, 1979, p. 3.
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* She presents a number of pieces of evidence to support the premise that

the actual needs of women students.gre not now being properly assessed.

These results, however, cannot be interpreted as necessarily

indicative of differential treatment of men and woien, particula'rly with.

regard to average 'awards. Other fad-iors, such as differences *n costs of

the selected education, can be more important in determining ac ual aii

awards. Ai will be Aiscussed in more detail in Chapter 6, the only

differences which tan be considered to be unfair are those between

students in:like circumstanbes, i.e., facing equal financial barriers to

postsecondary education. This being the case, a further-comparison was

made of average BEOG, SEW, NDSL, and CWS anards to men and women

controllfak for edUcational coat and family wea1th.6/

Under this more exacting test, none of the differences beciceen men

and women in average,awards were found to be statistically significan5

except.for.NDSL (p < 0.01). In this case, Men in circumstances. similar

to women were-found to have an average NDSL sward (adjusted for the

effects Of afl other variables) of $127 over and above that o women

($764 vs. $637). Therefore, contrary to Ms. Bob's hypothesis, women not

only are equal to memin their treatent under the Federal financial aid

program but, in fact, appear to be less burdened with loans than.their

male cOunterparts.

Ethnicity

As with gender, ethnicity, in and of itself, should tot be a

determinant in the awarding of Federal student aid funds. However, the

programa must be responsive to the relationship between economic

VThe procedure used was analysis of covari)ttc hich is described in
moie detail in Chapter 8. Gender and ethruc were entered as main
effects, and-interactions, educational cost, a family contribution
were entered as. covariates. All data were derived fram student
financial aid records.
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circumstance and race which exists in the United States. That the Basic

Grant and Campus Based programs have shown 'such a responsiveness is

evident in Table 5.1IB. Exclusive of Native Americans and Asians (for

which insufficient observations were obtained), nonwhite students

receiveda proportionately higher silare of the Federal aid awards than

their representation in the total postsecondary student population.

However, as'in the caSe of gender, any further comparisons must be made

exclusive of other possible .nfluences in order to judge if 4ifferential
;10

treatment has occurred.

As before, a comparison was made (using analysis of covariance)

between the average awards made to minority (i.e., nonwhite) and majority
%

students. Unlike the previous casephowever, the differerices were found

to be significant in every case (p <.05) eXcept for the awards made under

the College Work-Study program. Minority students reteived an average

BEOG award (adjusting for the effect of the other variables) $253 above

that for similar majoriq\students ($1,182 vs'. $929), an av e of $77

more under SEOG ($691 vs: $614), and an a $85 less tinder NDSL

0646 vs. $731Y. Thl'average CWS awards were not, as mentioned,

significantly different*. Minority students, therefore, receive greater

Federal grant support and lower NDSL loans, than their majoiity counter-

pakts. The two groups, though, exhibit an aggregate equal access to

Work-Studymployment.

AS.C.

ft

4 In recent years, the expansion of higher educational opportunities

has opened the routes Of access to postsecondary education to a wider

spectrum of age groups. A full 81 percent of postsecondary undergraduate

students (enrolled at least half time) till can be categorized as of

"traditional" college age (here defined as tinder 25). . Those in the over-

25 category (19%) are'presumed to be, in many cases, "returning"

students--those who had interrupted their educational careers and have

chosen^to go back to schoor. These "nontraditional" students, to use the

colloquialism, are mor6 likely to be self-supportinc? (independent) and,

for a number of reasons (i.e., additional dependents), may have special

1
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financial needs.. As a general note, the limited amount of data available

on students,in the youngest (under 19) and oldest (over 44) age

categories makes it difficult to,draw any definitive conclusions on the

treatment of these groupings.

The distribution of Basic Grant awards across age groups (Table

5.11C) is consistent with the overall distribution of students. The only'

real variance is that students.above 25 years of age collect a slightly

higher proportion of SEOGs than their overall representation distribution

(22.9% vs. 19%). The distribution of SEOG funds refiects the split in

SEOG awards between "first year" and "continuing year" allocations;

students under 20 years of age are receiving a disproportionately larger

share of SEOG funds. The additional financial needs of olderotudents

ari evidenced by the higher average award amounts for these students.

The allocation of self-help dollars.shows little in the way of a

recognizable pattern when examined in terms of recipient age. Students

aged 19-20 are, for some reason, receiving the highest proportion of both

CWS and NDSL swaras, although their average awards are relatively low.

Generally, the work burden impose4 on students in all age groups is

larger than the loan counterpart. This is especially evident in the

over-25 age categories.

Despite the not4d variance in the distribution of individual program,

awards, the composite picture of age distribution is remarkably cAll

ordered. Not only are the average total award revels relatively even

but also the distribution of recipients virtually matches the overall
a

bre'akdown of the entire student population.

Year in School

The differences in the aid distribution patterns ac ording to class

level of the.student are examined in Table 5.11D. For ach of the

various types of Federal aid, the distribution of 'recipienti)is C16Se to

that of the overall distribution of students by,year in school. This

pattern is broken most noticeably by the SEOG program. A greater

proportion of freshman Students receive SEOG awards due to its "first



I Me.

top

year" vs. 'continuing year" format. On the Whole, upper-class students

seem to receive larger average aid awards than their freshman and
.4",

sophomore coun erparts, which rrelates well with the findings on

distiibution b

0,1c 2Sai4.12.

age of the student.

Taken as a single factor, geographic region should have the least

Ieffee

on the awarding of aid. There are so many other factors which*

operatt totally independent of regional breakdowns (e.g., cost, type of

institution, etc.) that it becemes.alimost impossible to cite regionalism
z.,...-'

as the cause of a given effect. Rather than analyzing regional distri-
.

bution of aid in depth., it may be just as useful-to present Table 5.

without explanation.

5.32
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DISTRIBUTIVE EQUtY AND STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID: FIRST LOOK

-

the way tllsystem is set up now, the rich can pay,
the 'poor' get p id for and- the middld class struggle to
get what he can jrom wherever he pan."

A Student at an Eastern Four-
Year Public University

INTRODUCTION: MEASURING DIgiRiBUT/VE uturry

The feclipga of inequity expressed by this student; while an

outgrowth of.a-nOt uncommion sense of feustration, indicate the importance

of the way student aid funds are'now distributed,' particularly to those

most directly affected by the rüfei which determine who will, and who

will not, taceive specific types of assistance. While indications of

ossil;le areas of such inequity were`presented in the' piraeceding chapter,

the intent of this and thp following chapters will be td explore/these

concerns in mbrArdepth.,
a*

The primary purpose -of tia Office of Eslucafion's (USOE) student

assistance progrfms ip to remove the financial barriera that might

otherwise keep qualified atudents froM receiving some form of

postSecondary education. The legislation, however, has been particularly

vague on exactly who the "qualified" recipients should be. Typical

phrases for defining aid eligibility in Tithe IV'of the Higher Education

Act include the following criteria: "exceritional need," lack of

financial meahs, youldunable to obtain 'such benefits," "substen.tial
4
Unancial need," r%tudents from low vincome fataili9.04" and dents in

4
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need:" Any examination, then, of distributive patterns must first

establish a baseline definition of equity, i.e., "Whom are the various

programs intended to serve?", "How ought the funds be distributed?", "How

do we determine that an ineqAtable situatioiscexists?"

What, at first blush, would appear to be a rather straightforward

. task, is in reality greatly value-laden. That is, since the legislatton

fails to articulate a clear statement of what is a legitimate distribu-

tion of resources, we are, as researchers, compelled to establish,both a

definition of equity and an appropriate method for its measurement. Any

analysis of stributive equity cannot be carried out without making

value judgmeiits and, as Berne-1/,has ably demonstrated, the evaluative

Choices made by the analyst do make a.difference in terms of the cdn-

clusions that are ultimately reached.

As a start, then, a good working definition of an equitable

distribution is one in Which equals are treated equally and unequals are

treated unequally. In other words, under this conception of equity we

would expect individuals to'be treated differently if, and otl if, they

are meaningfully different in a way ehat hai been deeMed unjust. As

Rawls has observed "...the institutions of society favor certain starting

pfaces over others. These are especially deep inequalities. Not only

are they pervasive-co-but they affect men's,initial chances in life; yet

they cannot matiably be justVied by an appeal to.the notions of merit or

desert. It is these inequalities...to which the principles of social

justice must in the first instance apply."2/ Therefore, to the extent

that individuals have different expectations of life determined, in part,

11Robert Berne, "Alternative EquityAand Equality Measures: Does the
,.Measure Make a Difference", in Selected Papers in School Finance:
1978 .(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1978).

liJohn Rawls, .A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 97 pi .
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by the political system as well as)y economic and social circumstances,

it has become public polidy to.prayide all citizens with an "equal

opportunity" to the benefits of society.

.To operationalize such a theory of equal opportunity, with regard .0

the distribution of student financial aid resq6rces, entails three

interrelated steps: 1) the determination of an appropriate measure of

inequality among individuals, i.e., the specification of what are

illegitimate differences tetween individuals and how they should be

evaluated; 2) the definition of how differently unequals should be

treated; add 3) the assessment of the degree to which the observed

treatome* 'fits the desired pattern.

Before moving on to a discussion of each of these items, however, two

other points should be raised in conjunction with this,definition of

equity. First, this definition does not specify the appropriate un4 of.

analysis. Is ie the individual student, the family, taxpayer, school,

etd.? For the analysis that is to follow, tge perspective which will be

adopted here is that of the student. Despite the inherent tax effefts or

the significant societal benefitor'associated with higher education, it is

the student who is the most directly affectedby the financial aid

system. Such a vied of "student sovereignty" is clearly, a value judg

ment, but one which, as discused in Chapter.2, most closely fits the

normative goals expressed in the legislation.

Second, the analysis and discussion which follow these introductory

remarks contain an implicit assumption that it is,appropriate to examine

distributive equity in_ isolation. That is, by focusing primarily on the

financial aspects of Ivii3her education we have ignored the many other

important facets of the student's educational experience, such as family

and peer interactions, academic inputs, etc. However, such a multi

. dimensional assessment, as discussed in Chapter 3, is well beyond the

context of this study. "More importantly, this limitation does not

seriously affect the validity of the results presented here as the equity

of aid distribution should be independent of other such influences.

6 .3



Measuring /neguality

_Despite the lack of explicit guidance provided by the legisl'ation,

there are two interpretations of program intent which can be safely

stated. First, the programs are for students fram deprived economic

circumstances (i.e., low family wealth levels) who want to pursue some

sort of postsecondary education. Therefore,Cone would eipect the

distribution of resources to be directed primarily at these students.

Second, the student assistance programs should help meet "financial

need," commonly defined as the difference between the full cost of

obtaining an education (i.e., tuition and fees, room and board, living

expenses, etc.) and tke student's ability to pay. As ability to pay:

decreases, or cost increases ceteris_paribus the financial need should

a ripe.

Combining these,two interpretations, we arrive at what was called in

Lapter 3 vertiCal inequity. That is, lowincome students, having fewer

discretionary resources, face a greater financial barrier to the pursuit

of higher education than do their wealthier counterparts. Consequently,

the most.appropriate measures of inequity are the financial barriers

faced by students at different levels-of wealth and educational cost.

Moreover, by distributing financial aid inversely_to the family's ability

to pay, the student assistince progtams can equalize available student

resources necessary to overcome the principal 'barrier to access to

postsecondary educationinadequate financial resources. Finally, if

these conditians of equality obtain for all levels of educational cost,

not'only will equality of access be achieved but equality of choice as

well. In this latter situation, students Choosing more expensive

institutions.of higher education (defined in terms of tuition and fees)

face an inherently.greater financial barrier, but under conditions of

equity (what we have previously called horizontal equity) the barriers

will not differ significantly between students with higher and lower

abilities to pay.



. One measure which will be adopted in the subsequent analysis, then,

is' the student's "net price" or loan/work burden3/- defined as the cost

of education (the student's total budget) minus the sum of his/her

available resources and all nonreturnable grant aid. A difficulty which

arises in student financial aidt however, is related to the 'determination

of the' amount of resources that a student pr his/her famity have

available to meereducational costs (i.e., the expected parental

contribution). Referred to as "need analysis" (seeNolume I, Chapter 7,

for a detailed discusaion), the existing formula-based Uniform

Methodology provides a means for rank ordering students according to a

set of specific criteria: income, aOtets, family size, and expenses.

The basic principles behind the approach now used are that some portion

of the family's discretionary income and available assets should be used

to finance the child's eaucation and that students should contribute a

relatively larger portion of their own resources than should be expected

from parents. However, these principles, the criteria used,,and the

computational formula are all derived fram what htormatively been

established as an equitable distributive outcome. The methodology is

structured so as to produce an outcome that has, by the political process

of compromise, been decided upon as "fair". Thera is no inherent right

or wrong in th5/current system or in the proposed alternatives--it is

only the reflection of the pulls and tugs of competing interests and

objectives.

The results which are produced, therefore, have not been universally

accepted. Argum!ents over whether to,use the most accurate precedipg

year's data or the more relevant current year's data and the treatment of

self-supporting students, for example, have been quite Aivisive and not

yet resolved to everyone's agreement. The implication for the task at

hand, then, is that while we will be using the currently accepted

assessment of the family's ability to pay (i.e., the family's expected

contribution) in our analyses, all of the results should be tempered by

2!This definition will, in a later section, be slightly modified.



tbe realization that this figure represents the calculation of the

family's "fair share" of the educational costs. To the extent that the

accepted methodology may be unrealistic, the results would be altered if

a different approach had been adopted by Congress. At best, the expected

contribution provides a common,basis for comparing families in broadly

different circumstances.

Returning to our discussion of how to measure inequality, the Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) program, by far.the largest Federal

student aid program, attempts to equalize the financial barriers faced by

potential students across family wealth levels through the provision of

nonreturnable aid (grants). Toward this end, the family's expected

contribution from assets and income is calculated and grants are given to

offseAlifferences among aid applicants in available family resourcest

The BEOG, therefore, can be viewed as an attempt to equalize, across

family wealth levels, total nonreturnable aid (including mtpected

parental contributions) that students receive at similarly priced

institutions. The remaining "price" (cost of education minus non

returnable aid) that students face for their education is assumed to be

made up from employment or loans. Thus, one measure of,equity in the

distribution of financial aid resources is the variance (or rather the

lack of it) in loan/work burdens across different types of students at

similarly priced institutions.

A second .measure of inequity can also ,be derived from the previously

stated interpretations of the enabling legislation. That is, the purpose

of 'the student assistance programs are "...to assist in making available

the benefits of postsecondary education...." We can, therefore, deduce

4 that another goal of the programs is to afltect eh& attend/notattend and

persist/dropout decisions of students, i.e., to enhance educational

opportunity. As Fifeig and others have shown, this goal has three

components: ,

to provide students with access to a postsecondary education;

WJonathan D. Fife, Applying the Coals of Student Financial Aid
(Washington, D.C. American Association for Higher Education, 1975),
p. 1.
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so

to allow students reaeonable choice, i.e., freedom to select the
particular source of this education; and

to permit retention or persistence, i.e., to enable the student
to pursue this education to its conclusion.

In effect, the argument is that there are "natural" (i.e., in the absence

of financial aid) rates of participation of particular types of students

in postsecondary education which are socially unacceitable; the purpose

of financial aid is, then, to raise these to a level of acceptability.

Measures of rates of participation, however, are not simply measures

of the distribution of educational opportunity. "Rather, they represent

an assessment of individual responseyo a complex set of education and

noneducation variables (see Chaptv/1). Differences in participation

rates by student or'family characteristics (such as income, ethnicity,

etc.) cannot, by,themselves, be taken as evidence of a lack.of

opportunity for access, choice, or persistence. It is a complex issue

and, as a result, will be examined separately in the following chapter.

The Equitable Treatment of Unequals

The second isdde contained in our definition of an equitable

situation is the degree to which unequals are to be treated differently.

As discussed above, the Federal assistance programs are designed to allow

students to overcame financial barriers. Inherent in this purpose is the

concep that students have an unequal ability to pay for postsecondary

....4*ducation and, more importantly, that they require unequal levels of

assi,stance. In other words, the financial assistance programs, in order

to be equitahle, must work to achieve equality among individuals who are

basically different. However, as also previously diacussed, in order to

operationalize this requirement involves the imposition of value

judgments--"What characteristics are relevant for the determination of

unequals?", "What.is the relationships desirecl between these

characteristics and the measures of equity such as loan/work burden and

participation rate?" Conversely, when we observe a pattern of resource

distribution, how do we judge if equity has been achieved?

6 . 7
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With regard to the student assistance programs, we can borrow a term

from the debate over local school finance-5/ to define a condition of

equality--"fiscal neutrality." Simply stated, "unjust" differences among

students are related to wealth-related disparities, i.e., differences in

the ability to pay for postsecondary education. It is assumed that

individuals have an equal "right" to higher education but are prevented

from achieving such equality due to differences in resources available to

finance their education. This is the "financial barrier" referred to in

the legislation.

With this as our working definition, then, it should be clear Olat,

the only differences in treatment that should be deemed legitimate are

related to the financial aspects of the situation--the student's ability
*

to pay and the cost elf the desired education. Ariy other differences in

treatment (e.g., by ethnicity, talent, gender, etc.) under the Federal

"need-based" assistance programs, would be considered unacceptable.

The preceding discussion can be summarized into two key points.

First, financial aid resources should be distributed solely on the basis

of economic conditions, tr, an equitable funding pattern is one that

equalizes students' abilityto purchase higher education across levels of

family wealth and institutional cost. Second, these conditions of equity

can be measured in two ways: 1) the variance of loan/work burdens (or

net price) across different typei of students at similarly priced

institutions; and 2) the variance in participation rates across different

types of students at similar institutions. %Two situations of equity are

therefore differentiated: vertical equity implies that students are

unequal on some relevant characteristic (family wealth) and therefore

require different treatment; horizontal equity requires that students in

similar circumstances (family wealth and cost of education) should be

1/For example, see the landmark Serrano vs. Priest decision by the
CaliTormia Supreme Court. 5 Cal. 30, 584, 487 Pac. 2d 1241 (1971). ,
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treate equally. For..example, we would expect a'low wealth student to

receive e aid than a high wealth student but we would also expect all

equally low wealth students at similarly priced institutions to be

treated alike. Conversely, students of similar wealth at differently

priced institutions would be expected to receive different treatment.

With this preiiminary discussion as background, the remainder of this

chapter glad Chapter 7 will attempt to examine the issues raised here, as

well as some others of importance to policymakeis, in order to address

the third aspect of our definition of equity, viz., the extent to which

the observed distribution of benefits matches the articulated desirable
-

pattern. The sequence of this assessment.will be as follows:

1) aid packaging--how the varioils sources of assistance are
combined to overcome financial barriers;

2) aid as sa equalizer of studenCselfhelp burdens;

3) the effect of "legitimate" factors on aid distribution; and

4) the effect of financial aid on postsecondary education
participation.

The first three are covered in this chapter, while the last item is the

subject of' Chapter 7.

AID PACKAGING: THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG VARIOUS SOURCES OF DIREC.T

STUDENT SUPPORT
At'

The student's loan/work burden, as a measure of distributive equity,

is the product of a complex set of decisions commonly referred LID as

"packaging.
u6/

It is the point at which the institutional student aid

administrator "...pulls all of the resources together into a package'

based on the goal of maximrzing educational opportunities for the largest

number of students...to maximize access, -choice and retention and to

§/For a detailed explanation of the process, see Volume I of this
report. AAP"-



redress inequities caused by the multiplicity of aid resources...1'Z/

As their means permit, parents and students are expected to bear the

costs of postsecondary education. This "family contribution," consiiting

of the student's available resources, plus those af his/her parent(s) if

-thestudentisdeperidenttisexpected.tobetheprimarwsource of funds

to meet these costs. Any remaining need, the financial barrier,40

represents those educational costs that are to be met by the financial

aid package.

From the student's perspective, however, the amount of financial need

is often less important than the types Lresources that are applied to

meet the full cost of his/her education. White arguments have been made
8/as to the benefits of Student self-help,- "...the fact remains that

students muchjprefer non-self-help to self-help if given the

choice...-9-/ This iS, of course, not particularly surprising; the

.svoidance of the burden of loans and/or work is an expected form of

rational,behavior. The problem arises because nonreturnable aid (e.g.,

grants and scholarihips) is simply not (nor has Congre'ss intended it to

be) available in sufficient quantities to meet every student's financial

need. Therefore, the way in which the various sources of aid are put

together can be a.major determinant of any positive or negatA effects

of the loan/work burden faded by individual students. Moreover, to the

extent that students differ both in their financial needs and in their

ability to bear Such burdens, the process of student aid packaging can be

a significant cause of any resulting inequity in the distribution of

student aid.

For 'the purposes of this analysis, the st dent can be seen as buying

education by usidg tworgeneral types of esour es: I) "nonreturnable" °-

funds such as the parents' or spouse's contrilition,'entitlements (e.g.4

2/Francis Keppel National Task Force on Student Aid Problems, Final
Report (Washington, D.Ci: U.S. Office of Educationf 1975), pp. 68-69.

Astin, Preventing Students From Dropping,Out, (San Francisco,
California: Jossey - Bass 1975).

2/Keppel, ibid., p. 69.
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BEOG), and other scholarships or noninstitutional (e.g., state) grants;

and 2) self-help derived either from past earnings (i.e., sdvings and/or

assets), present earnings (i.e., work) or as lien on future earnings

(i.e., loans)4. Student preferences for particular forms-of self-help

will obviously vary according to a wide range of factors, such as their

adverseness-to debt, the svailabiI y of employment, and the value they

'place on tileir nonclassroom time. However, as AstOW has

hypothesized, work-study programs tend to increase a student s chances of

completing his4her 'education while loans (particularly for men during the
.

frethman year) have a negative effect.on pe

has been, and continues to bet a heated publ

effects ofqoans. a2roponents favoi- their re

thaeunder conditions of resourceescarcity,

rsistence. Mospover, there

ic debate over the potential

latively low-cost, arguing

limited sources of aid can be

made available to more students if an emphasis is.placed on loan-

programs...Critics, on the other handi,object'to' the burdening of
-

students (many of whom will fail to complete their education) with

long-term debts. While not. wishing.to,enter into this argument, wealso

do ,not adhere to the 'proposition of the National Task Force pn Student

-Aid Problems that 4...the various forms of self-help be considered as

similar to each other.
11/

Conditions of scarce resources are a modern7day reality and

necessarily impose,a loan-burden on some students; how this burden is

distributed among various types of students is our prime meas4re of

inequity but its composition also cannot be ignored. Students who

receive all loans iersus,students that receives all work are being

treated differently in a rather significant way.

10/A.W. Astin, ibid.

11/Keppel, ibid., p. 69.
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How Do Aid Packages Vary By Aid Applicant Characteristics and Type of
Institution?

The first items to be addressed, then, are the manner in which aid

packages are constructed, a determination (:)f where variations occur, and

an assessment of the equity of such aid coordination. To thIs end,

Exhibits 6.1 through 6.10 present, in the-aggregate a visual display of

tir relative imporeance of six major sources off aid by institution type,

student dependency status, and family income-level:

1. family,contribution (which includes such entitlements as Social .

Security and Veterans' benefits);

2. the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) award;

3. other grant awards, including the Supplemental Educatlonal
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), state grants, institutional grants,
and other private grants or scholarships;

4. loans, which include the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), as
well as other private loans;

5. work, whidh includes College Work-StudyI(CWS), summer
employment, and institutional work programs; and

6. unpackaged :feed, i.e., the dotted line between the student's
total cost of education', as estimated by the institution and
his/her total.available resources, known to the financialoid
officer, including Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) andsany
packaged academic yeat earnings.12/

Each of the histograms provnes four key pieces of information: first,

the average budget (presented above each bar graph) for each income

category; second, the percentage of the budget accounted for by each

categorical source; third, the relative importance of the various

individual aid sources; and fourth, where it occurs, the percentage of

unpackaged need represented by the,dotted area at the top of each bar

graph.

12/Academic year earnings and GSLs were included under ckaged need
because these data were not available from financia1,1 records in
all institutions.. To have included these resources under work and
loans respective1w would, therefore, have distorted the results.

a
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E4MIBIT 6.1: PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDGET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERGRADUATE,DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN FOUR-YEAR
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR liT8=gIT

5147

153

$6 $12 - $10 -
$11,999 $17,999 24,999

Total Family Income

:;ourte: Studela flaancial aid recorlis.

$25 MAO
Of MOM.

LEGEND

Expected femily 11contribution 1
BEOG Aword El
AU other grants

Loans

Work

Unpackaged.need

1/Adjusted for different bases,-i.e., the numbers.of students, within an income category,
/ receiving grant aid is different than that receiving loan support.

a
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EXIIIB,IT 6.3: PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDGET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF'
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERGRADUATE DETENDENT RECIPIENTS IN OUR-YEAR
PRIVATE SCDOOLS: ACADENTC YEAR 14-78l71T_

*no

POW

5743

LEGEND

Expected family
contribution

BEOG Award

Ali other grants

Loans

Work

Unpackaged need .

$0 $6- $12 - $18 - $25 - $30,000
$5,999 $11,999 $17,999 24,99 29,999 Or FPOre '

Total Family Income

0 -Source: Stodent financial aid records.

usted for different bases, f.e., the numbers of students, within an income category,
receiving grant aid is different than that. receiving loan support.
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EXHIBIT i.4: PERCENTACE OF AVERAGE BUDGET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERURADUATE INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN FOUR-YEAR
PRIVATE SCHOOLS: ACADEW YEAR 1978-79

6397 6164 7703

Sourcg;

$0 $3 -
$2,999 $6,.999

Student financtaL

$16 - $9
$8,999 $11,999

Toal Family Income

aid records.

/11dinsi.ed for different bases, I.e., the numbers of students, within an income category,
receiving grant aid is dIffet-ent tha hat receiving loan support. 44 '
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EXHIBIT 6.6: 'PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDCET ACCOUNTED FOR BY ugloous SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERGRADUATE, INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN TWO-YEAR
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ACAIUMIC YEAR 1478-79-17-

3349 4587

LEGEND

Expected family III
contribution

BEOG Award

All other grants. [11
Loans

Wad -

Unpackage'd neadD

$a $6 $9 -
$r9-99 . $8,999 $11,999

Total Family Incoind

Source: Student financial 41(1 'records.

$12 $15,000
$14,999 or more

I/Adjusted for difFerent. bases, i.e., the numbers of students, within an income category,
recciving grant aid la different than that receiving, loan support,.
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EXHIBIT 6, 7: PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUIX;ET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN TWO-YEAR ,

PRIVATE SCDOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1-471-.79-17

Sonriie :

t Ad j usi e

-receivl

$0
$6,999

$6
$11,999

$12 $18
$17,999 24,999

Total'Famihi Inrnmo

St udent f inanc ial aid records.

$25
29,W19

d 'for di f f 'event, bases, I.e. , the numbers ,of students, within
ng grant aid is di [re rent than that receiving loan support .

LEGEND

Expected family
contribution

BEOG AiAtard

AU other grants

Loans

Work

Unpackaged need

;,;,'11
1140,4,*

4"

$30,000
or more

an income c:ategory,
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EMI [BIT 6. 8: PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDGET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
NANCIAL A ID FOR uNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS I.N NO-YEAR

PRIVATE SCHOOLS : ACADEMIC YEAR 717978-7917-_

3527
5149

4901 12286 12024

LEGEND

Expected family
111contribaltion

ElEOG Award

AN other 'gents

Loans;

WOfk

Unpackaged need,

$0
$2,999

$3
1,999

$6 t $9 $12 $15,000
$8,999 $11,999 $14,999 or more

Total Family Income

Source: Srudunt finanrial aid records.

ed for dill preut bascs .e. the numbers of students, w 1 thin an income category,
revo lvi ng grant aid is di f fe rent t han thai receiving nan support.
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EXHIBIT 6.9: PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDGn,ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AlD FOR UNDERGRA.DUATE DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN PROPRIETARY
SCHOOLS: ACADEHIC YEAR 1978-79

20

10

1.65

0

0.40111CO:

4105

ta.

4317 4, 4511

4

4782 4771

LEGEND

Expected family
contrifxstion

BEOG Award

All other grants

Wails

Work

Unpackaged need

$0- $6 $12 $18 $25 $30,000
$5,999 $11,999 $17,999 24,999 29,999 OF more

Total Family Income

Student_ financial aid records.

1/Adjnmed for different bases, I.e., the numbers of students, withIn.an income category,
lecolving grant aid is different than that reteiving loan support.
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EXHIBIT.6.10: 'PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE BUDGET ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS SOURCES OF
FINANCIAL AID FOR UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS IN,PROPRI-
ETARY SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1976=791/

6187 5086

$0
$2,999

$3
$5,999

$6 $9 7

$8,909 $11,999

Total family Income

Source: Student financial aid records.

$12
$14,999

$15,000
Of more

LEGEND

Expected family
contribution

BEOG Award

Al4 other grants

Loans

Work

Unpackaged need

!./Adfusted fur different bases, i.e., the numbers of students, within an incjme c4Itegory,
receiving grant aid is different than that receiving loan support. fir
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As expected, these four items are not constant across institution-

types or income categories. In general the following trends emerge:'

1. There is a distinct positive-relationship between

i

e average

l;
budget (i.e., total cos of education) land income tegory.
Whether the student is d pendent or i 4ependent, those with
higher family incomes ten to have hig r educational budgets.
This finding would seem to be the result of two possiblefcauses
--higher income stuadts are either more likely to choose the
more costly "away fp= home". living arrangements.and/or these_
students attenirmore expensive (i.e.r total of tuition and fees)
schools.-,Ppon further analysis of the'relationship between -'

, living expenses and educational coati however, the data were
found to support the latter hypothesis'. That is, higher income
students tend to enroll in more expensive schools; thus, their
budgets are higher Aue to the effect of increased direct
educational costs, not their choice of living arrangements:

2. As with the budget, both dependent and independent students c

exhibit.an expected positive relationihip between _the percentage
of cost met by fariPY contribution and income level,

. Conversely, there is a negative relationship between the ,

percentage of cost met by financial aid and income 1641.
Higher income level students tend to meet a higher,percentage of
their educational cost through family contributions than lower

-0
income students; financial ai'd, while available across 'a'broad ...---1 -:

.onge of the family income spectrump'is mainly directed toward
.

Ehose at the lower end, Across stitutiods, the tesults
consistently indicate that f15private school students a higher
proportion of family contribnti,on is expected than for studvats
in public or proprietary schools. This :-is related to the ,

-previously made point that higher income students.tend to attend
higher cost (gee/legally prIvate) schools.

There is an expected negtive relationship be6een income level
. and the proportion of the budget met by BEOG. By targetini BEOG
funds'taward financial need, the program has achieved an outcome
whereby students with lower iteomes (regardless of their
dependelay status) tend to receive a higher BEOG percentage than-
upper income Students. Across institutions, however, ther% is a
substantial .t.". unt of variabiiity in the percentage of the_

ti
budget accounte. for by BEOG: At both the 2- and 4-year le ls,
publid school siudents have a higher percentage og th6ir cos of
eduaation met by BEOG than do private school students due, by
and large, 'tothe,kfferences in educational costs. That is, in
the lower cos pu lic institutions, the student's BEOG award
"buys" a grea er ortion of his/her education than in'the higher
cost private eichools.

.
- 1

.4'. As with the BEOG, there is generally a negative relationship
,

between the percentage of cost met by grants and income level;
i.e., as income increases, there is a te densy for grant
percentage to decrease.

IC
onversely, a p1income incrakses the

,

6 2 3
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proportion of education cost which must be met either through
greater family support or loans and/or work also increases. It

should be noted that the grant percentage consists primarily of
SMOG dollars in. proprietary and 2-year public schools, whereas
in private and 4-year public schools it consists primarily of
state and institutional grants. Across institution types, the
total grant percentage is consistently-larger in private and
4-year public schools.than in the remaining types of
institutions. This finding probably reflects the grdater
availability of financial resources in private and 4-year public
schools.

5. The loan component is almost exclusively comprised of NDSLs.
Rarely do students receive loans from another source% In

geheral, there is'no discernible pattern in the loan percentage
across income levels for students in prtvate and 2.-i;ear public
schools. However, there is'a slight positive trend between loan
percentage and income for students in Proprietary and 4-year
public schools. Again, the difference across institutions
probably reflects basic differences in educational cost.
Students in 27year public schools do not need as mych aid fram
loans, due to the lower costs of attending such schools. The
larger loan percentage among 2roprietary school \students is also
due to-their ifiability to obtain other aid, sucp'as_CWS. Due to
the CWS regulations, it is extremely difi.ficult for students in
proprietary schools to receive a tWS job; thus, they have to
rely more upon loans than tfie students in other institutions.

6. The percentage of the budget accounted for by work is relatively
consistent across student income categoiies with the work
peidentage.for lower income students being aimilar to that of
middle and upper income students. The results are also stable
across,types of.institutions except for proprietary schools.
The workspercentage for proprietary school studeen1;fis extremely
low relative to students in other institutions. sin, the low
percentage of budget met by work among propri&tary school
students is due to their difficulty in obtaining CWS jobs.

7. The percentage of unpackaged need is indicated by the dotted
area in each kar graph:-..For same indtitution type/family income
comhinations, there is no unpackaged need. In fact, the various
combinations of sources for some students are larger than their
budgets, particulirly those with incomes over $25,000. Although
the appears to be no unpackaged need for these groups of
stud s, it should be noted that the contribution of each
sour is based on the mean and that the standard deviations are.
cela 4.y large; thus, within each of these groilps, there is
ext ve variation. Furthermore, students are allowed to
bo under GSL to offset the required family contribution.
Th f,0re, the aid package recorded by the insitution can
e 4d the difference between educational cost and the expected I

. -contribution.

;
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Ok the average,
independent stude
across institut

percentage of unmet need is greater for the
than the'dependent students., The findings
pes consistently indicate that students in

proprietary schoo have higher percentage of unnet need than
studenEs in the other institutions. This finding, in,
conjuncon with the earlier findings on loan-work burdens,
would appear to indicate that proprietary students* have the
largest unmet need due to.the 'fact that relativeI.y little of
their educational cost is met by packaged loans 9r work Ci:e.,
non-NDSL or CWS).

4,e

These results both confirm several obvious ekpectatiohs and also run/
..

counter to others. Fili.t, there is an expected positive'relatiOnship,

between income and familyncontribution; as the student's abilit toay

increaies, so does the expectation that he/sh'e:1?e,rs primary
i

responsibility for the cost of his/her education.. Second, as also

anticipated, there is a negative,relationship betweeh family'in ane find

ithe level of the Basic Grant award and total,grants in.general.\ When
,

cambined, however, Filth the average expected family contributiork to form

the total level of nonreturnable support available to the stud4nt, an

interesting pattern can be observed. Although grant aid appears\to be
_.---

,quite effective 4eL compensating thoseoMost disadvantaged by moving toward

equalizing the wide disparty in the lamily's ability to purchase higher

education, the effect is not consistent across income leVels: What

observed instead is what we have chosen to call the middle inc P.

That is, the relationship between income and the proportion of the budget

met through nonreturnable support forms an inverted bell curve; the

proportion is higher at he extremes of the income distribution and is
.

generally lowest in the middle income ranges. For such students, their

income provides too little in the way of discretionary resources and yet

is often too high to-qualify them.to.receive the needed grant support.

This situation is exactly-what led, in 1978, to the passage of the Middle

.Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA). Ceiftensibly, the additional

resources targeted for these middle-income students will correct this

inequity and, in so doing, will result in what we would judge to he an

equitable outcomean approximately' equal .nroportion of the budget met

through nonreturnable aid across all incame levels (v tical equity).



The twim findings' which were unexpected were'the variations in cost of

eaucation acrosS.income categories and the distribution of loan/wor-
,

burdens and unmet need. The first item, that hi-gher income stddents tend

to purchase higher cost.education than lower income students, is in

retrospect not too surprising. As Astin has noted, ",..within the very

,high income group, parental income is positiveky related to attending a

selective, expensiye private college located away from home."1-1/ Not
.4

surprisingly, students with greater innate financial resources, even with

the vailability.of various aid programs, have a clear advantage when it.

comes' to choice of educational institutions. The second area, the

distribution of loan/work burdens and unmet need, is a more complex

finding and will be explored in more detail in the folloWing two sections.

The Distribution of Loan Work Burdens

The student's loan-work burden (i.e., the portion of his/her cost of

pducation met by loans and/or work, excluding unpackaged aid) is, as

discussed previously, our key measure of the equlty of the aid

tlistrOution. This criterion will be modified in the next section, but

fof now,l.the way such bur are distributed will be used to assess the

equity of the student aid disbursement system. This particular dis-

cusaion will address two aspects of this distribution--the pfoportion of

undergraduate aid applicants yith loan-work burdens of 30 percent or

less; the proportion without such burdens (a zero percent burden), ana

the degree of variability in loan-work burdens (i.e., the consistency

with which such burdens are assigned to similar students in like

circumstances).

?To begin this discussion, Table 6.1 presents the percentage of

undergraduate aid applicants with loan-work burdens of 30 percent or

less, and Table 6.2 displays the percentage with loan-work burdens of 0

percent (the latter are those who are, in effect, getting a "free ride"

.through the receipt.of grant support).. From t#ese data, one can clearly

121A.W. Austin, The Impact of Student Financial Aid Programs on'Student
Choice, Final Report to the U.S. Office of Education, 1978, p. 83.
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TABLE 6.1:

41-

_PERCENTAGE OF.UNDERGRAWATE AID;APPLICANTS WITH LOA1T=WORK
tURDENS OF 30 PERCENT OR LESS, BY INSTITUTION LEVEL AND CONT
ANt TOTAL FAMILY INCOME:. ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 .

A "T".

A

Institutiona1 Level and Control ;

Dependents

$0-$5,999- 60 65 6 51 -40 ,

.

$6,000-$11,949 58,, ell. 46
.

64 41- ,

$12,000r$17,999= 44, - 42, 42 : 47 , 33

$18,,000'4$243999 ., 41 '40 44 45 _ 34

$25,600-$29,999 .. '52 - 47, :55 84 28

$30,000 or more , 55 - 54.. ,,. 31 * 62

4111 .

/LW

f

; Independents-
.

$04=$2,994 57 48.. 42 - 60. 42
$3,600-$5099- 64 55, 046. ,' 74 ..57.

$6,000-$8,999 '62 -61 . 65 60 . 50

----$9,000-$11,999 . .58 r. 52 37 63, *.

$12,000-$14,999 SIN. 4 ,30 4,-,* * *

$15,000 dr. more .;61 14 72 * *

APPLI P

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year
`5,

Public 'Private* Public Private

4

.

1 7

Propri-
etary

76
.

.66

65

37_

37:

66

C.

Source: Student financial. aid recorefs.

*Insufficient observations

v
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TABT 6.2: PERCENTAGE OF UNDERGRADUATE AID APPLICANTS WITH LOAN-WORK
BURDENS OF ZERO PERCENT, BY INSTITUTION LEVEL AND COFROL AND
TOTAL FAMILY INCOME: ACADEMIC TEAR 1978-79

ALL
APPLICANTS

Insiitutional Level an 'ontrol

4-Year 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year Propri-
Public Private Public Private etary

Dependents

$0-$5099 33 44 9
$6,000-$/1,999 28 34 9

'

$12,000417,999 12 13 / 2
$18,000-$24,999 . 5 5 3
$25,000-$29,999 4

.-..
7

$30,000 or more.. 2

Independents

$0-$2,999 30
$3r000-45,999 '39
$6,000-$8,999 43
49,000-$111999 33
$12,000-$14,999 23
$15,000)oemOre 13

0

31 9
\

37 5

25' 3
21 0
30 3

23. 12 48 21
28 18 ,. 58 14
!+1 34 43. 22
39 5 36 *
22 -* * *
8 14 * *.

37
34
30
4,

Source: Stliadnt financial aid 'records.

*Insufficientobservations

6;28 1 78
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observe that overall themajority.of aid applicants have loan-work

burdens of 30 percent or lesa,0% For dependent students, 52.41,ercent have

loan-work burdens of 30 percent or less and for the`independent students,

60 percent have such loan-work burdens. Although on di average, aid

applioants do notsegm to be overburdened with loans and worIct there is

ide variation in the percentage of individuals with such loan-work
,

dens across both types of institutions and family income levels.

A further inspection of Table 6.1 cleaily reveals that certain types

of institutions,tend to have a smaller percentage of students with

loan-work burdens of 30 percent or less Ehan other ilistitutions. For'

example, 21-year private schools consistently have a mmalfer percentage of 7--
,

* dependent students with a loan-wqrk burden of 30 percent or-less across

income levels than all other types.of institutions; thus, relative, eo the

other institutionsl'dependent aid applicants in 2-year private schools

-ate assuming larger loan-work burdens than their counterpart's in other

schooli. Across types of institutions, the following additional
,

. .

- 0

. conclusions can be maae from Table 6.1.

1. Dependent aid applicants:
,A10(

A. Proprietary school students tend to have, on the average,
the louiest percentage loan-work burdens---1.41 that 65 percent
of the studenti have loan-work burdens of 30 percent or.

less. This law loan-work burden among proprietary students
is misleading. As will be5discussed in the next section,
they also have the highest level of unmet need.

B. Atoboth the 2- and
applicants tend to
they have a higher
private school aid
Ast of education.

4-year levels, public school aid
receive lower loan-work burdens (i.e.,
percentage in this category) than
applicants due primarily to their lower

2. tndependent aid applicants:.

A. Proprietatir and 2-year public scilool aid applicants tend to
assume towel* loan-work burdens than those in other types of
institutions- However,-as noted'above,,this is1misleading.0

As with dependent 'aid applicants,..,..there is a s6.ght
tendency.for 'those in publi.c,schools to receive loifer

loan-work burdens <Nan aid applicants in,private sbhools.

4.

,
6.2§
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This finding supports the expectation buirt as school costs
increase, it is more likely a student will finance his/her
education through a combination of loans and work.

In addition to the Above institutiOnal differences, there is also a

fair degree of variability in loan-work burdens across income levels, In

general, the middle income dependent aid applicant ($12,000-$24,999)

cate.gory and the lower income independent aid applicant ($0-$8,999)
it

category fend to have generally a smaller percentage of students-with

loan-work burdens of 30 percent or less than those in the other income

brackets. While,this, in patty is related to the previously discussed

relationships between family income, nonreturnable aid and unmet need, it

also depicts the "middle...income Oqueeze" addressed in recent legis-
,

lation. These s.tudents, while not wealthy enough to pay the lion's share

of their educational costs.por poor enough to receive a large grant

awerd are forced to beak a comparatively large burden in loans and work.

Turning tb Table 6.2, it is surprising to see the large percentage.of

aid applicanteliho finance their sducations 'completely through non-
. ,

_returnable funds. Among the dependent aid applicants, 19 percent have no

loan-work burden while 'ammng the independen't aid applicants, 34 perceit

i lack such a burden. Moreover, as with the loan-work burden of 30 percent

or less, public and proprietary schools tend to have a larger percentage
e

of aid applicants with all nonreturnable support than private schools.

This finding confirms and supports the earlier results which indicate

that as educational costs escalate, aid applicants are likely to receive

aid from multiple sources. In other words, in the more expensive schools

(private), only a small percentage of aid-applicants can attend without

receiving aid from loans or worki whereas.in the less expensive schools,

(public), grants and family contribution are sufficient to defray all of

a student's.Oucational costs.

t The preceding discussiOn of loan-work burdens, however, ii jtist one

part of the issue, i.e., the way self-help support is distributed to

various sectors of the population of aid applicants. Of greater

importance fram the perspective of equity is the.consikency with which

such treatment is applied. This is displayed below-in Table 6.S..
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TABLE 6.3: THE COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF THE PERCENT LOAN-WORK
BURDEN, BY LEVEL AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION AND TOTAL
FAMILY INCOME: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

ALL
SCHOOLS

2.0

InstitutlonalLevel and Control

4
4-4ear 4-Year 2-Year 2-Year
Pablic Private Public Privatp

Propri-
-etary

1

ALL STUDENTS .

Dependentg

40L$5,999
$6,000-$11,999
$12,000-$17,999
$18,000-824,999
$25,000-$29,999
$30,000 or more

Independents tt,p

0.85 0.82 0.65 1.13 0.58 0.99

0.96 1.09 0.71 0.89 0.53 1.22

0.88 0.96 0.58 1.04 0.58 1.05

0.64 0.64 0.51 0.77 0.50 0.88
0..58 .0.58 0.58 0.70 0.40 0.51
0.63 0.62 0.58 ) 1.02 0.54 0.54

0.67' 0.78 0.60 * * 0.38

.1.08 0.90 0.85 1.35 0.82 1.04

Source: Student financial aid'records.

*Insufficient observations

The coefficient of variation is simply a measure of the varia'bility
0

relative to the mean for the group:

STANDARD DEVIATION
MEAN

'It provides a standardized comparison4'between dissimilar,dise'ributions.

With this in mind, an inspection of Table 6.3 provides some interesting

results. While the variations tend to be generany in the medium to high
,

range (dila is, of course, a subjective interpretation), there is sk wide

disparity in the consistency of treatment. With regard to institutional .

differences, the pr e nonprofit schools exhibit' much less variation

than the publics and prletaries. 1elative to thd student's income

" 6.31



level, the distributions are approximately bell-shaped--the treatment of

those dependent stuelents in the middle-income ranges is more consistent

than those'in the lower and upper brackets, or the independent students.

While these are rough relationships, theyjdo appear to hold rather

consistently throughout the table. As a result, it seems that the

variation in A-eatment, vis-a-vis loan-work burden,s depen4ent upon a

complex relationship among a number of different factors: the

institution's access to nonreturnable aid; the homogeneity of the need of

the student body; and obviously, the financial situation of the

individual student. These relationships will be explored later in this

report; however, for'the time being, we offer the following is a

mit reasonable set of hypotheses:

private ins,titutions,
)

by virtue of their generally greater
resources (e.g., higher tuition revenues, greater Federal
support, endowments, etc.), are better able to provide
nonreturnable aid to students in need than the publics or the
proprietaries;

2. the privates also face a more homogeneous and less neey
population than do their counterparts (see the following .

section), 'and are therefore better able to fully support.
students--they do not have to -spread their available resources
over a large nupber of needy students; and

1

3. since income does not necessarily reflect abilitpk to pay, the
variation in need for financial suppott. is likely to be more
variable for those at the extremes of the.income distribution.

With regard to the last point, a'family income of $40,000 does not

necessarily imply ineligibility.for finaniial aid, due to all/the

possible offsets which clan be allowed, e.g., family size,uninsured
\

losies, number of children in postsecondary education. Similarly, a

family income of $15,000 does not necessarily ensure_eligibility. For
.

these reasons, the following section, de:cling with "n price," will

substitute family contribution for total family income.

6.32
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Net Price - The Student's Actual Cost

In the simple bar g.caphs presented earlier, it appeared that,

controlling for.type of i.Stitution, the portion of educational cost met

from nonreturnable aid (i.e.,.family contribution and grants) for

dependent students with family incomes under $25,000 (and independent

students with incomes under $12,000) was, in a gross sense, equalized

among students with different abilities to pay. What was found to be

osignificant, though, was the!composition of the remaining shortfall.

Yhile reported work was seen to be reasonably stable across income

categories,.as wei-e loans (except in the case of the 4-year publics),

unmet need was generally ioncentrated in the lower income categories.

Such unmet need leaves the student with a number of possible options--
,

increased fmaily contribution'above the level expected in the aid

package, additional loans (usually CSIA which, since they are typically'

not packaged by aid officers and are often not recorded in the student's
e

financial aid file, were, therefore, noP always picked tip during our data
'

collection), unreported academic year earhingsor a standard of living

less than that assumed by ,the institutional budget. Regardless of the .

choice made, each of these coursea,of action imposes an additional burden

upon the students, particularly those facing the greatest finandial

barrier, over and above that of the loans and work they must already

bear. .The combination of loans, work, and unpackaged need, tiherefore,

must be considered the rea "net price" whii the individual student pqys

for his/her education.

To further explore this issue, Exhibits 6.11 .;nd 6.12 provide the

average net-prices (expressed as a percent of total budget) faced by both

de.pendent and-inciependent students controlling both for clist.t of :tucation

and level of family contriKtion.* The latter variable is a better

meaLre of family wealth than total income. The resulting curves cap be

vi-epled as being composed of three segments: 1) students with family

Contributions le4s-than zero (i.e., not only clip the family not support

the stu'dent but also,- additional funds.are needed tcj maintain a \

reavnabre standard of living) urlit pay the greatest net price d account
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EXHIBIT 6.11: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXPECTEIFFAMILY CONTRIBUTION, EDUCATIONAL COST AND NET
-PRICE FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT STUDENTS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79
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EXHIBIT 6,12: -RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXPECTED FAMILY CONTRIBUTION, EDUCATIONAL COST AND NET
PRICE FOR UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDENTS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79
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for approximately three Percent of the students:: 2) those with

contributions over $2,1000 who pay the smallest price and-account for 16

percent of the udents; and 3) those with contributions in the $07$1,999

.(accounting for the remaining 81 percent of the students)*who are

effectively equaltzed with respect to-the price which the student must

pay. The obvious question's are "Why are the net prices greater in the

1

lower income categories?" and "Is this a
n

equitable situation?"

With regard to the first question, it appears that the gap is often

the resillt of an intentional institutional policy. Faced with limited

reeources, schools are generally unable to' meet the entire need of all

their eligible ap licants. Consequently, financial aid officers

typically adopt pa aging rules d%signed to standardize treatment of%k
individual students (see-the discussion in Volume 1 of this report). For

example, they may choose.to establish g dollar,ceiling on the aid ailerd, ,

or they may choose to package aid up to a fixed percent of need (e,.g., 80
r ,

percent), or a number of other possible 4tritegies. Under the first

example, those with ege greategt need (e.g.\, the least wealthy studenis)

are likely to bear the greatest net price;-under the second exaMple, the'
.

.

burden will be distributed more evenly across varying levels of fadilY
1 . . %

wealth. As Milner has so aptly observed:
,

,

The major reasons for this situation are a aeriqs of institutional
diliftas and constraints. For example, students who want ari'd de4rvi'
aia always exceed available funds. Consequently, a financisl-,aid

.

officer can help several mid4le-class students with modest but :

genuine needs for the same amount of money that_he,c n fielp one
lorr-class student -will 'need a large amount of id6raf

The'observed distributio4kl pattern is, therefore, Dikely the result o

institutional responses to a very rear problemesourCe scarcity.

. Under optimal conditions, our definition of equitywciuld demand that ,

. .

students be equal-ird across categories of family wealthand institu-
.

Eional cost. What institutions are fading, however, is something le.ss
/ / At ,

14/Murray:Milner, The Illusion of Equality (Washington, Jossey
. Babe; t972), p. 66.
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.than (*mad, thereby leading to second-best solutione. 'But are these

1.ess than nptimal Solutions equitable? 1is lead's us ta our secalpd

Tf we accept the premise that the-unequal treatment of unequals is

equrtablef.then perfect.eqUity would be a,state, of complete,equality

among sOkents facingtailar circumstances (i:e., cost of education).

_withdifferentabliities to pay. In terms of our preceding examples,-

this would imply 'that the variance in net price should be at a minimum.
,

Yor any actions beyond.the point of complete equalit, only the same
, .

.. ,

treatment.would be accepted as-equitable since we would now be dealing,
. 0
with equals. ;That is, to be equitable, any shrtfall in,avaable

, resources maat be distributed equally among .tile-stligible recipients: The
\

,

diffigultr,for the instiputional Aid officer lies in thechoice of a &t

defi,nitilm of eqUality. ghould all students be given an equal dollar

shari of the shortfall:or Should thc distribution take into account the

"decreasi marginal utility of' income" and give the litgest share'to

those aqt -higher end of the income spectrum? Thesdiare difficult
4.

-normative questiond and are rtanswerable form the empirical results of

this study. 'At best,lwe/point out the prdblem and leave it to the

,rolicyMakers to

Whatt we can

N
measuf.od by thp. variation in

.

net pri

students (i.e., abilities to pay) in

education5. This is.presented in TAP

reach a decision

exaiine, though, is the consistency'of treatment as

es between and among. similar

like circumstances (i.e., cost of

6.4, again using the coefficient

(of variation'-as the index of equality.

The pattern observ'ed here, while similar to those displayed in

Table 60, is far more pronounced. First, as the cost of edtation

increases, the variation in percentage net prices decreaseig-presumably,

this is.due to the previously mentioned greater access to nonreturnable

---Naid resources in the hi h-cost institutions and the greater likelihood of

a ze o net-price at some ery low-cost schools; Second, if one were to

data provided in Table 6.4, one would4$64ve a pattern like-plo9. t
.

that Shown '11-eibits 6.11 and 6.12, onlyireversed. That is, while

thoacat the lowese end oi t e family wealth spectrum pay, on the

6. 37
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average, the highest percentage net price, the relative variation in net

prices for this grOup is the minimum for the entire population.

SiMilarly, the middle groups remain reasonably .constant, and increase in

variability at the upper end of the distribution.

PAtting these two observations together with those jusi discussed, we

can.conclude .that:),

thercentage net Rrices that students pay are, by and large,
equal,except fOr those at t extremes of the family wealth
distribution;

the differential treatmenJ of those at the extremes probably
the result'of institu4ion .aid packaging practices;

the variation iu percentage het prikes is related to the cost of
the education at the selectedknstitution--similar students can
:reasonably be,ekpected to be treated more alike in high7cost c-)

institution's than in low4cost schools; and
.

.,controlling for the cost of the selected educational institu-
tion, the' treitient of the neediest students is generak:ly far
more cOnsistent than those Irom the least needy families.

These relationships will be elaborated upon in Chapter 8.

TABLE. 6.4 THE COEFFICIEk OF VARIATION OF NET PRICE,./BY COST OF EDUCATION
/ ' AND EVECTED FAMILY CONTRIBUTION: ACADEMIC YEAk 1978-79

Cost of Education

Expected Falai y $1,500- $2,000- $2,500- $3,000- $4,000
-Contribution-- $0-'1,499 :$1,999 $2,499. $2,999 $3,999 or mor

ALL. FAMILIES ,- 0.97 0..71 0.72 0.59 \* 0.61 0.42

Less than $0 0.57 0.75 0.21 0.32 0.33 --
$0 ;4. 1.09 0.69 0.66 0.61 0.77 0.42
$1-$499

.

0.76 0.57 0.52 0.48 0.54 0.35
$5b0-$999 0.79 0.57 0.53 0.47 0.49 0.31
$1,000-$1,999 0.81 0.57 0.58 0.38 0.52 0.40
$2,00i0-$3,999 0.87 0.95 0.63 0.58 968 0.36
$4,00b or' more. 1.19 17,,16 1.37 1.15 0.80 0.60

'Source: Student financial aid.records.
4

liFull-time.tuition and feeo.

6.38
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FINANCIAL AID: WHAT INFLUENCES WHO GETS IT di

As we \have defined it, a situation of equitable aid distribution

one in which/equals are treated the same,and unequals are treated

differently. Putting j.t another way, students in.similar circumstances

should be treated eqially while.students in different circumstances ought

to'be treated differently. This view of equity which we-have posited,

therefore, implies a dichotomy of possible detetminants 'of aid

distribution: those which are legitimate.b;Ises for unequal treatment

.sAch as family wealth, dependency, and cost of education, and those wh

: are illegitimate su2h as ethnicity, gender and al;ility.

*of-

Regression Analysis

'46

40

' Based on this conception of distributive equity, the legitimate

fact hould be the only valid determinants,of the distribution of

financial aid funds. That is, they.should account for a significant

amou of the variation in-the amount of6*financial aid awarded to

students the veriation attributable to such factors is legitimate, ,

whereas 40y residtlal variation may reifresent inequitable distribution'

and/or erroKs of measurement. In essence, the expectation is that there

are no differences in the amount of financial aid received by students

when initial differences,on the legitimate factors are controlled for.

Factdrs which are considered legitimate variables upon which the

distribution of financial aid should he made include the following;

family wealth (measured here by the student's BEOG,eligibility index for

the Basic Grant model and the expected parental contribution for the

three Campus Based aid models), the "price" of the 'desired education

(measured by.the total of tuition and fees),,dependency status, and

enrollment status (fdll-time versus part-time). According to the above

hypothesis, if all students are alike on these variables, then the

disbursement of financial aia,to them should be approximately the same.

Although it was not possible to exercise true experimental control

(i.e., to match students on these variables) in a large-scale sample

survey of this type, it is possible to exercise ex post statistical

18f)
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control through the use\of either analysis of c-ovariance procedures or

multiple *egression techniques. While both techniques permit an

examination of the basic hypothesis, multiple regression analysis also

enables'one to identify poasible extraneous'or mediating variables upon

which-financial aidmay depend. Multiple regression analysis is a ".,.

method'of analyzing, the collective and eeparate cOttributions oPftwo or

more independent variables, X, to the variation of a dependent,variable,
5

Y".-1-
/

Analogous to analysis of covariance procedures, multiple

regression analysis adjusts, explains and partitions the variance of a

continuous dependent variable into a regression sum fsquares (between

group) and residual sums of'squares'(within group).

In an attempt to test the previously stated hypothesis and,to examine

potential extraneous variables, a series of multiple regression analyses

were conducted.within each institution type (e.g., 4-year public, 4-zyear

private, etc.). The dependent measures included the dollar amount
*a.

awarded ta ai'd applicants in 1978-79 from-the following programs: Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG), Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant (SEOG), National Direct Student Loaf: (NDSI), and
0 .

College Work-Study (CWS). Thus, within each institution type, five

multiple regression analysel were conducted.; one for each dependent

variable. The independent variables,.included as sets, were:

1. measure of wealth (student eligibility index or expected
parental contribution) educational costs (total tuition and
fees), dependency status, and enrollment status;

2. gender, ethnicity, high school grade-point average, and class
level (freehman,,soigtomore, etc.);

3. selectivity index of the institution in which the student'is
enrolled and size 5rf the institution

410

The first t contains thpse variables which have been postulated as
..."-

legiqp factors in the allocation of financial aid. The second and

15/ \
Kerlinger and E.J. Pedhazur, Multiple Reres OTin Behavioral

,..x. 'Research (New York; N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Wins on, 1973).

//
a

,

I
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third set represent possible extraneous variables which may be exerting

;
- an influence in the distriNOon of financial laid; however e sets

focus on different levels of variation. While the second set focuses

exclusively upon stddent characteristics, the third focuses exclusively0-

.upon.institutional characteqstics; thus, an examination of these three

sets of predictors permits thest. tiOn of the,effect of legitimate

factor& and extranepus factor& botI At the student and inst4utional

levels. According to 'our definition of distributive equity, most of the

variation should be accounted for by the first set alone, and the

ncremental mllue of the seccihd and third set'would be expected to be

MiniMal. The independent and dependent variables used are listed in

Table 6.5.

In conducting the *tusk analysis,the independent Variables were

entered as sets'ir6i,hierarchical.fashion consistent, 4ith the above

discussion of distributive equity. The first se4opfirvariables

Slegitimate factors) vere forced into the regression analysii in three

successive steps.,,'First, the variables were entered as "main effects"

tnelr contributiop,to variationin the outcome taken independent

of any possible,cor-4liition); second; 'the two continuous variables

(student.eligibilltY.index or expected parents' cohtribution and cost)

Were entered,polynomial terms (squared terms) to account far the

nohlineirity of 'the.maidefAkcts (i.e., the rOationship between need ahd
f

level:of sufport is beSt represented by a series of incremental steps

rather than a single straight ); and third, all combinations of

, two-way interactions 'muting the main effect variables were entered. The

amount of variance explaised by the varia&les i these three initial

steps, therefore, represents the legitimate variation in outcomes: In

the fourth step of the analysis,.the,set of student variables was entered
4

-

to examine whether any-of these variables accounted for, or redUced, the

6.41
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TABIA 6.5: /INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES EMPLOYED IN THE
MULTIPLE RreeRESSION ANALYSiS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

//-

Dependent
Vafiables

Independent Variables

legitimates Extraneous

titst Set Second Set 'Third Set
. . ,

,

BEOG $ Student Elii- Selectivity. Gender
,

bility Index
. . .

.SEOG.$ 1 Educational Cost Ethnicity Siza
NDSL $ DependOcy Status class Level, .

.

CWS $ Enrollment Status . Ability

4urce: Student financial aid reCords.'

ual (unexplained variance,. Finally, the two-institutional
S.

variables were entered to determine if these variables accounted for any

.`additionalrvarianCe.LY

The resulta--6f the anaWses, within each institution type, are,'

ptesent ed in Tables 6.6'4through 6.10, and arwdiscussed below. In

general, the results of the Analyses confirm the hypothesis on csily one

of the five out'come measures, BEOG dollar awards. The legitimate factors's

.a.ccoutt for between 54 Percent Ind,9,7 percent of the -var1.ax4e
:

awards while controlling f9r.the ty4ee of institdtion attended. This,.
.

. -Haling, demonstrates th4t the variables which were yostulated as
,

,
.

.,

legit te factors arp indeed the pYimary detevniding factors in BEOG
,

.

awards. To reiterate,,these factors include ttle family's wealth,
',F Y

educational cost, dependensy status, and '.ittollinent status. Not only do
1

,

these varjables have 4 statisticIlly,;igniftcant (p < .01) impact on the
,

I ;

outdome measure ,but the.inclusion of the additional variables fails to

(s_contribtite significanfly to the incremOtal value of the R2.

. .,,
. .

irEe1edtivity,100-not emiloyed as a predictor.in the pr4rietary -

*schools since there was, no sichmèasue available for schools of
. 'this type.' ..

4
.

0

I

l I'

e
,6.42
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TABLE 6.6: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (R2) r1 -4-YEAR

PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 ,

Step Entry.
Dependent Variables

BEOG$ SEOG$ NDSL$

.------' .

Firse 1. Main 'Effects .15 .08 .08
409

Second -,PoIynomial 'Terms .53 ' .13 .08 .09.

Third - Interaction Terms .54 .15 .12 :10

Fourth - Other Studant Variables .55 , .16 .12 .10

Fifth - Other Insiitution Variables .56 - .20 .k4 : 13

Number ag Students
.

526 158 276 262

Source: Student financial aid records.

r e

TABLE 6.7: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (R2) IN 4-YEAR
'MISTS SCHOOLS; ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Entry 24

15ependent Variables

,Step
BEOG$ SEOG$ NDSL$ CWS$

First - Main Effects .75 .04
a

.15 .03

Second - EGlynomial Terms .77 :04 .15
.04 ,

Third - InteractioniTerms .77 Oft .18 .05

Fourth - Other Studint Variables .78 607 .18 .09

Fifth Other Institution Variables .78 .07 .23

Number of Students 389 208 402 183

Source: Student financial aid records.

6.43
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TABLE 6.8: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (R2) IN 2-YEAR
PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

t

Step Entry
DependOnt Variables

BEOG$ swo NDSL$ CWS$

First - Main Effects .64 - 14- - ..33 ,17

'Second - Pblynamial Terms
4.

.65 * \ .19_

Third - Interaction Terms .70 * * .30
. *

Fourth - Other Student Variables .71 * * *

Fifth - Other Institution Variables .72 * *
,

Number of Students, 182 32 23' 81

Source: Student, financial aid records. 0

*The ratio' of the number of predictor variables to'the number of cases'
was sueh that-the regression results would be'spuriously inflated.

Step EntrY

First - Ain Effects

Third - interaction Terms

. Fourth - Other Student Variables

Fifth - Other Istitution Variables

Ndmber of'Students

..TAIZE 6.9: RESULTS OF MUNtIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (R2) IN 2-YEAR
FRIVATNIFHOCIS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79.

.97

Second - Polynomial Terns .97

.97

.97

.97

115

pependent Variables

BEOG$ SEOG$ NDSL$ CWS$

.14 .05 .08

.39 .07 .23

.42 *

* * .33

* * .50

54 75 , 92

Source: Student financial, aid recordse

*The ratio of the number of predictor variables to the numbers of cases/
was such that the regression results wodld be spuriou4ly. inflated.

*

Jr 9If
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TABLE 6.10: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (R2

PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS:' ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-7

-* Step Entry
J

First -%Main Effects

_Second

,Third

Fourth

Fifth -

Number

- Polynomial Terms

-_Interaction Terms

OtheF Student Variables

Other Institution Variables

of Students

Sourte: Student financial aid records.

Dependent ariabl

BE00$

.03

.83

.83

.83

.83

-129

*The ratio of the number of predictor var
'was'such that the regression results wo

Tbe results of the analyses on th

(i.e., 8E0G-through CWS), however, dicates

factors are accounting for a static ipally

across most variable's, the size o the re

SEC
(

NDS CWS$ /

9' . 5 *..." 7

.16

38 32

ables te the numbers of cases
Id be s riously infiated.

/

remain g dependent;variables

that although the legitimate

ignificant relatianship

ationship is,relatively small

(cell entries range fram 5 perte t to.30 percent). ,Oreover,

inclusion of the second and th' d sets f variables/in Most cases, adds

* /

relatively more.to the varian e than e inclusion/of these same

variables in the analysis o BEOG aw rds. Since,the criteria which are

ntilized,in the-allocation of fina cial aid-are/more. discretionary. for
A

Elle Campus Based program (i.e. EC/Go NDSL, and CWS), it is not

surprising to discover at the ypothesized legitimate factors are not

as important, compare to BEO in explaining haw money is diatributed in,

these programe4- Th efore is preliminary analysis seems to xndicate

that'institutional ehavio s are a greater determinant of the Campiis

Based aid aW'ards hen wti we have called legitimate factors. A more

detailed/analy s oS th s area is the subject of Chapter 8,of this report.

a

a



Across institu

correlation betwe

the eligibility

would expect, st

with higher student

dollars than st

there is a siJ6i

paid for educe

-expensive sch

expensive sch

is the e!fect

step. Tie o

is an increa

grants to r

surface to

between the

is, to bdr

another wa

lower end

the BEOG-
r

scale.

to targe

economic

program

Dig

Inc
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e is an expected moderately strong, negative

ent's financial disadvantage.(as measured by

BEOG awards"(-.31 to -.98). That is, as one

have less need for external support (those

ility ratings) tend to receive less BEOG

h a greater need for sUpport. In,terms of cost,

ected positive relationship between the price

OG awards, which reveals that students in more

e more BEOG money than their peers in less

t-Provides a rather interesting result, however,

ing Vie polynomial term (SEI2) in the second

ed nonlinearity of the-relationship indicates that there

trp14 for Audents with the greatest financial need for

h largest BEOG awards. While this may seem, on the

obvious, the data indicate that the relati9uship

support and theAevel of BEOG support one receives

omic term, more elastic at the lower end. To put it

ect -of a decrease of one ppitit in the MI at the

le causes a greater increase kri the dollar value of

does a similar change at the upper end of the SEI

e effect of the,current MG disbursement process is

vely greater share of the BgoG funds to those most

vantaged. This finding supports the intent of the BEQG

the results presented in Chapter 5.

Analysis.

Th f the precedinVmultiple'regression analyses con-
.

vincin Orate that the hypothesized legitimaee faotors are the

cruci riab s'in the 'disbursvent of BEOG money. However, the

resul On the other p'rogralm outcomes indicated that these same factors

_are as im taxa', in the disbursement of non-BEOG funds due to the

degre of'institutional discretionary power allowed.grea

6.46
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To further explore the latter result, a series of diScriminant

analyses were conductea to determie which factors best differentiated

between those aid applicants who received assistance from one of the

three Campus Based programs from those applicants who were not

recipients. Inother words, the analyses atteMpted to identify the

variables which maximally differentiate recipients from nonrecipients in

the Campus.Based aid programs.' A more extensive analysis of this issue .

is the subject of Chapter 8 of this report (actual institutional

behavioral measures are used). The results of tlfis analysis do provide

f at least some indication of the variables whh are important, or

predictive, of receiving such financial aid.

As with the multiple regression analyses, the results of thp

discrIminant analyses are presen d by institution type. The dependent /

variable in each case consist of a dichotomous variable: recipient

versus nonrecipient of a specific type (If aid. The independent /

variables, as before-inlude the following: eXpected family

contribution, price of education (tuition and fees), cost, dependency

'status, enrollment status, gender, ethnicity, class level, higyschool

grade-point average <academic ability), selectivity index of/achooi, Size

of school and various imteractions between these0variable44/

.

- The results of i,the discriminant analyses across nstztution types are

prese ted in Tables 6.11 through 6.15. In general, although the

di criminant analyses are statistically significant on each outcome (due

mainly to the size of the data base), the results ilylicate that the

discriminating variablea in each equation are not eXplaining much of the

differences between reciPients and nonrecipients./ The lack of practical
-

/
significance of the discriminant function equat'ons can be seen by

examining the canonical correlation which expr skses the degree of

relationshi,p between,the discriminant fuqtii and the group of

membership (recipient versui nonrecipien/t). Analogous to R2 in

regression analysis, the square of the tan nical correlation indicates

the proportion of variance in the d' nant function explained by

%..

4
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TABLE 6.flr RESULTS.OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS BETWEEN UNDERGRADUATE
RECIFIENTS AND NONRACIPIENTS OF SEOG,-NDSL, AND CWS IN 4-YEAR
guwac SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Independent.Variables

Standardized

Discriminant,
Function Canonical

2
Wino"

1 ,Coefficients-
/

Correlation-
/

Lambda3/-

SEOG

Family Contribution
Race
DependAncy
'Family ContribUtion x Cost
Size

1.1ES6 N.,

Selectivity -,

Family Contribution x Rac
Enrollment

CWS

Size
Family Contribution a

Dependency

1.23
1

.24

- .52
- .87
- .40
- .37

.

.89 .19
,

.45

.34

- .60 . .17

-1.20
-

Family Contribution x Cost .73

1069

,

.96

.96

S.ource: Student financial aid records.

liThe weiglits for the linear combination of variablea which maximally
7discriminatevcipients from nonrecipients.

2/The canonical correlation coefficiellt expresses the relationship among
the, variables in the discriminant equation and the variable
-epresenting group membership (recipients versus nonrecipients).
Analogous to R2, the canonical correlation squared i4 the proportion'
of variance in the discriminant equation.expliined by ihe group member-

.

ship variable.

21Wilks' Lambda is an inverse measure of the discriminating power in the
discriminant equation. At lambda goes up, the discriminatory power of
the model goes down.

6.48
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TABLE' 6.12: RESULTS OF DISCHIMINANT ANALYSIS SEMEN UNDERGRADUATE
RECIPIENTS AND NONRECIPIENTS OF SEOG, NDSL, AND CWS IN
4-YEAR PRIVATE SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR.1978-79

Independent Variables.,

Standardized
Di!Vbriminant

Function Canonical Wilks'
Coefficients Correlation Lambda

SEOG

Fmmily Contribut
Selectivity,
Cost x Selectivity
Family Contribution x

Dependency_

NDSL

1.99 .37 .86 -

1.67

1.56

-3.07

-1:06

Faze-1y Contribution 1.19 . I .90
:AbilitY 1.13
.Cost x Ability -1.13 -

Family. Montribution x Cost .49 ,

Cost - .28

CWS

Cost ..,
'. 1.72 .38 .85

Cost x Ability , -1.22
Ability .81

Family Contribution x Cost * - .75
Selectivity, - .68
Size - .38

Source: Student financial aid records.

a
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A t,

IABtE 6.13: wan OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS BETWEEN UNDERGRADUATE
RECOIENTS'AND NONRECIPIENTS OF SEOG, NDSL, AND CWS IN
2-YE4R PUBLIC SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

,

Standardized
.

- Discriminant
Independent Variables .s

. Function, Canonical Wilks'
LambdaCoefficients Correlation

_
.

* SEOG

- Post x Selectilaty .
.. 14.83 .36 .86

Cost -14.18 i

Size . .67 '

Family Contribution x Cost .54

NDSL

,Selectivity 1.15 L.27.- .92
Coat x Selectivity '- .64

CwS

,

Dependency - .67 , .30.
Ability ..47

Enrollment - .39
Cost .39 . .....1

. ,

lotirce: Student financial aid records.

3

4

. 6.50
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:TABLE 6.14:

.44

RESULiS dcDISCRIMINANT AN4LYSIS BETWEEN UNDERGRADUATE
RECIFIEpTS AND NONRECIFIENTS OF SEOG-1 NDSL, AND CWS IN ,
2-YEAR PRIVATE-SCHOOLS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Standardized
Discriminant

Independent Variables
Function ° CanOniviii

Coefficients Correlation
f

Wilks!
, Lambda

SEOG

Cost x Selectivity _14.83 .36

Cost -14.18 .

Size ' -.67
Family Contribution x Cost -.53

NDSL

.86

.---- e

Size .89 .32 . .89

Class -.51

CWS

Selectivity
Family Contribution x

Dependency

4

a
.85

.57

Source: Student 4inancia1 aid records.

0

6.51'
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TABLE 6.15: RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT ANALi'SIS BETWEEN UNDERGRADUATE.
RECIPIENTS AND NONREMPIENTS OF S'EOG, NDSL, AND CWS IN
PROPRIETARY §CHOOLS: AOADMIC YEAR 1978-79

OIL -

Independent Variables

. Standardized
Discriminant
. Function Canonical 'Wilks'
Coefficients Correlation Lambda

SEOG

Class Level
Cost x Race,

.f NDSL and 5WS

.777 .96

.643

(InsuEficient ebservatiota)

Source:, Student financial aid records.

the proportion of vUriance in theediscriminant function explained by

th igroup membership. Across e five nstitution typesv--17/ the proportion .k

kof variance e

;
lained 1 the discriminating variabtes ranges from 2

percent to 14 ercent. Consequently, it is rather obvious that these
)

. variables, wbile statistically significant, are not leof
_

,

suffjciently explaining how these program fulads are alloeate o

studenti. Other factors are likely to be better determinants of a

student's access 'to Camila gased fudds.than those normally:considered. to

be important.

22/Due to the extremely low canonlcal correla0.ons, the results of the
individual analyses wfthin each institution type should be viewed very
cautiously. Indeed, when the discriminant function'equation attempts
to classify students into a recipient and nonrecipierw group,,the
classification results in.a large percentaget.ofinisc assifications.
(approximately 40 percent acioss all analyses). Con' quently, an
in-depth treatment and disTission of the discriminating variables
is not warranted.-

6'.52 2



Apparently, such global measures as school sirze sand (selectivity are

not precise and sensitive enough to isolate the critical factors involved

i-n the disbursement of finanCial aid of these'three programs. Az

previously-noted, the awarding of aid from these sources is.left largely

to the discretion of the finaticial aid oificer. Thus*, adequatelyA
explain the packaging and awarding.of these sources of aid,,,it is.

imperative that specific program management practices e linked to.the
. ,

selected outcome measures. The identrification and examinatin of.

specific packaging activities and procedures sho4fd provide S',better,.
,

understanding of the variables.and practices deemed Lmportant La the

'awarding of discretionary aid. Chapter A attynpts not only to identiAr.
..

4
and link the specific.management procedures toithe outcomes buc also to ep .

' k .

identify and describe the procedures which maxiWize the equitable',
.

distribution of suth aid. ,

t

6..53
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7
VERTICAL EQUITY: TkE IMPACf OF FINANCIAL AID ON

RATES OF PART;CIPATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION'

Os'
0

The equity of the 4istributio6 of student financial aid funds is

examind in this chapter as a problem in increasing the rate of

participaeionin higher,education for various categoriei of students. As

prtviOusly,discussed, one of the central objectives of student financial

ald is to "insc,rease student access to some form of postsecondary

educatiod."1/ This aspect of the financial.aid system is a segment of

what we have chosen to call vertitaI equity. That is, it is the intent

of4inancial aid to affect the behavior of different :types of students so

as to ratite their-propensity to-participate in higher education;
,

Implicit in such a goal, however, is the assumption that there exist

"natural" rates of participation which, in the absence of economic

assistance; are iii,some way socially unacceptablt.

President NixOn, in his first higher education message to Congress .

(March 19, 1970), summed up the government's commitmini to improved

keeps to postsecondary education:

No qualified student ,who wants to go to college should be barred

lry lok of money. That has long been a great American goal; I
proprose- that we achievt it now. Something is basically unequal
about-opportunity for'higher eddcationwhen a young person whose

Jilrancis Keppel, Nationa ask Force on Student Aid Problems: Final

Report (Washillgton,JD. U.S. Office of-Education, 1975), p. 7.
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family earns more than $15;000 a Year is nine,times more likery
.to,attend college than 4 young- ierson wholip family earns-less
thail $3,09q. Something is basically wrong with federal policy
toward higher education when 4,t has failed to correct this .

inequity. :#

,

Thiis goil of equality.of opportunity represents-an attempt to correct
# , , . .

certain existing patterns of social- imobility, .e., helping poor students
, . #

to overcame their financial barrieirsit*.olpostsecondiry -education.--Wderal

,poliCy seeks tto-i-mprovq,th'e opportunities of ehe.poor for higher

education and, in turn, to affect the underlying problem of social
.

ineqdality through th,i delivisry of financial assistance.
. A

As waczahoirn-in Chfpter-3, however, the chain of oausation.linking

college admission aPd `tinancial aid policie's with inequalitrof

.oppertnnitylis long and, co'mplex. Telftn by itself, any.'one of tilla links'

involVes fairly strong relationships (for example, the relation between

educational gtfainment and occupational'status). 'But taken.as a whole,

j.npUts dd one end of the hhain have only modest effects at the'other.

. While student aid may have a-signifi.cant effect on equalizing

oppofttu4ties for college education, its effect on equalizing

oed.dpa0on4l ittainmtpt will'be considerably weaker, and the effect on
,

tsing incase and wealth, weaker yet. ,Ai Milner has,so u4li'stated:
. ,c..-

.'..attempting to 'affect elli structure of econamic ineqU'ality
,

throd&h. studeht aid at the college revel is.analogous to-trying
to movea heavy fock situated some diatance away by pushing on
,it with'a series of short sticks tied together to form a long
rod. Although each stick may be quite'strOng, and two sticks
tied end to epd may provide a Rcurdy's,ole, a long series of such
sticks is anrineffectual tool...it .

Financial aid is not, then, likely to Sign9j.cantly.mediate social
#'

inequality. Money is the only barrier to higher education faced by

lawincome students--other factors, such as academic preparatiml,

ability, and motivation seem to be much more important. ,

2/ .-
Murray 411ner, The Illusion of Equality (Washington, D.C.: Jossey -

Bass, '49723, 0._45.
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MEASURING EQUITABLE 1ATES OF PAgTICIFATION: METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A 01- 4

, .

'the'equi,ty of the rates of participaton.in higheT education are many: we

must decideiwhich student Characteristics should'legitimmtely affect the

.!ty in which ai is distributed and Ohich typesopf institutions are of
,

With these cavests saide, the problems posed by an a,ttempt'to assess

;\
4. positively with educational ccot, Combining these two factors, hen,

A
financial aisl.should have the greatest impact on participation or tlie

. r

most economically deprived students in the highest cost institutions.
\ t

This is not to impV that,it is the. intent of Federaf policy to move poor
mb aef

students into expensive institutions, but rather that.the point of
,

Coneer4 wia.must,ecide,what are lac ptable rates orpart
. ,

ation in
.

,

heghereda0Asn; and we must select a methodology for measuring the

impact. of.aid%oft such particiipation.-
- .

.

f

_ .

'- .With reaard tO the first question, we have airgued previously. that
. 9v ,. .

.

financial /del* intended,to rdduce an existing inequality in the rates -

of participation by.eqtializing the fihancialbarriers that confront
.

.-

individuafs of-different income levels. Moreover, any pbservedg

.differences in the impact of financial aid, must be assoclated with.2
.

.

financial differences in order to be deemed legitimate. One key

,determinant of such a'financial barrier is ehe level of wealth of'the

family; or rather, the family's,ability to pay for the student's
.

education. We should, then, expect the student's family.income to be a

key characteristic across which rates of iarticipatiga should be

equalized. A true near:re of" ability to pay- (such as expected family4

0
Contrik!tioni would be preferattle; hoviever, our data do not permit'us to

' calculate iluch a ligure for nonaided students. Therefore, family inCome%

will serve here aaj proxy for this more txact measure:

With respect to relevan'tNInstitutional characteristics, our stress on

the'"financial" aspect of student aid ilmplies we would exect it to have

its greatest impact across categories of educational cost (here defined*

as fullrtime undergraduate tuition and fees). That is, for studehts with

the same ability.to pay, the benelits oi finifncial aid-shoul4"increase

,

. Congruence between high coat alkd low wealth provide* the clearest test /

7.3 *
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.for the impact of financial aid. AS As.in and Bayer2/ have noted; a

criti6a1 issue.related to student actess ii the ability to at4nd an ,

affluent and-sprestigious institution: .nOt only does such, an institution

offer the student a rich learning experience, hut, also may provide

"fringe 17eaefits" insofar as it facilitates his or hersentry imto

graduate or professional schaol and into a high status occupation.

* The next question to be gldressed is the specification of ,an

acceptablefrate of participation in postsecondary education. For clal-ity

in discussion, we shall use one examplestudents mith different levels

of income paiticipating at institiations with different levels orc-o-)it.

IN.

Ilowever, the general methodology, will be the same for any othe

comparisons., According to the ArgunCeni made in Chapter 6, the logi6 of
6

the fin.sncial aid program is as follows:

Students.with low levels of family wealth ,face finadcial .

'barriers to bigher education and therefore participate at
unacceptable ratesa Financial aid isoffered to then to reduce
the barriers and raise their,rates of attendance.

In evaluating the imPact of finaneial aid on access to higher,education,

therefore, we are'cbncerned with "shiftie! in the pre-existing rates of

participition. Ideally, we would like to compare the behavior of

individuals before they'received aid to their behavior after they receive

aid. Any observed shift would then be attribut le td the ilatervent on

of student 'aid. Unfortunately', we do not ha sUch longitu4inal data.
/-

9it best, we can 6ompare, at similarly prIl ed institutions, individuals

who receive aid, with those individuals at the same level of income who do

not receive' aid"., if they are matched on income and educational costs,

the assukaptiofi is that nonrecipients ought to provide a good indication

of individual behavior in the absence of aid.

The key issue underlying this comparison, however, is whether or not

the recipients and,noerecipients who report the same income-actually are

matched in terms of family wealth, or rather, on their ability to pay.

2/H.S. As in and A.E. Bayer, "Sex Discrimination in Academe,"
Educati nal Review, Vol. 53, Spring 1972, pp. 101-118.

IR
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In terms of the data fto this study, the question is how well family

income is correlated with our measure of wealth--the expected family

contribution. While not perfect, it was found empirically that these two

variables do correlate at a level of 0.62 which we believe provides an

acceptable basis of comparison between recipients,and nonrecipients using

the single income variable.

Having determined that th

question becomes "What consti

type of school?" In essence,

overcome by financial aid and t

which aid is supposed to increas

re is a basis for comparison, the next

utes an unacceptable rate for a particular

e need to define the barriers to be

determine the types of institutions in

the rate of participation for the

taiget population. Needless to say, such an exercise can be pplitically

_charged and stfongly value-ladenr it entails the definition of what ought
1

to be the result of financial aid. Therefore, in an effort-to avoid

.imposing our values on the data, we have adopted

empirical approach to the definition of barriers
4/

messurement.of shifti in participation.- Accordingly, we will define

the liarrier to be overcame as the point4st which the .rate of

participation in postsecondary education of recipients exceeds that of

nonrecipients. Thit is, When we compare the diêtribution.o6.recipients

to that of nonrecipients, We discover a point at which the recipient

participation consistently Ekceeds the nonrecipient participation. Above

a strategy that/tikes an
/

and norms .and to*he

this point, the.receipt of financial aid makes a difference, i.e.,

students with equal abilities to pay are separated across this

barrier--those above it are more likely to 4e recipients while those
$

below it are more likely to be nonrecipients. f

Examine, for examplef, the results for independent students presented

in Table 7.1. Of ill recipients with incomes between $3,000 and $5,999,

38 percent attend schools which cost between $0 and $500 (educational

cost defined as-full-time tuition and-fees), 21 percent attend schoolg

which cost between $501 and $1,000. etc. In contrast, 61 percent of

'2

.±1For.an excellent-example of the use of such NI empirical approach to
the de'velopment of "equity norms," see Lester C. Thurow, .The Zero-Sum
Societr(New York, N.Y.f BaSic Books, Inc., 1980), pp. 200-202.
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,TABLE 7.1: PERCENTE OF P ICIP ION FOR UNDgRGRADUATE INDEPENDENT
STUDENTS AT VAR OS/ LJELS OF EDUCATIONAL COST,. BY LEVEL OF

. TOTAL flAIfILY ME: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

otal Family. Income.

4

i
- .

. $0. - °500 //

$501 - 1 000 .

$1,001 1,500

-$1,501 ir

$2,011 i',/:

(to $3000 -; 5,999 -$ 000 - 8,999. $9000 +

t NR R. NR

61 38 61 43

17 21) 23 .22 23

07
.

14 "06 06 . 05

-17 08 11 05 % 11 07

17 07 .o 16 05 ,-18 10

55

Sodr :/ ttil4e urvey.

IA 4ecip ts

Nonti pients
/

It 4.
nonr cipien wi.th iricomes.in the same range attend scliools,which-cos

/

. between 0 t- $500, and 13'percierl. rttendsschooXs which cost $501 to

'tn both of these caftegorttiis of educational costs, the rate of
i .

-pintiCi 4on.for nonrecipients with incomeg between $3,000 and $5,999 is

greater hfa'n for receipi s with the same incomes'. Howevert.for'alf
1

categor/i of higher educational cost,'the rate of participation for

recipifIni3O is significantly_higher than nonrecipients. It would,seem,

then, that for independent-students, aid is assOCiated with a higher rate

.

,

35 55.

16' 23

0 /04
1

5 / 11

07 ,

L

Of partic pation at schools with costs of $1000 or more. If we look

.

.across al osf the income categories in Table 7.1p we observe that the

locatioi f the barrier is1qui40 consistent for independent students,

occurrirg t $1,000. Thus, in our example for independent students, we

200
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wol4..assüae t the target.category of school at whiCh aid is intended ...

to rease tes of participation is the high cpst schools.; with high .-7)

. ,

c efined as 1,000 for independent smudenfs.

1 I ,

fo e'm Vigg on to the final methodological question, it should be -

t1-4it ne of these seatements should be taken as implying
c. .

.

--... *

c lity. ether aid actually causes the observed higher rate of
J.".f

. .

ciati. f or whether those who go to more expensive schools happen
.,

mOre ikmiy to receive aid be6use the schools are'more'expensive,

t 1:$e d termined by our data.. We have only observed a correlation.

correl tion between aid and participation at higher cost schools is,

sistent with our expectaonsti and.the logic'of the aid

he di31fer ce in participation-rates to the presence of aid and we

:

... . .

erefore, for the.purposes of this analysis we will attribute

1

. .

. t
sha 1 proc d to, measure its impact in these terms.

i

.01 .' )

Th
,

fi 1 lethodological-point to be addressed is-how to measure the
.

cttof lnancial aid on participation. That is, having defined_the
0 . -.

te .w ext wish to examine the relationship between itcome,

anc d and rates of participation at.the 'target category of .

4 (i.e., high costischools). How this-is done, however, is

c.. Precise measures of inequalit$,,as Alli so_n-5/
,

.2
Dias abl.;

ed, abound in the literature, and each imvolves different

1 and normative assUmptions.. Moreover, the "...choice canmi;ke

ce.
" ,While thm reader can obtains review of this debate

&he Allison arti4/e provides a good ,start),,. it should belkept \.

hat the results obtained are related to the apprOach selected.
I) ,e-i--:

e , A

A

%,
purpose of this analysis, we have cliosen to use a measure

/
',

(equity based on relative aggregate differences. This method is
,

ited to the natureof
,the data in this Study andt being conducive

/

D. Allisod, "Measures of Inequality," American Sociological

iew, Vol. 43, 1978, pp.-865-880.

ibid., p. 865. .
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to graphical
4

For heurispi

1hypothetiCa

be examin

Th

(Exhib
I.

cir

tation, is very easily.conveyed to a wide audience.

poses, thia framework is presented in Exhibit 7.1 using

a.. Three different aspects of the impact of aid that çn

illustraied.
,

aspect is the shift,itiS0e "natural" rate of participation,*

many percentage points does aid increase paraciRation?" 4

la.) Since Fe have argued that students in similar

ces (e.g., income ind educational cost) are comparablep'and

t no. ecipients that are similar to aid recipients provide an
./

3.

/

d catpn' of. beilavior in the absence of ard, this aspect entails the
.,

a culation 'of the area between the recipient and nonrecipient curlies.

I (may; this would involve calculating the difference between two
^

tegrals. However, considering the type of'data we have available, we
_. *

hall simply sum the discreie differedces between participants and

7glaartiCipants
iii each income category and eSke the average.

S
F94therMorei we can express this average difference as a percentage of i

aver ge recipient participatiod rate to discern how much of pie total

igen4 participation & high cost schools is accounted for by aid.

tlimatically we can rePlesent t4is as foilqw:
.

"It**
. .

.r. , ,:l..-,

Participation shift il: 2, x-
'11 xi XtiRi

.. t

gle

it

Impact of Aid.
_y:Pércent of Total Participation Sh4t 101 ,w

Participation
,

77tAl Participation .7: xt.

-1

r

where I * categories of stud'nt characteristics;

Xles rate of participation of recigents in Ihe target
of.schools; and

* riite of participation of nonrecipients in the tar
categori of Schools.

Anoeher tay eto conceptualize this shift

financial aid,,how do the categories or

financial barrier behave?" For example,

`%-
7.8

is to ask-4In the 17,res nce of

students that face 4ie reatest

we might observe t at ependent



EXHIBIT 7.1: CONCEPTUALIZING THE MEASUREMENT OF THE.IMPACT OF,FINANCIAL

AID ON RATES OF PARTICIPATION

.b)

d)

.. : .......

......

......................
......................

...

non-recipients.

recipients 4-

articipation shift

RATE'OF PARTICIPATION

income adjustment
effedt

RATE OF PARTICIPATION 7
participation
difference - aid

recipients

difference - aid
non-recipients

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

over-compensation

basPeg4iP.
4- remclining

inequity nogaRcip.

4 ...I remaining
inequity recib.
based norm

41/mil'Imm".1,Pliimmonmminiffris
RAiT OF FAVICIPATION
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students Vith incomes under $6-000, who receive aid', have rates of

participation equal to nonrecipients with incomes of over $18,000. The

interpretation would be that the addition of financial aid has allowed

the student with an ilacdMe of under $6,000 to-behave like one with'an .

ince= of over $18,000. Such a change will be referred to aa an income

adjustment effect, allowiag one category to behave like aloalthier

category (Ez&ibit 7.11,).

The second aspect of the impact of aid on the rate of participation

whiCh we can examine deals with diffeiences in rates'of participation

within the categories of ricipient or nonrecipient*(Exhibit.7.1c). That

is, "Do high-incoine individuals participate more Vian 16w-income

individuals, and what impact does aid,have on this difference?" Wre would

expect that the difference between the rate of participation for high-

and log-income aid iecipiente would be less elan the difference between

the rate of participati,on for high- an4 low-income .nonretipients:

Putting it another way,,we would expect financial aid to narrow the

difference in behaviCIr between high- and"pw income.students.

Esventiilly, we can compare the -slopes of the two distriilutions and

determrne if aid worki to reduce the slopes. Again, for'ehe. reasons

_Lkicated above, we shall use the pmm.of the discrete aifferePCes, rather
4

than a true alive to compute this measure. That isp*we will identify the

highest rate of participation among Yecipiente and sum the difference of

every other category from that balimum. We shall also do the same for

nonrecipients and tate the ratio of the two. This measure of the-impact

of aid op participation differences- can, eherefore, be represented

mpthematically as follows:

i-1

Participation Ditference =
XR(max) XR(oefe'),Recipients Iva!

i-1
_Participation Difference
for Nonrecipients

, /0/
1c=1

-

V

7.10
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a

.i-1

E
Impact'of Aid on

xR-(max) XR (oher)
k.,1 . 17.5Y

Participation Difference i-1 ,

E. xNR (max) xNR (other)
kal. s*

It should be stressed here that a result of "0" far the ratio would be

the "best" outcome implying a.state of equality; simi-larly, a result of

"1" woluld mean that aid had no impact dh participation differences.
-

To this' point, we have-made a concerted effort, to construct measures

which are, to the extent possible,,value-free. That is, we have measured

only the",actual impact' of aid using empirical comparisoni. The third

. aspect of the impact of iid (i.er, the remaining pdtential inequity that

can be eliminatell), however, must be tied to,a nprmative kisertion. The
,

difficulty which arises here is the determination of what the

# 'acceptableate of participation sfiould be.', What is'the norm againstA

which,the observed behaviqr should be evaluated? Two.possibilities come ,

to mind. The first would be. thq maximum rate of participation of

nonrecipients. Here'the'argument would-be that the role of aid in
4

changing ratea of behavior wilt to be to "equagme" the participation it

the level of the "ifelt-t"'nonreapint rite. This rate must certainly be

"acceptable." In fact, 0. might go further and,argue that ttie nori ought

"tt. be the'typipal.student who ,falls right kt the point, of aid alit-off. .

The inference ist that the normftive level o'f'behavior is the actual leyei

of'behavior which is observed,for those individnals who possess the

mini:mum level of income whith diaqualifies*them for assistance. This

seetas to be the only logical assumptiOn.that one can make, for when a

policy9iker declares-that-aid will be given td individuals up to a

'aer9in point, the implication is that individuals just *nand that point

must1, exhibiting an acceptable rate Of,behavior. They have.been
t

offic ally declared not to need alpistance to alter their current rate of

1m6a or; this is, *of course, the,classic idea of a "means test."

411

k
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The closest-ipproximation to such a noim far financial aid seems to', .

be the dependent, nonrecipient'in the highest income category. However,

in'the case where-some category of recipients participate at a higher

rate than all catagories of nonrecipients, this presents an anoma/y. .

Here we may have an."overcompensgation" (see Exhibit 7.1d) where more

students ate receiving aid than is necessary to achieve the target yate

af participationl. In one sense, this excessrate could be considerd an

inefficiency in the targetting of the financial aid sysfem.. The second
. -

possibility for..a norm would be to use the highest ratd of participation
-

observed among aid recipients as the norm (see Exhibit 7.1e). The

objecgive here would be ato ra*se participation to that maximum.

Where i.applicable n the dnalyais, we shall calculate all three of

these effects, nonrecipient based 'remaining inequity,'overcomOnsation,

and recigient baied remaining inequity. Each pf these will be

represented as a percèntage of the total shift in participatian'that

would.have been necessary tolachieve perfect equality. The following .

mathematical formulas represent these three measures:
..

- ..4
Nonrecipient Based % 2, X = X where X

R. R
i

NRX (7.46)

Rtmaining inequity r 10 1.1 (max) (max)
i (A )

, NR
.. max

Overcompensation t: XNR - XR where,XR XNR . (7.7)
.

m k=1 (max)
)

i i (max)

i' (X ) .

. 4NR
v., . Max

Recipient Based \ E XR
Remaining Inequity\.= (max) 2.

.

i (XR )

max
\

The remaiiider of this-chapter presents the results of these analyses

using the data prauced * this study.
'10
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JNEXAMININGTRE DMPACT OF FINANCIAL AID ON PARTICIPATION Ig HIGHER EDUCATION
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The Effect of Financial Aid on Access to Particular Types of
Institutions: A First Look

In the previous section we used the example of independent students

to defige the concept of barriers and target mategories.of schools. It

was shown, empirically, that aid seemed to shift the 'participation of

independent students into schools which cost more than $1,000. This,

thin, was used to establish a "barrier," and we defined the,category,of

schools faith costs greater than $1,000 as the category at which aid

appears Ao be aimed for independent students. The results presented in

Table 7.2 indicate that the barrier is not quite as clearly demarked for

dependent students. The sharpest division for these students is at

$1,500. From our\general knowledge about the dilference between

dependent and independent students, a "ba.rrier" of $1,500 for dependent

stqdents, compared td $1,000 for independent studentsp'seams reasonable.

Independent stpdents have, on the average, a lower level of income and

fewer discretionmy resources. The cutting point ogphat they can afford

to spend on education should.be lower. Furthermore, the evIdence cited

It

in the economic tudies has clearly shown that the-lo thver the income, e

greLter the sen ltivity to price (see Chapter 3).

4

.

Once we move beyond educational cost, we find that the barriers

become.less clear. This1 to be expected, since
i

aid is fuudimentally

financial in nature and is intended to overcome cost barriers. Insofar

, as #ny sdhool dharacteristics are rela.ted to cost, die barrier approach -

works. When the characteristics are not related to cost, the relation-

ship'does not hold; thus, for independent students by institution level

and type of control, we find the barrier lies betteeen 2- and 4-year

public institutions and all others'(see Table 7.3). -On Vie average, the

public institutions are the least expensive schools (even including the

proprietary sector), so that this.follows the analysis of where the

barrier was for educational cost. For dependent students, the barrier

seems to be at the 4-year private level see Table 7.4), but the line of

7.13



:TABLE PERCENTAGE OF PA4TICIPATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT
STUDENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL COST, BY'LEVEL.OF
TOTAL FAMILY INCOME: ACADEMtC YEAR 1978-79

Total-Family Income

Less'Than $6,000- $ 9,000- $12,000-
$6,000 : 81999 11,999 '17,999 $18,000

Rif Mai R NR a NR R ,NR a NB.

$0 - 500 7 34 43 30 -39 21 37 14 33 5 - 20
,..

$501 .... 4000 18 24 ., 20 ;29 25 4 21 33 P 30,
,

$1,001 - 1,500 7 7 7 %7 6 6 3 6 7 "3

$1,501- 2,000 18 ,e, 5 - , 15 8 '11 7 10 6 A 5

42,000+
. 22 . 22 27 , ,18 - 36 .15 52 22' 60 40

-. ..

Source: Student.Survey.

I/R = Recipienps -t

-2/NR = Nonrecipients

demarcation is 'tot exact. Generally, the 4-year private instttutions

tend to have the highest ..4ciat; however, there are a number of other

breaks that can also be conidered. Several of the individual

comparisons suggest that the target category should be all 4-year

institutions (public or prikrate). 0ther comparisons tuggest that the.

target should be private education (2- or 4-year). Therefore, 'since the

norm is not clear, we shall examine ,the impact of aid on rates of

participatiim of various,types of students in using all three

categories: 1) 4-year private education, 2) all 4-year education; and 3)

all private education. ince the empiriCal barrier approach is ambiguous

on these categories and the argument is so often made that one or another

of these categories is the actual target of aid, each category will be

investigated.

16
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TABLE 7.. PRCENTAgE OF PARTICIPATION FOR UNDERGIUDUATE INDEPENDENT ,

STUDENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS, AND CONTROLS OF SCHOOLS, BY LEVEL
OF ,TOTAL FAMILY INCOME: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

.0"

V

Total Family Income
V S.

Lesi than
$3,000. $3,000 - 5,999 $6,00'0 - 8,999 . $9,060 +ft.

BlI NR.1/ R 'NR R
,

NR
.

4-Year Public 28 24 27 35 28 30
4-Year Private- 22 13 16. 7 13 10 .

.

42-Year Public 25 46 31. 47 .31. 45 4

2-Year Private -4 2 3 , 41- 7 - 2
*Proprietary 21 - . 15 23 10 21, ., 13

R

.

28 34
32 15-';a 40 -

3 _ 1.

17 10
, s

Source: Student Survey.

I/11 w Recipient

2/NR * ionrecipient

TABI.E.7.0 .PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT
STUDENTS AT.VARfOUS,LEVELS'AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTIONS,
By LEVEL OF TOTAL FAMILY INCOME:, ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-70

Total FamilY Income

Less Than
$6,000

Ry aR.4./

$60000- $ 90007 412,000-
-80999 11,999 -17 999. $18,000-1--

7-
R Nit R NR NR R NR'

Public 31'' 33 35 15 36 4-6 30 50 20 42
.4-Year

4-Year Private 30 15 32 7 42 'AV 36 24 70 42
2-Year Public 5 10 7 2 8 5 6 3
2-Year Private 20 27 15 6 8 18 10 15 2 9
Proprietary 13 15 11 3 § 8 5 , 416 2. 6

Source: Student Survey.

1/11 m Recipient

2/NR .B Nonrecipient
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Fog othei categorizations of institution's, no empirical barriers.can be

detected. Argumentshave been made for and against large size,,but no clear

distinction has appeared. For region, it does appear that aid has some minor'

effect in shifting students among geographic sectors;,however, as with size;

there is jlo a priori category to dboose as the target. For selectivity, on

the other hand, we del have some a priori arguments eo test (see previous

statement by Astin).. 'We will, therefore, examine the,impact of aid-on rates

of paTticipatiod in nonselective gchools only, and in moderitely selecthe and

very selective sdhools taken together: Thus; with the exception of
4

selectivity, All other categories will be dropped /from further analysiA.A

The analysis of,the impact of aid on the rates of Part.icipation of

various'types of gtudents gt high-cost institutions'is'presented in
,

Exhibits 7.2 to 7.5. At the outset, it shoulA be gtressed Chat the

'restilts which are observed for-variables other than student income

requi.re further.scrutiny. Insofar as income ,has been chosen as the

primary explanatory variable, any effects we attribute to other

characteristics (e.g.1 ethnicit5;) might arise from a correlation with

ane .

To recapitulate, the, distributions of both,independent and depegident

students provide a clear pictipre of the impact of aid on participation in

higher education. In eaclicase,,there id a marked incrkase, in rate of

participation in high-cost schools at every income level. For inde-

pendent students, the rates of participatlon for recipients are almost

twice as high qs those forjiotrecipients. For dependent students, the CI,

shift is not as great but is still significant. *One,way to interpret

these figures would be to point out that recipients with incame lesg than

$6,000 -attend at a rate roughly equal to that of nonrecipients with an

iribome of over $15,000. This is the income adjustment effect. If ehe

object of aid is to equalize rates of behavior across levels of income,

aid has certainly had an impact. For independent students, the rate of

participatiOn for every category of recipient exceeds the highest

category among nonrecipients.

7.1.



From the point of view of _participation differences (i.e., the

differences between recipitnts at differing income levels) ai0 does not

,seem to have had a positive impact. That is, for both dependent and

independent students, there is a 4arger spread among recipients than

among nonrecipients. This apparent negative outcome will be examined in

more detail below. Finally, with respect to remaining inequity, we

observe that the recipiepit norm suggests a great deal of remaining
it

inequity for both recGiEnts and \nonrecipients. However, with respect to

the nonrecipieat norm, there is a good deal less inequity and some

,overcompensation. The r4sults are, therefore, unclear.

The other.characteristics, disPlayed in Exhibits 7.4 and 7.59 show

clearly _that there has pbeen a shift,'though it is by noimeans as large as

the, one observed across income categories.

with the analysis in `graphie terms would be

we next examine the su1ma4 tabular re'sults

The gkfect of Financial Aid on Access:
Participabion Shifts and Differences

Needless to say, to proceed

quite cumbersome; therefore,

(see Table 7.5).

A Closer Look,at 7
. ,

As shown above, aid has thie' largest impact in shifting rates of

participation for botl: depeident and independent students when examined

across the,income tharacteristic. When.financial factors are considered

'in isolation (i.e., ignoring the confounding effects of characteristics

.such as ethnicity), aid accounts for 47 percent of all recipient

attendance for independent students (Tab4 7.5, column 3, row 6). For

independent students, across other characteristics, aid accounts for

between 43 and 46 percent (column 3, rows 7-10) of attendance at

highcost schools. For..4ependent students, aid across income 6aEegories

accounts for 41 percent of attendance (column 3, roy 1),,but it accounts

for less than 30.percent of the attendance'across other categories of

stuflentl (column 3, roys 2-5).

.14
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EXHIBIT 7:2: RATE OF PARTICIPATION AT HIGH COST scHopu FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY TOTAL FAMILY INCOMr:
,

ACADEMIC YEAR 1.978-79

CO

$111,000 or ware

$12 $17,959
em

$ 9 11 , 9 9 9

$6 414999

s $6i,000

221 10

110040 PARTICIPATION DIFFERENCE: RECIPIENTS mummel*

4105111.'PARTICIPATION DIFFERENCE:0mm".

NON-RECIPIENTS

INCOME ADJUSTMENT EFFECT

PARTICIPATION SHIFT

NON-RECIPIENTS

NON-RECIPIENT NORM OVERCOMPENSATION

I.

,-.0mmmiNON -RECIPIENT NORM
I

RECIPIENTS

RECIPIENT NOI'4 1101411.. .

REMAINING INEQUITY-USINC NOW,RECIPIENT NORM

11
1

REMANIN6 INEQUITY USING RECIPIENT NORM

Source: Student i4nancia1 aid'recol=ds.-

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

d r)
011ie 0. .01
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, EXHIBIT 7.3: RATE OF PARTICIPATION AT HIGH COST SCHOOLS FOR UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BY TOTAL FAMILY

INCOME: ACADEMIC YEAR 108-79

$9,000 or Imre.

air

8) 15.999

1.
PART IC IPATIoN DIFFERENcE: NON-RECIpmrs PARTIcipATios DiPpEasticE RIC Imam

*PARTICIPATION slim
a

140N4ECIPIENT MORN OVERCOMPENSATION...".

Lela' that 13,000
V

. 0 1 0 20

RECIPIEErs

Source: StudenL financial aid records.
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EXHIBIT 7.4: THE RATE OF PARTICIPATION OF VARIOUS CATEGORIES'OP UND RGRADUATE DEPENDENT\
STUDENTS AT HIGH COST INSTITUTIONS: ACADEMIC YEAR 197 -79

ETHNI6ITY
MAJORITY.-4

I-MINORITY

NON-RECIPIENTS

I/
0 ,10 .20 30 40 50

RATE OF PARTICIPATION
-60 8

GENDER .RATES OF PARTICIPATION
,

'A
FEMALCI"

NON-RECIPIENTS RECIPIENTS

TOTAL FAMILY INCOME

$9,000 or more NON-RECIPIENTS
$6 -$8,999

$3 -$5,999

Under $3,000

30 40 50

RATE OF PARTICIPATION
60

\

70 z. 80

10 20 0 40 0 60 70 80

ABILiTY (HIGH SCHOOL G4P4A4)

KATE OF PARTICIPATION

NON-RECIPIENTS RECIPIENTS

0 10 20. 30 40 50 60 70 80
4' RATE OF PARTICIPATION

AGE
OVer 25
21.-24 -
Under 21

NON-RECIPIENTS .RECIPIENTS .

0 1 -20 30 40 50 76 SO

RATE OFrPARTICTPATION9

Source: Student financial aid records.
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EXHIBIT 7.5: THE RATE OF PARTiCIPATION OF VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF UNDERGRADUATE INDEPENDENT

STUDE$TS AT RIO 'COST INSTITUTIONS: ACADEMIC YEA 1978-79

ABILIPY (HIGH. SCHOOL GPA)

A..'

AGE

B

LESS THAN C +

Over 25

21 -25 ,-

LtSS THAN 21

GENDER

MALE-

NON-RECIPIENTS

RECIP:

.10 720 30 40
. \

50 60 70 tii0

f .

RATE 'OF PARTICIPATION

FEMALE

ETHNICITY

MAJORITY

MINORITY
0-

INCOME

over $9000 . -

$6-$9000

$3-$6000

LESS THAN $300

NON-RECIPIENTS CIPIENTS

NON-RECIPIENTS

10 20

NON-RECIPIENTS

20 30 40 50

. RATE OF PARTICIPATION

4b 5

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

.RECIPIENTS

310 4b s1 ob 71) 80

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

RECIPIENTS

NON-RECIPIENTS

10 80

10 1 2b SO 4 50 60 70 80

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

Source: Student financial aid' records.
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/-/
This finding suggests a fundaMentally econamic process underlying the )

effect of aid on participation. Independent students with lower incomes

and less discretionary income are most sensitive to educatfonal cost amd P

financial aid. In fact, if we examine the impagt,of.aid across income

categories for independent students at schools which cost more than

$1,500.1 the impact of aid rises to-54 percent. (Not shown in Table

7.5.) Moreover, this sensitivity to price is less variable for

independent than dependent'students.

While the impact of aid measured by ,participation shift is clearly in

the expected dire6tion taward greater participation, the impact of aid on

participation differdnces runs counter-to our. expectations. That is, one

would expect that financial aid would work to equalize the behavior of

recipients with different incomes. Similarly, in the absence of .

financial aid, one would expect the disparity between higg- and

low-income students to he greater than the difference'between similar aid

recipients. In 5 of,10 cases, however, the change is in.the wrong

direction-. F.or dependent students there is a 40 percent greater average

difference (column 6, iew,l) between categories for recipients than there

is for nonrecipients. The increase (column 6, row 3) is even greater

across race categories (900%); though here it should be noted that the

absolUte numbers are quite small. Similarly, across incame.and age for

independents,-there are large rdlative increases in differences also

based on small absolute numbers.

With regard to thiS last point, since this impact measure for

noneconomic variables (e.g., ethnicity) diverges so strikingly from the

income figures, we cannot interpret them simply as a result of income

operating as a suppressor variable. Furthermore, since we have already

observed that aid has a /arge positive impact on rates of participation

(far latger, it should be pointed out, than the negative impact on

parcipation differences), the increase in participation differences can

be interpreted as follows: In most cases aid seems to release, and/or

augment, certain underlyieg propensities to attend, which results.in

7.22



TABLE 7.5: THE IMPACT OF FINWIAL AID ON RATES OF PARTICIPATION AT HIdH COST PQSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS:
ADACEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Student
Characteristics

Dependent Students (Cost

Family Incpme

Ethnicity.

Cinder

Age

Ability

Independent Students (Cost
.-

Family Incase

Ethnicity

Gander

,4
hs

t-..)

Ability4.4

Source: Student Survey.
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Participation...Shift ' Participation Difference ' Recipient Based Norm Nonreciyient Sailed Norm

(lij(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) T9) (10) (11) (12)

$15V

$1000)

ee

22

(42
.

5

13

7

20

18

1!--.\\

17

18

13

47

47

44

49

43

9
39

37

42

4 41

-_ate

.27

30-
,
14

. 47

.. 44

46

' 46

43

26

9

4

8

5

6

0

1

4

4

19
.

1
.

9

7

5

2

5

2

1

5

1.4

9.0

0.4

1.1

1.0

3.0

0

0.5

4.0

0.8

74

51

49

49

53

49

41

40

41

46

35

18

8

.16

9

12

el

3

10

9

4

3

0

10

3

7

4

6

7

4

45

45

. 45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

7, 10

7

0

22

7

.

16

8

13

16

9

16

6

8.

3

6

3

o

0

co

1

32

13

6

.6

13

0

0

o

2

.f
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Notes to Table 7.5

Participation Shift i

(1) The average difference between recipient rate of participation
in high cost schools and nonrecipient participation in high-cost
schools. Equation 7.1 divided by "i" (the sum of all recipients
and nonrecipients).

(2) The aveioga/rate of recipient participation in high-cost
schooli. Same as (1) but for recipients only.

(3) The percentof total recipient participation-accounted for by
aid (Equation 7.2).

Participation Difference

'(4) The average difference, between the Maximum recipient rate of
participation and all other recipient rates-of participation.
Equation 7.3 divided by "i" (the sum of all recipients tad
nonrecipients).

( ) The average difference between the maximum nonreeipient rate of
participation and all other nonrecipient rates of
participation. Equation 7.4 divided by "1" (the sum'of all
recipients and nonreeipients).

(6) The net impact of aid on participation differences (Equation
7.5).

Recipient ilitza Norm

(7) Maximum recipient rate of participation.

(6), Recipient based remainivf inequity (Equation 7-.8).

Nonrecipient Based Nore
%-

(9) The average shortfall in rate of participation of those
categories of recipients whose rate is less than the
nOnrecipient norm.

(10) Nonrecipient norm which is defined as the rate of participation
of the highest income' category of dependent nonrecipient
students.

(11) Remaining inequity nonrecipient norm which is the average
shortfall (9) as a percentage of the norm (10) (Equation 7.6).

C_,(12) The avdk.age increment by which those categories of recipients,
which are Urger than the nonrecipient viorm, exceed the porm.

(13) Overcompensation, which is the average excess participation of ,

recipients as a percentage of the.nonrecipient norm (Equation. /

7.7 or (12)1(10)).

7.24
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increasing participaticin differences in the presence of aid. Or, to put

it another way, we might say that the current distribution of aid, which

includes a, progressive scaling of the amount of aid in favor of those .

categories in deficit, is not sufficient to dampen o erride the

differences in propensity to participate.' Here, it is important to

stress the fact that aid is scaled to try to reduce these diffeiences.

In Exhibit 7.6, we have plotted the rate of participation of dependent

recipients in high-cost schocas andlithe percent of the total education4

cost which they receive in the form of loansk anu grants. it can be seen

that grants are distributed in a sharply progressive fashion, to favor

low-income students, yet the higherl-income students still have a much

higher rate of participation. This is what we mean by suggesting that
%

the current scaling is unable to compensate for the underlying propensity

to pursue a postsecc1dary education--while at the same time being quite

successful in increasig participation.

One result of these findings might be a recommendation that aid

should be redirected Away from certain categories of students, or that.

there ought to be a more progressive distribution-of aid toward the

'categories in deficit. _However, here one ,must take into account whether

or not the category has passed therelevant norm. It.is certainly

arguable whether one ought to reduce the rate of participation of any

group which falls below the lionrecipient norm in order to reduce

'differences among recipients. Thus, we turn to the final analysis, that

of remaining inequity'.

The Issue of Remaining Inequity.

For dependent students, those in the highest income category dominate

the equity analysis in two ways. For the recipient norm, there remains a

great ahortfall in total needed assistance. On the other hand, when the

nonrecipient norm is applied, a great deal of "overcompensation" is found

stemming maiitly from the fact'that a title'r of student categories exceed

the norm. in this-latter case, one could argue that the resources

directed toward the upper income groups ehould be redirected toward lower

7.25
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EXHIBIT 7.6: RATE OFrB4RTICIPATION AND VARIOUS FORMS OF AID AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL BUDGET FOR UNDERGRADUATE

DEPFANDENT'STUDENTS: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

-OVER $18,000'

$12-18,000

9-12,050

MUER $6,000

_

AYERAGE GRANTS AS A PERCENT OF BUDGET

RATE OF PARTICIPATION

AVERAGE LOANS AS A PERCENT OF
BUDGET

3

2,
4 5

RATE OF PARTICIPATION k4D pERCENT OF BUDGET

Source: Studeht financial aid records.
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income groups. The loss in rate of partici on ai the tol, would he

offset by gain at the bottom. To put this in other terms, the reduction

in participation-differences could be accomplished without an inirease in

remaining,inequity.

For independent students, we cannot put forth a similar case. Here,

'remaining inequity is between two and three times greater than

overcompensation., and overcompensation is quiteismall, so that .

retargeting aid would-have to be very precise in order to reduce both

overcompensation (and participation differences) without increasing

remaining inequity.

Across the other student characteristids (see Tables 7.6 and 7.7),

the remaining inequity is smaller than agross the income categories for

both dependent and independent students. AA above, where this is the

case, we suggest that income is the key variable, i.e., the observed

differenceirare related to disparities in income which are correlated

with,the other student characteristics. Therefore, targeting.any

r redistribution toward incqme.should work to reduce any negative effects

observed in the correlated variables.
A

CONCLU$ION

Although much of this chapter.has been devota to a methodological

discussion:of aur approach to the rather difficult analysis of tile impact

of financial aid on participatian in higher education using.cross-

sectional data, the results do provide some important conclusions.
3C

First, for both dependent and independent students, financial aid clearly

increases an individual's chances.of gaining entry into igh-cost
.

poitsecondary-Schools. There is a marked increase in the rate of
,

.participation at every income level; for independent students)the rates

of participatio4 for recipients are almost twice as high as those for

nonrecipients; While for dependent students, the shift is less marked but

still significant. One way to interimet these figures is to .observe that

recipients with incomes less than $6,000 attend at a rate roughly equal

7.27
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to that of.nonrecipients with i.qomes of'over $15,000. This is what we

have called the income adjustmen effect. If the object of aid is to

attempt to equalize rates of behavior across levels of income, financial

Aid has certainly had an impact.

Secondly, while the *impact of aid measured by participation shift is
.40

clearly in .the expected direction'toward greater participation,,the -

impact of aid on perticipation differences (i.e., ihe slope of effect)

WAS found to run counter to our expectations. That is, where we expected

that financial aid would work to equalize the behavior of recipients with

different incomes, the data appear to indicate that, the ,tatgeting re;

. financial aid to economic disadvantages is not sufficient to offset the

innate incomeretated.differences in the propensity to pursue
411

postsecondary education:

. The significance of participation differences or other noneconomic

characteristics (for both students and institutions) was found to be

generally.related to the variable's relationship to the economic factors

(e.g., ethnicity, type of institution). This being the case, the

targeting of the aid distribution toward the financial circumstances of

the family would appear to work to reduce any negative effectsothat might

be observed in the correlated variables.

235
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TABLE 7.6: -THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL AID ON RATES OF PARTiCIPATION FOR VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
BY INSTITUTION LEVEL AND CONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Student

tbaracterisficeZ

4-Year Private School::

Independent Students

Incase

Race

Gencler

Age

Ability

Dependent Students
.

-0^fice

Gender

Age

Ability

4-Veer Educntiou

Independent

Income .

Race

Gender

Age

Ability

Dependent

Incoue

Gender

Age

Ability

Participation Shift ! Participation Difference '

S.

Recipient Based Norm
TO

Ronrecipient Belled Norm

'(1) (2) (3) 74) (6) (7) (a) (10) Cli) LTI

e

. e

10 21

1.3 40

$ 22

9 19

4 32

20 42

21 45

39

5 34

11 32

9 46,

19 50

11 55

11 51

7 55

17 -. 73

19 72

I i' , 78

5 : 69

5 69

'

.

-

48

33

36

47

13

49

44

21

15

34

'20

18

20

,. 22

13
#

23
J
26

14

7

r

15

4

13

5

10

35
1

12

20

13

a

19
.

4

21

12

18

23

12

18

19

16

.

8

1

3

4

20
.

31

7

7

"II

12

10

a

. 12

13
I.

23

31

24

3

12

17

R

v.

.

1.9

4.0
4.3

1.3

0.5

1.1

1.7

2.9

1.2

0.7

,1.9

0.5

_1.8

0.9

0.8

0.7

05
6.0'

1.6

0.9

32,

iz
27,

22

.40.
.

70

51

'49

44

38

60

54

65

59

70

91

78

-87

, 82

82

.

P

47

18

48

23

25

50

24

41

30

21.

32

7

32.

20

26
.

25

15

21

23

20

24

22

22

23

a

. 11

2-

7

15

10

36

34
- ,

33

33

29

9

12

a

?I

.14

42

42

42

42

42

42 _

42

42

42

42

84

84

84

84

84

84

84

84

84

84..

'57

52

52

55

18

26

5

17

36

24

43
,

40
-

36

39

35

11

14
..

10

25

17

0

0

0

et

o

5

5

4

2

0

0

0

0

f 0

0

2

0

2

0

o

.

0

0

o

o

12

12

10

4

0

o

-0

0

o

0

2

0

2

et

o

Source: Student Survey.
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TABLE 706: THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL AID ON RATES OFTARTICIPATION FOR VARIOUS CATtGORIES OF UNDRCRADUATE STUDENTS
BY INSTITUTION LEVEL AND OONTROL: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79 (Continued)

Studiukt

Characteriitics
Participation Shift ' Participation Differencr Recipient Based Norm Nonrecipient Based Norm

--CM31) (2) (3) (4) (s) (7) (s) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Private Education

Independent,

13,

'6

25

43

52

26

14

a

. 4

1

3.5

8.0

36

27

39

30

20

22

45

45

44

49

0

0

0

0

Income

Race

Candor 11 25 44 p 4 3.8 31 48 21 45 47 0 0

Age 11 23 48 4 4 1.0 26 15 22 45 49 0 0

Ability 17 55 . 31 . .10 7 1.3 63 16 0 45 0 10 22

Dependent
r

Income 22 49 45 34 23 1.5 76 45 2 45 4 7 16

Race 23 50 46 16 4 0.4 58 14 2 454 4 7 16

Condor 7 44 16 21 8 2.6 . 54 39 5 45 11 6 13,

Age s va 20 7 6 1.2 47 15- '5 45 11 1 2

Ability ' 22 54 41 12 9 1.3 53 23 3 45 7 2 4

Source: Student Survey.

4,
Note: See definition on Table 7.5.
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TABLE 7 7: THE IIPACT OF
. BY INSTITUTIONAL

Student

Cbaracteristics

FINANCIAL AID ON RATES OF PARTICWATION
SFLECTIVI TY : ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Participatioa Shift ' Participation Difference

FOR VARIOUS CATEGORtES OF MNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Recipient Based Norn Nonrecipient Based Korn
(1) (2) (3) (5Y (6) (7) (8) (0) (10) -00 (12) (di)

WET Selective School,'

' ..

.

..

I

S4

Ct

4

3

9

2

,

4,

6

9

6

9

130

6

7

9

6

5

7

8

8
...

10

24

22

37

19
27

38

12

64

33

35

47
.

46

64

47

52

64

55

17

63

62

1

17

1 9

24

11

19

11

6

14

Ja-
26

28

13

li

19

12

8

'13

22

13

16

.0

Se.
...--,.

4

..

6

19

5

3

18

15
. .

19

10

10

-26

a

21

9

9

14
.. ,

18

33 .

10

6

17

.
4

13

. 7

1

a

22

17

a

16

1.7

Al-

10

15

6

3

S '

17

27

11

21

8

1.5

1.5

\S 0.7
3.0

2.3

0.7

1.1

1.3

0.6

1.2 ,

in
08
1.4

1.1

3.0

1.8

1.1

1.2

0.9

0.3

2.1

'''

28

31

42

21

41

41.

50

41

69

39

51

53

56

68

49

65

78

71

42

47

76

21

61

6

14

44

'NY

46
....

14

26

39

15-

38

13

40

22

23 .

46

24

9

22

33

35

19

37

20.

18

10

17

23

21

'

34

36

18

14

-29

19

27

19 .

18

19

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56
,

81

81

SI

81

81

81

81

81

81

81

60

63

34

66

50

32

5i# ,

30

41

37 -

42

44

22.,

42

16

23

33

23

22

23

,

1

'

0

0

0

0

0

0

co

0

0

.0

,0

0

0

0

0-

0

0

0

0
o

0

. 0

.0

0

o

0

0

0

co

_

0

o

0

0.

o

o

co

0

0

0

0

Independent

income

Race

Gender

Age

Ability

'Dependent

Income

Race

Gander

Age

Ability

Selective Schools

Independent

Income

Race

Gender

Age

Ability

Dependent

Income

Race

Gender

Age

Ability

Sources Student Survey.

110111: Se* definitions 24Q7.73.
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. 8
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INSTITUTIONAL PARAGING PRACTICE

# -AND THE EOUITY OF AID DISTRIBUTION

Existin,packaging practices often produce
--ineiptitable results. StOdents with similar needs
often receive different packages. A few
institutions have gone so far as to burden
students with large loans without first
investigating their eligibility for Basic
Grants.

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, ,

Hearings before the Subcoittee on
Postsecondary Education, House of
Representatives, Part 8, July 19, 1979, page
86. a

INTRODUCTION

As noted in these recent legislative hearings, schools vary

tremendously in the ways in which financial aid ts packaged and disbursed

to students. While same sctiools adhere fo very structured guidelines and

procedures in the packaging of financial aid, Qthers utilize more/of a

student-specific approach in order to better meet the unique needs of

their students. The analyses in this chapter are, therefore, an attempt

to attribute differences in the granting of financial:aid to variations

in ins.titutional 'award procedures.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS'

Such aifferences in the allocation of financial aid, howev r, are not

determined exclusively by variations in management practices at. he

institutional level. There are also differences amoAg students in their
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need for financial aid and among characteristics of the various

educational institutions; thus, differences in the awarding of financial

Aid are contingent upon Variations at both the institution- and

student-level. This type ofsanalysis presents two methodological

problems which will be the subject of the following discussion--the

appropriate unit bf analysis and the choice of an analytical approach.

To accurately examine the parameters which determine financill aid

outcomes,'it is necessary to link institutional-level variables (e.g.,

management practices and institutional characteristics) with

student-level variables (e.g., the financial rdsources of the students).

Whenever variables are.linked frau different sources, there is some

concern about what is the proper4unit of analysis. In this study, the

choices are either the institution '(nm,172) or the -student (n=17,262).

Obviously, this large 51ifference in sample sitzes requires some decision

as to tile proper analytical unit, since the choice that is made will

ultimately determine the number of degrees of freedom which will be used

in the ensuini analysis.

To confirm the institution as the proper unit of arrlysis, an

empirical analysis was und aken. Severil researchers (e.g., Raizen,

1974; and Darlington, 1970-
1/

}lave demonstrated how the variability_ in

the data base can be examined to yield empirical evidence as to the

proper unit of analysis. The rationale is that-if there is more

variability among students within'schools than across schools, then the

appropriate unit of analysis is the student. Conversely, if the

variability is greater across schools that within schools, the

institution should be the unit of analysis. Since students were nested

1/
Raizen, and S.B. Bobraw, Design For A National Evaluation of Social

Competence In Head Start Children, Report for the Office of Child
Development,.Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Rand
Corporation, 1974; R.B. Darlington, "Methods, Issues, And Some
Illustrative Findings in Analyzing the Data on the Consortium on
Developmental Continuity," (Paper presented at American Educational
Research Association, Toronto, 1978).



within institutions, the expectation was that the variability among

schools was greater than that within schools. Usiag a one-way analysis

of variance across schools on the dependent variables of interest

(loan-work percentage, self-help percentage and net-price percentage), it

was shown that this was in fact the case; thus, the empirical analysis

supported she use of the institution as.the proper unit of analysis.

The second issue deals with the choice of an appropriate analytical

approach. Since schools vary both in terms of cost and the financial

resources of the student beidy, a simple analysis of various financial aid

odtcomes without considering these pre-exisEigg differences would be

potentially misleading. That is, the variation in outcomes, such as the,

average loan-work percentage, fluctuates with changes in cdst and the

variability of the financial resources ot the student body. Therefore,

in order to attribute differences in financial aid outcomes to the actual

management practices of the school, extraneous variables such as cost and

family financial support must be controlled. Otherwise, the differences

in outcomes may be attributable to these extraneous variables.

While it was not possible to expeiimentalli control these variables;

it is possible to.exercise ex post statistical control through analysis

of sovariance procedufes or hierarchical setwise regression procedures.

The dhoice between the two procedures is completety arbitrary, since they

both yield the same results. Cohen and Cohen*(1975)--
2/ have pointld ont

that analysis of covariance ie merely an extension oaf multiple rpgression

procedures, and have documented the correspondence,of the two methods:

Only when the assumption of homogeneity of regression lines2/ is not

2/.7. Cohen and P. Cohen, Applied Multiple Regression/Correlation
Analyses for
41975).

-1/This is an assumption of the analysis of covariance procedure.
Simply stated, it requires that the relationship between the dependent
variable aad the covariates is not statistically different among the
groups (i.e., packaging types).

the dpavioral Sciences MI.: Stihn Wiley and Sons,
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satisfied does the dhoice of the method matter. When this assumption is "
.

not satisfied, analysis of covariance is not a valid procedure; thus, one

must rely upon hierarihical setwise regression procedures and include the
r *,

appropriate interaction terms. Since the asaumption ofctgmogeneity of

regression lines was, in this case, statistically satisfied for eag

dependent variable, analysis of covariance procedures was employed.

Analysis of covariance is ideally suited 'I.= the questions addressed °

.

in this chapter for several rea4ns. Pirst, it allows us to control for

initial differences on the two covariate4,cost and family contribution.

it It enables us to examine the outcome variables as if all institutions

were alike on these measures. Second, the method permits the use of
.

.

continuous and categorical variables within the same analysis. Third, V
. ,

the method allows us to test for significant differences across the
.

.

levels of the categorical variable.
,

,

' As previously discussl, the ultimate aim of this' chapter is to

attribute differences on financial aid variables to.differences in

institutional management procedures. Up to this point, owever, the

variables involved in such analyses have been only vague y men4ned and

described. In the next section, the variakles which will be employed in

the analyses are described in terms of their use in the analysis, how

they are conceptualized, and at what level they are measured.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES USED

The variables which will be used fall into three categories:

covariates4 independent variables; and dependent variables. Ihe analysis

of covariance procedure tests for differences on the dependent variable

acroWthe various levels of the independent var able, while statis-

tically adjusting for differences on the covaria s. Zech of the types

of variablea is described below.

Covariates. The covariates 'which will be used for each institution

are the cost of the school program (the total full-time undergraduate

cost of tuition and fees) and the total expected family Contributions jftal

the population of all aid applicants. Cost was recorded from the



A

institutional questionnaire for each institution, whereas family

contribution was,aggregated fran the student-level date. By using these

two varAbles as covariates, the institutions were treated as if they all

have the same Values on these variables.

Independent Variable. 'The independe(nt variable consists of one

categorical variable which iepresents different packaging (management)

typologies. These packaging typologies were created from a logical

analysis of the datai.provided by financial aid officera about their

manageient practices. Each packagin4 typology has a unique set of

procedures and guidelines whiCh diaerentiates it from the remaining

types. It should be noted, however, that these packaging typologies are

for the most part artificial constructs. They ere,not rigid treatments

applied in te same maper across all scifools claiming to use a given

approach. In fact, many aid officers were at a loss to describe evenopt

an elementary level how -they awarded aid to students. Therefore, there

is probably as much veriation within practice as acrois'practicee and.,

wire importantl*, the,same packaging approach may result in difflerent;

outcomes across institvtions.

A complete description of the set of characteristics which comprise

, each packaging type fe given in Volume 1, Chapter 9, of-this report. The

basic underlying themes of each packaging tylie are summarized below:

*

1. Nonreturnab4 Aid/Self-help Ratio: institutions seek to
equalizethe'retici,of grants td self-help support for all
students;

2. Fixed Grant: all students receive the same (fixed)-feirl
nonreturnable grant aid--self-help is used to meet the remAiAing
need (for those students for whom the grant award meets their
total need, no self-help is given);

3. Fixed Self-help: this is ttin/everse of (2) with self-help and ,
loans and/or work .being the first source of'aid packaged;

4. Fixed Work: this is like (3) but the only self-help-used is
work;

5. Fixed Loan: same as (4) but loans hre used;

6. Floating Grants: all students receive some grant support but no

fixed ceilings or floors are established--the approach reflects
a greater degree of discretion than those above;

8.5
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7. 'Grants Float or Axe Zero: same as (5) but not all students
receive some grant support;

8. Package Based on Scholastic Ability: the awarding of grant aid
is prioritized on.the basis of scholas5ic ability; and

9. No Established Rules: students are treated on an individual
first-comet'first-aerved basis. -

Due to the 4tremely small number of schoOls in categories 2, 5, and

8, these categories were eliminated from further analysis. Also,

categories 3 and 4 were combined.into,ong group due td their similarity

and the low number of cases in each group.

Dependent Variables. Each of the selected variables was expressed as

the perceptagd of the studenes budget for which it accounted; thus,

loan-work percentage represents the percentage of the budget that is

accounted fof by the combined sources of loans andlowork. The variables

are listed and described below:

1. loan-work percentage, the percentage accounted for by the
combined sources of loansand work;

2. self-help percentage, the percentage accounted, for by the
combined sources of loan, work, ani summer savings;

3. net-Trice petcentage, the perZentagefacdounted for by the
combined sources of loans, work, summer savings, and any
unpackaged shortfall between all resources and the student's
total cost of education.

The three dependent variables are employed in the analysis in two

d ferent ways. In the first set of analyses, the mean on each variable

isQxamined. An examination at thisjlevel indicates only whether there

is a difference across the packaging types in the average value of each

dependent variable. In the second se.; of analyses, the coefficient of

variation (see Chapter 6) of each dependent variable is examined to

determine if the average variability of the measures differs across .

pacicaging types. Whi3a both sets examine the same dependeZvariables,

the analyses focus on different; but complimentary, aspects of the
#

variables. The first set examines the variables in such a way as to

determine if there'are any differences among the average amounts', wbereas

the second aet focuses on differences in variations.

8.6
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As has been previously discussed, the unit of thesnalysis is the

institution; consequently, student-level variables were aggregated to the

institutional level. The aggregation of student level variables was not

based on the total sample of students in the study, but only upon

full-time dependent students who were receiving some form of iinancial *

aid. The restriction to include only the above sample was based on

several factors. First, this subsample ief ape total sample represented

by far the largest homogeneous group of students in the sample. Second,

since* independent students differ in so many ways from dependent'

students, the inclusion of.independent students might have masked or
;

contaminated the results 'of the analysis. Third,'due to the extremely

low number of independent students in some of the schools, an analysis
A

strictly on independent students might have led to spurious or erroneous

concluaions.

THE FIRST MODEL: PROCEDURES WHICH THE INSTITUTIONS CLAIM TO EMPLOY AS A
PREDICTOR OF STUMENT OUTCOMES.

An analysis of covariance on the means of the dependent variables

indicates that there-is very little difference in outcomes across the

five packaging types. An ipection of Tables 8.1 through 8.3 reveals

that only on net-price did the differences approach statistical

significance (p <.09). After initial differ,ences on costs and average

family contribution are removed from the institutionst-only minimal

differencep are accounted for by the packaging types. This amount is

indicated by the unusually small sum-of-squares for packaging type and

the associated F ratios.

+lb
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TABLE.8.1: REPULTS.OF ANALYSIS OF COVERLANCE ON MEAN LOAN-WORK PERCENT-
AGE: ,ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Source of Variation DF Significance

,

,

Covariates 2 6.03 ., .003
Packaging Type 4 .40 .81
Residual 141

Source: Asgregated Student Sui'vey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey,data.

TABLE 8.2: RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON MEAN SELF-HiLP
PERCENTAGE: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Sour6 of Variation DF S Significance

\

Covariates 2 9.33 .001
Packaging Type 4 .45 .78
Residual 141

Source: Aggregated Student Survey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey data.

A

TABLE.8.3: RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON MEAN NET7PRICE PERCENT-
AGE: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

4130.

Source Of. Variation DF F Significance

Covariates 2 4.2 .02
Packaging Type - 4 2.l .09
Residual 141

Source: Aggregated Student Survey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey data.
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Table 8.4 presents the means of the variables after adjusting for

initial differences on the covariates. The similaritil. of-the 'eans_

across the packaging types 'again reflects the lack of significant

differences. 61y an net-price, which approaches statisticai signifi-

cance, do the values appear to differ substantially. The results on

net-price suggest that the set of Oatures associated with the "Floating

Grant" packaging approach may lead to the greatest average net-price.

However, due to the nonsignificant Ft we °certainly cannot impute a causal

relationship between this packaging type and average net-Trice'

percentage. The results should be=viewed only as suggesting such a

relationship.

TABLE 8.4: ADJUSTED MEANS ON THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES BY PACKAGING TYPE:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79'

Packaging Type

Non- Grants
Returnable Float No
Aid/Self yixed Floating or are Establishe'd
Help Ratio Self-Help Grants Zero Rules

Loan.WOrk Percentage 31.67 29.78 30.97- ,29.7.9- 27.62
Self-Help Percentage' 29.3 27.90 . 26.07 27.06 . 26.50
Net-Pride Percentage 48.04 49.86 '' 53.93 46.11 003.59

Source: Aggregated Student Survey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey data.

The results for each of the dependent variables, exptessed as

coefficients of variation, are summarized in Tables 8.5 through 8.7. In

general, the r4lUlts of the analyses indicate that once initial

differences an the covariates are removed, the differences on the

dependent variab.les across the five packaging types are again not

statistically significant. The significance of the F ratio for packaging

type across the three dependent variables ranges from 0.56 to 0.64.
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TABLE 8

T
5:4 RE =IS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON LOAN -WQRK: ACADEMIC

.1

1978-79

Source of Variation DF, F Significance

de.

Covariates
Pactaging Type
Residual

11.9 .01

4 .63 ,- .54
132

Source: Aggregfted Studklt Survey data merged with Instieutional Site
Visit Survey data.

TABLE 8.6: 14i$ULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON THE COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATfON OF TOTAL SELF-HELP: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

.

Source of Vaniation DF Significance'

Covariates
-

Packaging Type 4
Residual 132

1.10 .01

.68 .61

Source: Auregated Stt;ant Survey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit SurvSy data.

TABLE 8.7: RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON THE COEFFICIENT'OF
VARIATION OF NETPRICE: ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

4

4.

Source of" Variation DF F Significance,

Covariates
Packaging Type.
Residual

A 2

4 _

132

.38

.75

.68 .

.56

Source: Aggregated Student Survey-data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey data.

8.10



Although none of the F ratiqs approach Ow customarily accepted

levels of statistical significance, a-cousistent pattern can be detected

by examining the adjusted means of the dependent variables across the

five packaging types. The adjust'ed means for ,each dependent variable are

presented in,Table 8.8. An inspection of the adjusted means reveals that

Icross all dente dependenp variables, the "Floating Grant/Or Are Zero"

approach has the highest coefficient of variation. This ihdicates that

relative to theimean, the management Practices associated with this

typology result in the most variation on the outcomes, even after initial

differences on the covariates are removed. To reiterate, though, as the

nonsignificant .F ratios indicate, there are no statistically significant

differences'Across the gve packaging types. Consequently, we Can only

suggest that the evidende seems to indicate that this packaging approach

may lead to greater variation than the other'packaging types.

The failute to tind significant differences across the various

packaging types may be due to the variability in specific practices

within each of the constructs. Although each packaging type has a

general underlying theme or set of features, there still remain many

variations. It may also reflect the lack of correspondenqe between what

financial aid officers claim to 0 and what they actually do. This

votential problem is not unique to this study, but is inherent whenever

' One .relies upon self-reported data.

. In summary, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about the

effect of the institution's packaging approach on student outcomes. Two

possible causes came to mind: factors outside our selected mo41 are

morerlikely to be assOciated with variations ihstudent outcomes; or, the

difficulty in measuring packaging practice has resulted in greater

variations within the identified approaches than between practices. At
f

this pant, we believe the latterlto be the case. Financial aid

packaging is a rather nebulous concept, which implies different things to

different individuals. While we have attempted to impose a logical

framework of packaging practice upon the schools, there are inherent

8.11
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TABLE 8.8: ADJUSTED MEANS ON THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES BY PACKAGE TYPE:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Packaging Type

Non Grants
Returnable Float No*
Aid/Self Fixed Floating or are Established

. Help Ratio Self-Help Grants .Zera Rules

Loan Work Percentage 99.9 104.1 100.1 114.3 86.2
Self-Help Percentage 87.1 96.3 88.0 105.9 83.1
Net-Price Percentage 60.9 53.5 57.9 69.7 56.2

Source: Aggregated Student Survey data merged with Institutional Site
Visit Survey data.

problems in classifying inst4utions into typologies based on,

self-reported data. Therefore, in the next section of thia chapter we

will attempt to further explore this area using packaging approaches

empirically derived from data on student outcomes.

THE SECOND MODEL: THE iMPIRICAL APPROACH

In an attempt to group inatitutions on an empirical basis uiing

student outcomes, a cluster analysis was employed. This technique is a

statistical method which permits the identification of groups of

observations (ii this examplei institiutions) that are maximally similar
1

(as-measured on a'specified sat of attributes) within clusters and yet

which are dissitilar frau allkother clusters. It is particularly

appropriate when, as'in this'Case, there is no a priori basis or

theoretical information on whiah to make classification decisions.

The institutions were clustered using a set of five variables:

1. the average net-price percentage of'the student body;
I

2. the coefficient of Variation on net-price percentage;,
:-

3. the average family contribution of the student body;

8.12.
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yoi

4. the avetage calculated budget of the student body; and

5. the selectivity of each school.

This 'set of variables was selected for several reasons: first, it

includes the important input variables used in the disbursement of

financial aid (e.g., family contribution and budget); second, it provides

a contextual description of institutions (e.g., selectivity, and average

student wealth); and third, it provides a measure of financial aid

?ftttomes (net-price percentage-average and coefficient of variation).

tiling this set v riables, the institutions were optimally classified

into seven d'stinct clusters which are descrizbed in Table 8.9.

An inspecti n of the table reveals that there vas a wide range of

differences across the clustering variables. However, when examined for

specific management practices (i.e., the data which were used to j

construct.the paekaging types examined above), no significant diffetences

were found to exist. /Thus, while we can empirically differentiate seven

distinct groups of ahancial aid outcomes, toe can detect no noticeable

differences within tile group in terdifof their ren-Orred management

praCtices. There re sever4 possible explanations. Firstiit is likely

that the question* posed to e financial aid officers failed to capture

the complexity o/f the underlying construct. In fact, many financial aid

officers found it extremely difficult.to objectively define and
E

categorize tneir method of opeTatron. They simply were not used to

thinking about their practices in such specific ways. A second

explanation related to the measuiement of perceived versus actual

behavior. How-tinancial aid officers'perceive4leir behaviormaysnot

actually reflect their true actions. To the wftent that this is

occurring, the data on outcomes will alwiys be it variance with the

reported treatments.

Despite the inability to link specific mansgement, pièt ices to

financial aid outcomes, it is possible to identtfy some istinctive

differences on several salient characteristics across the seven clusters ,

ble,8.10). These are summarized on the next page.

8.13
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TABLE 8.9: MEAN VALUE OF CLUSTERING VARIABLES BY INSTITUTIONAL GROUP:
ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

vo

Clusters

2 3 4 5 6 7PM,

ALL SCHOOLS 9 63 47 25 5 9 3
Net-Price 49 50 52 44 60 42 44
Net-Price Coefficient
of Variation

391 195 228 189 266 199 146

Family Contribution 1 94 489 835 1785 1209 2219 3557
Selectivity. 349 641 633 819 0 1068 552
Budget 1607 2941 , 4158 5231 6307 6709 5613'

Source: Student financial aid records.

Cluster 1 consists of rather large, inexpensive schools with
-relatively low applicants to FAO ratios. Seven _of the nine
schools are 2-year public, and two are 4-year public schools.
The average family contribution of the students attending these
schools is relatively low. Although the average net-price is
relatively low, there is a great deal of deviation on this
variable.

Cluster 2 is comprised of very large but relatively inexpensive
schools. The ratio of applicants to FAOs is higher due to the
large number of students attending such schools. The majority
of the schools are public institutions (76% at either the 2- or

\ 4-year level). As with the first cluster, the family
contribution of the students attending these schools is
relatively low. However, it should be noted that the family
contribution is over four times greatgr among Cluster 2 schools
than Cluster 1 schools. ,In terms of average, net-price, and the
coefficient of variation, these schools are in the middle range.

Cluster 3 institutions are relatively large schools.which tend
to cost more than the previous clusters, but ate considerably
less expensive than the remaining clusters. The number of -

applicant,* toFAOs is toward the middle of the range. Most of
the schools are either 4-year public or private (68Z) schools
with students whose fami,ly contribution is vastly higher than
the previous clusters, but drastically lower thca the remainin
clusters. In terms of average net-price and the coefficient o
variation, these schools fall in the,middle of the range.

8..14
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TABLE 8.10: MEAN VALUE OF RELATED INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS BY
CLUSTE CADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

ClUsters

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6

Total Undergraduate
gnrollment Size 3535 5306 3537 :982 239 1962

Average Undergraduap
Cost of ,Tuition
and Fees 148 772 1536 2645 2586 4281

Size of Financial
Aid Okfice (Average
Number of Professional \
Staff) 5.6 7.9 8.1 3.7 2.0 '5.5

Number of'Aid Lt

Applicants Per Office
Staff 192 249 247 262 143 257

Percent Institution Type ,

4-Year Public 22 49 34 MED

4:-Year Priitate - 5 34 83 20 100
2-Ye4r Public 78 27 11 _ -

2-Year Private - 3 4 17 - -
Proprietary 16 1,7 80 _

7
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Source: Institutional Site Visit Su'rvey.

Cluster 4 institutions are relatively small, expensive schools
with a rather high ratio of applicants to financial aid
officers. The schools are all private: 83 percent at the
4-year level and 17 percent at the 2-year level. The family
contribution of the students is relatively large compared to the
previous clusters. On the two outcomes, average.net-price and
coefficient of,variation. the schools in this cluiter are very

Ow

Cluster 5 is comprised almost exclusively1 f small, expensive
proprietary schools with very few financial aid officers.
Although the family contribution in these schools is relatively

4
high, thii cluster, is extremely high in terms of the two

\

outcomes.



Cluster 6 contains large, expensive schools with a relatively
large number of applicants to financial aid officers. All of
the nine schools are 4-year private schools with an extremely
high level of family contribution. Although ,the average
net-price is lowest among these schools, the coefficient of
variation fall& in the middle of the range.

Cluster 7 is a very'small cluster (N=3) of small, but relatiyely
expeneive schools. They have a 1.04 number of applicants per
financial aid offices. The low number of applicants is Probably
a result of 'the very large level of family contribution in these
schOols. The students in these schools also have very low
vdlues on the two measures of net-price. Again4 this is prob-
ably a direct result of the greateraamily financial support
which tends to reduce the financial needs of the students.

While these clusters of institutions are significantly different on

the variables employed in their construction, it is rather difficult to

discern any pattern of relationship between the selected outcome measures

(i.e., the average and variation of net-price) and the institutional data

collected in thia study. At best, there appears to be a very rough

positive relationship between the outcomes and the proportion of private

institutions itythe cluster, ,the proportion of 4-year sdhools and the

average enrollment size. As the institution cluster becomes comprised

less of small 4-year private inatitutions, the average net-price and the

coefficient of tariation become larger. Similarly, there is a rather

rough inverse'relationship between the outcome.measures and the average

budget, the average fsmily,contribution and the size.of the financiel aid

office (this is related to the previous positive relationship with

size). In this cake, higher budgets and 'a less needy student population

are related to lower average net-prices and lower coefficients of
1.

variation. While only approximate, both of these conclusions support the

results observed in the previous'chapter regarding the effect of

-institutional access to financial ai&,resources and the homogeneity of

the student aid applicant population upon the chosen outcome measures.
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CONCLUS/ON

Although the intent of this chapter (i.e., to determine the impus..of

institutional practices.upon student financial aid outcomes) has not

proven particularly fruitful, we are hesitant to dil7iss the existence of

such effects simply on the basis of statistical crite\ria. Based upon thi

observations pf our field staff and conversati9ns wit financial aid

officers, it is our belief that there aie discernible 'ffergAes in

operating practices and, moreover, that these difference are related to

the way in which financial aid is distributed.. Our faiiu e to isolate

such effects is a result.cif the problems inheren't in measu ing, for the f:

first time, such a complex-factor. At this point, while we can conclude

that differences in treatmentsdo exist, we must leave it to iutu e

research to ferret out the specific behaviorsl characteristics isch are

most closely'associated with their occurrence.

8.11
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MAJOR PROJECT DELIVERABLES

1) Stage I Final Report. Volume I: Federal Management Practices

2) Stage I Final Report. Volume II: Funding History and the
,Overall Achievement of program
Goals

3) Stage I Final Report. Volume III: Regional Office Procedures

4) Stage I Final Report. Volume BEOG Simulation Study

5) Supporting qtatement for the Request for OMB Clearance and Data
Collection Instruments: Site Visit Study

6) Interviewer's Training Manual

7) Editor's Manual

8) Supporting Statement for the Request for OMB Clearance and bata
Collection Instrumentt Mail Survey of Institutions

9) Site Visit Report

10) Data Processipg and File Documentation Report for the Student
Survey

II) Sample Design, Yield,- and Bias Report for the Student Survey

12) Yield Report for the Institutional Mail Survey

13) Data Processing and File Documentation Report for the Mail
Survey of Institutions

14) Study of the Impact of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act
(MISAA)
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APPENDIX B

THE CURRENT FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED
BY THE U.S.,OFFICE OF EDdCATION

As discussed in Chapter 2, Congress has established within the U.S.
Office of Education (USOE) a variety of student aid programs to remove
the economic barriers to attendance at postsecondary institutions for
persons from'al4 classes of society who have the ability and desire to

'benefit from such educaticin. To accomplish this objective, the Federal
government offers three types of financial aid through five programs, all
of which are based solely on the student's financial condition and are
without regard to race, sex, his/her scholastic ability, desired course
of study, etc. These programs of financial aid are divided into three
types:

(1) Loans: funds which a student borrows and repays after
graduation or termination; including,

a) ,4National DireQt Student Loan (NDSL),
b) Federal Insured Student Loan (FISL) or State Insured

'Student Loans (collectively known as the Guaranteed
Student Loan program);

(2) Grants (or nonreturnable aid); funds which are gife assistance
and need not be repaid; including,

a) Basic Educationai Opportunity Grant (BEOG),
b) Supplemental Educational Qpportunity Grant (SEOG); and

(3) Work: a program in which the student may earn a portion of
1-1137her educational costs while attending school, namely, the
College Work-Study (CWS) program.

Programs of Federal student financial aid vary as to the degree of
direct responsibility the-institutional aid administrator must assume.
Those programs for.which the institution has considerab/y more control
and obl igations--namely,

the Supplemental Educational epportunity Grant,
the National Direct Student Loan, and the College Work-Study programs--
have traditionally been called Campus Based or Inseitution Based to
signifythis greater involvement. They are different from the BEOG
p-cogram under which students apply directly to the Office of Education

(



for an entitlement which can,then be carried to any school of their

at.

choice. The amount of the grant is out4c2.%,the control of the financial
...- IP

.
.

aid officer. ...:3...

a. The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant,Program (BEOG)11

The BEOG program was authorized,under Sukpart I of, Part A of Title IV

of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended by theEducation

Amendments of 1972 and 1976. Its purpose is to provide eligible students

lZith a "foundation of financial aid to help defray the costs of

postsecOndary education.
a 2/ It is an entitlement vogram by which a

student has the legal right to receive a grant if'all application and

eligibility requirements Ave been fulfilled.

The Basic Educational Opportunity Giant program is the newest of the.

Federal student financial aid programs and is designed to provide a

"floor" upon which other financial aid programs are built. Unlike the

National Direct Student Loan, College Work-Study, and Supplemental

Edu icatonal Opportunity Grant Programs, there is no institutional_

allocation procea's. Rather, the institution receives the total amount

needed to fund all eligible student.s in attendance. Students may apply

either by completing a USOE Basic Grant application, or by indicating on

the ACT, CSS, State of Pennaylvania, or State of New Jersey student aid

forms their desire to have the clata forwarded to the central processor in

Iowa City where a nationally uniform formula, approved annually by

Congresa,, is utilized:: The result 14 this ahalysis is not subject to any

discretionary latitude on the part of the financial aid officer, who must
4

merely apply the result to a Payment Schedule based upon the student's

cost of attendance.,(as defined by BEOG), and his/her enrollment status

(half, three-quarter or full-time) and finally adjust it if the program

is less than eight months in length or crosses the award peTiod (7/1
4

through 6130). Funds are normally disbursed through the insitution,,but

a school may elect to have USOE make payments directly to the student,.

The material provided here -has been-extracted from the Finant.lial Aid

Tool Kit, developed by,Ms. Alice Diamond for the National Assocfation

of Trade and Technical School's.

Basic Grant Handbook, 1977-78, p. 11.
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(8ee be,low, the Alternate Disbursement System (ADs). ) The folloWing is a
summary of the major program characteristics:

`11pe of Aid: Nonrepayable.gift assistance applied for directlythrough the Federal government.

Minimum and Maximum: During academic year 1978-79, BEOG scheduledawards ranged from $200 to $1,600 (e.., for the academic year1979-80 the maximum BEOG award, was raised to $1,800). The iange payvary yearly depending upon Congressional approval of funds.
, TheBasic Educational-Opportunity Grant is awarded by award period(July 1 through June 30th),Prather than by the student'i academicprogram, as 4tle case in Campus Based programs. If a student'sacadmic year crosses the government's

aWard period, it is.neceesaryto file two applications--one for the period ver g the remainderin the first award period, and the next for the ensu'ng award period.

Cumulative-Awards: Normally, a student may receive BEOG for no morethan four academic years. The exception to this is in the case ofcoures which are designed to extend for five years, or whereremedial coursework necessitates one additional year. IS- the atudenthas been attending parttime, and thus receiving reduced benefits, hisperiod ofontitlement will beh proportionately extended so as to allowa maximumof four (or five, if applicable) full "Scheduled Awards."The BEOG prSgram monitors tale number of periods of eligibility usedby each student. Students who have less than a full-yeai ofeligibility remaining will have this noted on their StudentEligibility Reports (SER). The ipstitution should check thisinformation to assure that no awards are made to students whoseeligibility has expired.

Institutional Eligibility: In order to participate in the BEOGprogram, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Divisionof eigibilfty and Agepcy Evaluation in the U.S. Office ofEducation. If the institution elects to disburse funds direct/y tothe student (as do .most institutions),
an "Agreement CoveringInstitutional Participation in Programs of Student FinancialAssistance" must be signed before funds will be authorized. Incontrast to the Campus Based programs, no time lag between

determination of institutional eligibility and student participationis necessary. Students enrolled in institutions which becomeeligible durinra given award period may receive their fullentitlement for the year even if.the eligibility determination andreceipt of BEOG authorization are not received until late in the year.

Program Eligibility: Within an institution's course offerings,certain programs may be designated as eligible, whereas others may bedeClared ineligible. This relates to the length of the courie and

8-3
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whether a high school diplbma ovrecognized equivalent is required of
VP' regular students. In addition to the program eligibility require-

ments outlined,below for CWS, NDSL, and SEOG, to be eligible under
4

BEOG, a program must lead to a degree or certificate in a recognized,.
ocCupation.

Student Eligibility: Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive a BEOG, a student must:

be a U.S. citizen or national of the United States, prct
resident of the United,StWs-for other than temporary lourposes,
as evidenced by an 1-151 visa (permanent or resident alien card);

2. be enrolled in an eligible program in an eligible institution;

3. be enrolled at least half time (12 clock hours per,week).
Awards for students who are enrolled at least half time, but
less than full time (24 clock 'ficonrs), are proportionately
reduced under this program;

4. be making satisfaCtory progress in his/her course of study;

5. pot be in default'on a loan obtained for attendance at the
inatitutiot or owe a refund on a grant received at the
institution;

be an undergraduate. If a student has received a bachelor's
degree from another institution, he/she is ineligible to receive
a BEOG despite the fact that the current level of training
imrsued is at the undergraduate level or that the previous
institution was, ineligible;

LT0

7. demonstrate financial need by means of the BEOG application.

Student Application Process: The student obtains either a BEOG
-- application, the American College Testing application (Family'

Financial Statement--the FFS), the College Scholarship Service
application (Financial Aid Form--the FAF), or if eligible to do so in
the States of New Jersey or Pennsylvania, the appropriate state
financial data collection forms. ACT, CSS, and the States of New
Jersey and.Pennsylvania have entered into contracts with the U.S.
Office of Education to-transmit the data received to the USOE
processor for calculation. This system, called multiple data entry,
is a boon to students and parents as it means that only a single.form
need be completed to determine eligibility to receive'both Campus
4Based aid and/or BEOG.

After the application is completed, the student submits it either to
the need analysis servicer being utilized (e.g., ACT or CSS), or to
BEOG in Iowa City if the regular BEOG application has been used.

B - 4



The processing cedter, based upon a formula approVed by Congress,
calculates the student's Eligibility Index and communicates this
directly to the student's home,via a Student EligibilLty Report (SER).

.

The student submits his/her SER to the institution he/she plans to
attend where the scheduled award is calculated based up* the BEOG
cost allowances forthe school, the student's Eligibility Index, and
the Payment Schedule. Awards are further adjusted for less than
full-time attendance and for aoadenic periods less than nine months
in length.

The institution requests from the DHEW Federal Financing Systens
(DFAFS), Via the Monthly Cash Request Form, an amount of cash
sufficient to award first payments to-those students startint classes

, during the month, as well as for subsequent disbursements4for those
students now qualifying for a subsequent Imyment.

The" institution disburses the award to the student either by check or
by credit to the student's account. In the latter case, a signed
receipt or schedule of anticipated disbursements must be obtained
from the student. ,The student must also sign an affidavit attesting
to the fact that Federal aid dollars which he/she receives will be
used for educational purposes.

Validation of USOE Selected Sample: In addition to the routine
review which was always encouraged for financial aid officers with
respect to a student sample selected by USOE, institutions will now
be required to verify certain data elements before any disbursement
of funds is made. This sample of 200,000-applicants wilt be selected
primarily on the basis of criteria indicating a 'high probability of
questionable data. AZ student so selected will have his/her SER
"flagged" by an asterisk next to the eligibility index in the final
award section. Additionally, the student will receive an-
accompanying letter and Validation Form with the SER. All subsequent
application corrections made by the studLt during the year.will also
be flagged.

Award Disbursement: Payments must be made in equal amounts each
semester, trimester, or quarter if the institution utilizes such
academic units. Iftthe school does not haveuc divisions, at least
two disbursements must be made per year: once at the beginning and
then again no earlier tlan the midpoint of the portio9 ot the
student's Academic training falling in that .award period.

a

The Alternate Disbursement System (ADS): The Alt mate Disbursement
System provides payments to eligible students enrolled at eligible
institutions which do not wish to disburse payments Airectly to
students. 0

B-5
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Under the ADS system, a student 'completes ParCA of a "second-stage"
application (OE Form 304) and then sub

;

its it to the institution for
certification. Copies of ttiis complet d form and the SER are then
maile'd back to the BEO processor. AfFer process g, a Treasury
check for the first pa nt will be 4,-;led, along with instructions

.
.

for applying for subseque t payments ia the Form 304-1).

Application Deadlint Applications for awards to cover the 1978-79
school year must hawe been received by the processor no later than
March 15, 1979--This was also the deadline for receipt of

es;:stft

S pplememtal Forms. Corrections to previously processed applications
have been received by May 5. The exception to this is in cases

.

elected for validation.

Institutional Ilepoting Requirements: Two types of institutional
reports are required under the BEOG program:

A. The Praress Report

A report submitted three.times a year (November 15,
March 15, and July 15) which assesses current expenditures
in order to determine if the institution's authorization
should be raised or lowered.

el"

10
B. The Student Validation Rodter ,

q"..
.

An end-of-year r which reconciles fiscal accounts and
gives a per-student reporting of expenditures.

.-...

....
yew

b.. The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) Program

The Supplementetducational Opportunity Grapt program (SEOG) is the

current name for the Educational Opportunity-Grant program which was

authorized by Title IV, Part A0 of the Higher Education Act. of 1965 (P4L.7s,
89-329), asbemended.

The purpose of the SEOG progvm is to provide supplementat grants to

assist qualified students who, for lack of financial means, w d be

unable to obtain the benefits of postsecondary education without such a

grant.

Type of Aid: Nonrepayable.gift assistance for the exceptionally
needy student

1

Minimum and Maximum: SEOGs range from
year. Tf the period for which the awa
months or 900 clock hourf, the applic

2 gs-

$200 to $1,500 for an academic
is being made.is less than 8

le mknimum qt!,4 maxiii-l-um are



proportionately reduced. For example, if a student is enrolled in a
six-month course with 600'clock hours, the minimum SEOG that coUld be
revived would be $1501 and the maximum would be $1,125. .

Cumulative Awards: There is also a maximum cumulative SEOG award of
$4,000. Thus, if a student has received SEOG at another school, the
institution must correspond with the other institution to learn the
exact amount of the previous award.

Institutional Eligibility: In order to participate in the SEOG
program, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. OfZi,P e of Education.

Pro.sram Eligibitity: Within 'the school's cdArse offerings, certain
programs may be designated ap eligible, whereas others may be0
declared ineligible. To be an eligible program under SEOG, a course
must be 6 months and 600 clock houis in length and, if a proprietary
school, must admit as regular students only persons with a,high
school diploma or recognized equivalency or4 if a public or other
nonprofit school, admit only students beyond the compulsory age of
school attendance who can benefit fro& a pdstsecondary iloogram.

Student Eligibility: Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive an SEOG, a student must:

1. be a U.S. citizen, a resident of the Trust.Territories of the
Pacific,_ or in the United States for other than temporary
purposes, ,ss evidenced by an 1-151 visa (permanent...or resident
alien card);

2. be enrolled at least half time
clock hour is defined as a 50-
recitation, faculty supervised
internship;

3. be making satisfactory progress toward a degree or certificate
and be in good standing according to institutional standards;

(12 clock hours per wee ). A
to 60-minute-class, ecture,
laboratory, shop training, or

4. not be in dwfault on a loan received forattendance at the
ifistitu on or owe a refund on a graiit received at the school;

5. be of "e

is 4fin
of the

ptiCmal" financial need. Exceptional financial need
ap having a family contribution of less than one-half
1 costs associated with attendance at the institution.

7



Example:

tu on ans141 fees $2,000
books and supplies 175
personal expenses .4, 450
transportation 250
room and bbard 1 600

a. $4,475

b. family co'ntriliution $a.p.000

Student is eligible since family cpntribution (b)
is less than one-half student budget (a).

,
, 6. be unable to pursue the course q tef study were it not or the

SEOG. Because of the vagueness of this regulati n, USOE has
counseled institutions to take a common-sense .ap roach. It is
not expected that a student would be required to borrow the
maximum allowable or to work an unreasonable number of hours per
week. Rather, it is expected that attempts will e made to
provide some "self-help" (loan or work) in each student's
package unless documentable justifications exist 4s to why this ,

should not be done.
\

7. be anipdergra4uate-.-whereas the training at the i\nstitution is

alwaYs considered to beSndergraduate in nature, it must be
remembere0 that no student who has already earned a bachelor's,
degree may receive an SEOG. Therefore, if a student has
received a bachelor's degree at another institution, h Tay NOT
receive an SEOG by virtue of the fact that he is again afi
undergraduate: This is true whether or not the-first school is
an eligible institution/-

MIthod of Application:

1. For the Institution: The institutibn applies fqr these funds
annually, for all eligible students, by means of the Tripart
Application. The Tripart is normally due in. mid-Octobet for
funds bgginning in July of the following year.

In order to 'receive funds, an institution must be declared

eligible by the USOE Divisibil of Eligibility and Agendy
Evaluation by January 31st of the year in which it will be
receiving funds. Requirements for eligibility include national
accreditation by the releVant USOE recognized accrediting body,
course entrance requirements of a high school diploma or
recognized equivalency, completion of OE Form 1059, and the

. signing of REW 'Form 441, civil rights compliance.

8 - 8
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2. For the Student: The student applies directly through the
institution for such funds. An'analysis of the student's
financial need and the submission of various other forms are
required. k

SEOG "Matching": In determining the amount offiEOG to be awarded,
the aid officer must bear in mind that a student rceiving SEOG must
also receive an equal amount of some other' source or combination of
sources of eligible aid funds.

,The following are eligible sources of SEOG "matching funds":

1. College Work-Study

2. National Direct Student Loan

3. Basic Educational Opportunity Grant

4. Federally Insured Loan--ONLY IF A SCHOOL IS A DIRECT LENDER

5. Institutional employment

6. Outside scholarships from a private organization

7. IState sAolarship1010 grants

8. For other types of aid (i.e., grants not from a privlate
organization or the state, and loan, and work fram ahy
source) 2alz if the institution selects the recipient and
determines the amount of the award.

Award Disbursement: An SEOG must be disbursed at least twice during
a student's academic year. If the institution utilizes quarters or. '

semesters, it must disburse funds accordini, to these divisions. If,
on the other.hand, it has no such academic terms, it is required to
reserve at least half of the grant amount until the midpoint. Nof
funds should be disbursed until the student actually starts classes.
The SEOG may be disbursed I) as a credit to the student's account, 2)
by a check to the student which is then endorsed over to the
institution for institutional charges, or 3) by a check to the
student for living costs. If the award is disbursed as a credit to
the student's account, a signed receipt by the student must evidence
this disbursement.

In the SEOG program, a distinction is made between students who have
previously received SEOG, and those for whom this_is the first
academic year of their award. The first-year award is called am
initial year (IY) award, with subsequent awards deemed continuing
year (CY) funds._ In other words, a student should not receive CY

B 9
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funds until a full academic year has been comp/eted and a new
application, evaluation of need, and othersdocuments have been
collected. --

Cigwransfer Between EOC and CWS: _Art institution is-permitted to
transfer up'to 10 ercent of its highest allocation between these two
programs.

Reporting Reetiliremeuts: In addition to the annual application for
funds (the Tripart ApOlication)4 the institution must file a final
fiscal report on, program activifies. This,report is normally due
August 15th for the year ending June 30th.

C. The College Work-Study Program

The College Work-Study (CWS) Program was authorized by Title IV, Part
C, of the Higher Edwation Act of 19.651(P.L. 89-329); as amended. The
purpose of the CWS grogram is to extend part-time employment opportu-
nities eb students who ar0h need of the earnings from such employment-
in order to pursue courses of study at institutions.of higher education.

- By subsidizing the part-tivae employment of needy students, the program is
-

intended to promote the .eiluality of educational oplportunity at the

postsecondary .level.

Under the College Work-Study program, fnnds are provided to eligible
-

institutions to' create job opportunities for their'students who are in
need of such earnings in order to'attend a postsecondary school. In

profit-making, private vocational schools, all employment must be work in

the public interest for public or private nonprofit off-campus agencies.

No on-campus employment is permissible at these institutions. It must

also be noted that proprietary schools may not hire students in nonprofit

organizations which are owned or controlled by the school, or Sy the

corporation, association, partnership or indlvidual which owns or

controls the proprietary institution. The only ?xception to the

prohibition against "on-campus" employment wouldlbe vocational schools

which are incorporated as private, nonprofit insjtitutions and are so

recognized by the Internal Revenue Service. If,the institution is
---,

k

incorporated as a

\

nonprofit entity, it may employ studerits at the school.

-
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Salle institution is responsible for all phases,of program

administration including selection of recipients, determination of the

dward, job development, job placement, supervision, and maintence of
records. Under the CWS program, the Federal share of compensation is

limited to 80 percent of the gross earnings. The agency must contribute

at least 20 percent plus the employer's share of applicable taxes.

Type of Aid: Fipirally subsidized work opportunities for riedfle,_
students who elect to earn a portion of their educational expensege,

Minimum and Maximum: There is no minimum cr maximum award, except
that the student's need, as determined by an approved needs analysis
system, may not be exceeded. Students may work up to.20 hours per
week at wages set by the employer in cooperation with the schooll'but 4
not less than the .applicable Federal, state, or local minimum wage.
Students may be paid subminimum wages if the employer is eligible for
an exemption from the minimum wage statutes.

Genera,lly, a student may not work more than an average of 20 hours
per week while classes are in sesSion, averaged over the entire
enrollment period. AS mant'as 0'hours per week may be worked during

.vacatron periods or at ottler times when classes are not in sedsion.1
However, an institution mayrmit a student to average4more than 20
hours per week (but never mor4 than 40 hours in a given week) rif the
institutioA:determines thae the student's-need is so great that it
cannot be metrfrom the earnings of lower per-week hours. It this
case.documentation should be on file in the student's folder.

Institutional Elizibility: In order to participate in the CWS
program, an institution must be certified as eligible by the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Education.

Program Eligibility: Within the school's course offerings, certain?
slorzgrams may be designated as eligible, whereas others may-be
declared ineligible. To be an eligible program under CWS, a course
must be six months and 600 clock hours in length and must admit as
regular students only persons with a high school diploma or the
recognized equivalency..

Student Eligibility:. Finally, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive College Work-Study, a student must:

1 be-a U.S. citizen, a resident of the Trust Territories of the
Pacific, oSoir5gthe U.S. for"other than temporary purposes,,as
evidenced by an 1-151 visa (permanent or resident alien cafd).
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2e be enrolled at least half time (a minimum of six credit hours
for college students, or 12 clock hours per week for vocational
students). A clock hour is defined as a 50- to 60-minute class,
lecture,, recitation, faculty-supervised laboratory, shop

- training, or internship. If the school is a 2-year institution
summer.break., the student may continue his CWS employment

during this vacation period although he is not actually enrolled.

3. be making measurable progress towards a degree or certificatet
and be in good standing according to institutional 'standards.

4. .have financlal need as detefmined by a recognized needs analysis
s stem.

Method of Application:
4%

I. For the Institution: The institution applies for these funds
annuallY for all of4ts eligible students, by means of the
Tripart Application. Th4 Tripart is normally due in mid-OCtober
for funds beginning in July ofghe following year. In orderlto
rceive funds, an institution must be declared eligible by the
USOE Division of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation by Japuary
3Ist of the year in which it will be receivkng funds.
Requirements for eligibility iwylude national accreditation by
the relevant USOE recognized dfErediting body, course entrance
requirements of a high school diploma or reFognized equivalencyl
the completion of OE Form 1059f and the signing of HEW Form 441,
civil rights compliance.

2. For the Student: The studelt applies directly through the
instltution .for such funds. Analysis of the studenesifinan64t1
need and the'Submission of various other forms are-required.

Award Diskursement: Federal regulations require that students must
,be paid at least monthly. However, most institutions find that
biweeklyiactisbursements'are preferable in meeting students' needs. lit

isnot acceptable to dirdctly credit-any of the Federal portion of
the paycheck,to a student's tuition account. Rather, if the student
!las outstanding iftstitutional charges, the institution must ask the
'student to endorse all or a portion of.the check.

The final concern is to assure that a student does not exceed hisNr
ednings. Cumulative ledger cards are 4sed for this purpose, and a
leter taust be mailed tocihe student and supervisor when,a student
approaches his CWS award. Regardless of whethe'r, the agency or the
school is officially the employer, the school.retains the
responsibility for,;see' g that meaningful work is being performed..
Occasional visits to t job site will provide documentation of this.
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Job Location and Development Program: The Higher Education
Amendments of 1976 provided for a special program4bi which the
institution could use a portion of its Work-Study authorization to
*help find part-time jobs for its students. The use of the funds are
not to be limited to finding eligible Work-Study positions, but
rather can be used as well for locating jobs in the private sector
for needy or nonneedy students.

Summtn College Work-Study: If the'institution is a 2-year program
with a summer break, students may be employed during that vacation as
long as they have.'filed a statement saying they intend to reenroll in
the fall. If, at any time after signingsuch a statement, evidence
is 'found that a student does not,intend to reenroll, he/she must be
tei-minated from his job.indnediately.

0
Students workineduring a summer period in which they are not
enrolled must save the majority pf .their earnings for the next
aca.demic year. Current regulations require that after required taxes
are deducted, a student's additional expenSes may not exceed $300 or-
20 percent of-gross wages, whichever is less. Rare, well7documented

me ceptionl can be ade to increase these "Costs" incident to
exIployment to $600 or 40 percept of gross wages, whichever is less.

Reporting Requirements:, In addition to the annual application for
funds (the Tripart), the institutiob'must file a final fiscal report
on program activities. This report is normally due August 15th for
the year ending June 30th;

t t

Transfer Between SEOG and CWS: An institut-ion is permitted to
transfer up to la percent of its highest allocation between these two
pragrams.

d. National Direct Student.Loan

The National Direct Student toan program -(NDSL) (previously known as

the National Defense Student Loan program) was established under Title tI

of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958 (P.L. 85-864),-as

:amended. The E4ucation Amendments of-1972 (P.L. 92-328) transferred the

program from tItt NDEA to Part E of Title IV of the Higher Education Act

of 1965. The purpose of NDSL Ls to provide a loan fund at institutions

of highec education for the purpose of making long-term, /ow-interest

loans to qualified students in need of financial aq.sistance. To be

eligible, the student must pursue study on,at least a half-time basis.
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Ninety percent of new capital is provided by the Federal government

with the remaining 10 percent being contributed by the institAion. As

with the other'Tripart programs, the full administration of the program,

including loan collecion, is-the responsibility of the institution.

An important element of the NDSL program is its revolving nature.

That is, as students repay loan obligations, thesePfunds are redeposited'

in the account for use by future enrollees. The revolvidg nature of pie

fund also makes it possible for the institution to carry over funaa

across fiscal years as long as the FederaliZunds are drawn down and

matched prior to June 30th of the year in which they are authorized.

Type of Aid: Long-term, low-interest loans are repaid at not less
than $30 per month, beginning nine months after graduation or
termination of aC least half time study. Annual iintereSt is three7
percent of the unpaid balance once payment begins.

1.4

Minimum and Maximum: There is no minimum loan. The maximum total
loan for students who have not yet completed two academic years of
postsecondary education i; $2,500.

Institutional Eligibility: In order to participate in the NDSL
program, an institution must be certified, as eligible ,b,y the Division
of Eligibility and Agency Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Education.

Program Eligibility.: Within the school's course offeringS, certain
programs may be designated as eligible, whereas..Athers may be
declared ineligible. To be an eligible program udder NDSL, a course
must be 6 months and 600 clock hours in length and must, if a \
proprietary school, admit as regular, studentsmonly persons wit

1igh

school diploma or recogAized equivalencyor, if a public o

+1;,I1

_

e'r nonprofit school, admit only students beyond the compulso age
of school attendance who can benefit from a postsecondary progra . %

Studit Eligibility: Lastly, student eligibility must be
determined. In order to receive an NDSL, a student must:s.

1. be a U citizen; a resident of the Trust Teri-itories of the
r in.the United States for other than temporary

purposes as evidenced.by an 1-151 visa (permanent or resident
alien-ca d).

e 4

2. he enrorled at least half time (12 hours per week). A clock

sourisclefirleciAsa50-to 60,min-ute class, lecture,
recitation,,faeulty-supervised labora%ry, shop traini.ng or
internship.

4
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3. bg making satisfactory progrest toward a degree or certificate
and be in good standing according to instigutional standaeEs.

4. not be in default on a loan received (GSL or FISL) for
attendance.at that institution and not owe a refund on a Falderal
grant received at that school.

41.

5. have financial need as determined by a recognized_naed -analysis
system.

6.* indicate a willingness to.repay the loan. Regulatory language
now prohibits the making of a loan to any student who indicates
an unwillingness to repay. Delinquency on a prior loanl-or a
past history of poor debt payment, may be taken as evidence of

/Or unwillingness to repay.

Method ol'Application

1. For the Inititution: The instieution applies for these funds
annually, forall of its eligible students by,means of the
Tripart Application. The Tripart is normally due in mid-Ocrober
for funds beginning in July of the following year.

-In order to receive funds, an institution must be declared
eligible by the USOE Division of Eligibility and Agency
Evaluation by January 31st of the year in which it will:be
ireceiving funds. Requirements for eligibility incluM national
accreditation by the relevant USOE recognized accrediting body,
oourse entrance requirements of a high school diploma or
recognized equivalent, course length of aeleast 6 months and`
600 clock hours, completion of OE Form 1059, and the signing of
HEW Form 441, civil rights compliAnce. In addition, (1) the
institution must match Federally receiayed funds with a

contribution equal t9 at least one-ninth of the Federal dollars;
(2) the institution is responsible for collection of,the loans;
And (3) collected dollars are reloaned to other students
(without the requirement of additional matching).

2. For the Student: The student applies..directly th ugh the
institution for such funds. An analysis of the stUdent's
financial neei, a promissory note as evidence of the
indebtedness, and the submission of vvious othev forms are

4 required.

NDSL Billing and Collection: Unlike other forms of student
assistance, the"Administration of NDSL is far from completed when the
money is disbursA to the student. Ii fact, the institutio s

renonsibi,lities have just begun at that juncture. Na I Direct
St,lent Los are made without security, to sstudents wrire
generally unemployed, withiwt assets, extremely mobile, and usually
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without a Zestedtcredit rating. ThUs, if the collection program is
to be successful, institutions must often pu forth effortS greater
than those utilized in thp collection of conventional loans. Good
collection practice begins at the time the loan is made. It'is now
required by regulation that in addition to the "exit interview"
necessary_before a student leaves school, an entrance or initial
interview must be held. This session, conducted by the-financial aid
officer at the time the irst payment of the loan is disbursed,

,should at a minimmm:!

1. Enable the institution to gather vital information about the
°borrower. It. has been found that if personal data such as
,credit card numbers, names of relatives, driver's license
number, etc. are collected at this point in the aid process,
the studentawill tend to give more accurate information than if.
asked for the same information at graduation when the purpose of
such data collection is more evident.

2. Impress upon the student that this portion of his/her aid is a
loan and must be repaid.

3. Allow the borrower to raise questions about procedures and terms
Of.the NDSL. Care should be take7 to inform the student both of
his/her obligation and his/her privile es.

An exit interview must be.cOnducted for each borrower before.leaving
school. By regulation, the institution must employ all means at its
disposal to assure the student's atteridance at such interviews. Like
the.entrance interview, the exit interview is both a give and take
procedure. Information on the program will be provided byAhe aid
officer, whereas the 'student will provide informatiOh useful should
his account becom delinquent. T to be reviewed include:

1. the grace period

2. terms of paymentrepayment s'chedule

. biliing procedures (will it be from the ins .tutio or from a
contracted billing service?)

%

. 4. interest', late charges

5. cancellation and deferment procedures

6: acceleration without penalty Provision

7. notification of ad4ess change
4

A written record of the Exit Interview and a signed repayErnt
sche4ule.must b4 retained for program documentation purposes.'
At the school's disdretion fiese intrviews may be conducted
on anindividual or basis.
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